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NF LISTOFNONOCHRONE PHOlQGRAPIiS 

(Numbers are those of negatives , of films lettered alphabetically, and numbered 

by frames within these) (this should be order of taking except that L should come 

after J) 

Al 

A2 

A3 

A4 

A5 

A6 

A7 

A8 

A9 

A10 

All 

A12 

Bl 

B2 

83 

B4 

85 

B5-6 

Ditch 90, N edge from SW, section 53 in background 

Ditto, from slightly more WSW 

Ditto, lighter 

Section S3 from SSW, showing robbing holes of timbers on left 

Ditch 230, N edge from WE, with timber complex 101 in shelf 101~ on edge 

General view from NW, stone road 7 central 

Ditch 90 from W, looking along its N edge to section S3; timber Complex 

101 in centre foreground, in shelf 101~ in 230 

As A6 but lighter 

As AS, but including well 57 in right foreground 

As A6, but lighter 

AsA 

Stone road 7 from WW 

Stone road 7 from 8, with N edge of ditch 230 in foreground, with timber 

complex 101 on shelf 

Stone road 7, larger stones, from SE 

Robbing holes SO, 114 for timbers etc on NE side of mill; section S3 on 

right 

General view of N part of site from W looking towards (at this stage) 

unexoavated area of Cutting II 

Robbing holes 80 etc seen from above SE - line of section 53 crossing 

diagonally 

Ditto, lighter 



B6 

B7 

Timber robbing hole 80 from E, looking down 

General view of area between mill and millpool from SW, showing timber 

robbing holes and section 53 

B8 Close-up of hole, identity uncertain 

89 Timber road 23 ORG, with post 61 on right, from S 

BlO Timber road 23 ORG, from N 

El1 Timber road 23, showing spars 23 a-h under organic brushwood etc 

B12 General view of timber road 23 from W, with section S7 in background 

Cl 

c2 

c3 

c4 

c5 

C6 

c7 

C8 

c9 

Cl0 

Cl1 

Cl2 

Emplacement 114 for driving chute timber , set in 34; part of section 53 

in background; from SW 

As Cl from WSW 

General view of area between mill and millpool from SW at low levels 

unexcavated mill in foreground 

Bs C3 lighter 

Mill area from 1, with mill timbers emerging from 34 - early stage in 

excavation 

Spars of timber rcmd 23 from N; 62 metalling in foreground 

Spars of timber road 23 from SW 

As C7 from W 

23 timber road complex from NW 

As C9, lighter 

Spars of 23 closer view from SW 

23 timber road, lowest spar 323f from S 

Dl 23 a-h timbers end on view (all) 

D3 Ditto, diagonally of psghole ends 

D4 Ditto; diagonally showing most of timbers 

D5 Ditto; lighter 



D6 

D6-7 

DS 

D9 

DlO 

Dll 

Dll-12 

D12 

El 

E2 

Fl3 

Ea 

ES 

E6 

ED 

Es 

E9 

El0 

El1 

El2 

As Dl, but further away, in sun 

As DS, darker, no sun 

Timber mill paddle CW4, outer sides 

Ditto, lighter 

Ditto, even lighter (?bestl 

Timber mill paddle CW4, inner sides, lightest (best) 

Ditto, darker 

Ditto, darkest 

Barrel-urinal 142a from above west 

Ditto, lighter 

Barrel urinal 142, from above east 

Blank 

Mill from SW, with destruction material in position; section S3 in 

background, and Cutting II beginning to be excavated (Ronald Lampert in 

Aussie hat digging) 

As ES, darker 

As ES, from RW, with timbers 190 in foreground 

Mill, with destruction levels intact, from N 

As ES, from NE (sections S8 and S7 in background) 

As ES, closer view, from SW 

SW end of mill from SE; timbers 190 in background, well 57 lower right, 

crossed by temporary beulk of section S& note timbers of Mill 1 

Close-up view from S of wheel area of mill floor, with sands and 

destruction levels in position , including planks 152 and (sole-tree) 154. 

F3 Timber complex 136 etc in SW corner, from S 

F2 Ditto, darker 

F3 Ditto, f tom N, looking into corner of this limited area of excavation 



F4 

F5 

F6 

F7 

F8 

F9 

FlO 

Fll 

F-I2 

62 

G3 

G4 

G5 

G6 

67 

Gs 

G9 

GlO 

011 

81 

Ii2 

x3 

84 

?I5 

H6 

As F3 from slightly more west 

As Fl from W 

Blank 

Mill from NE, with destruction levels and fallen planks removed, but with 

sands left in wheel area; driving chute emplacement in foreground 

As F7 from N, with emplacements 296-7 for driving and by-pass chutes in 

foreground 

Timber with steel bearing (sole-tree) 154, top 

154, close view of bearing block IR24 and worn hole on end 

Close-up of bearing block IR24 in 154 

Ditto, lighter 

Mill complex as finally cleared, from NW 

Ditto, darker 

Ditto, lighter 

Ditto, darker 

Mill complex as finally cleared, from W 

Mill pool complex from W 

Ditto, darker 

Mill from N 

Northern part of mill from E 

Ditto, lighter 

Mill complex as finally cleaned, from NE (section S7 in rear) 

Ditto, lighter 

Timbers 190, 185, and 126 (NW side of mill and extension) from W 

Timbers 173 etc (outfall revetment) from E 

Mill floor planks 160, and 166 (tIEi end of Mill) fram SE 

Close-up of N comer of mill, frm E 



Hll 

I112 

Jl 

J2 

53 

54 

55 

J6 

J7 

58 

J9 

JlO 

Jll 

512 

Kl 

K2 

it3 

Boards of Mill 1 etc to E of well 57, from N 

Timber 173 etc (NW side of outfall revetment) from B, showing collapse of 

walling timber 151 under pressure from roads to NW 

Millstone Ql 

NW end of timber 246, showing close-up of by-pass sluice 501 with guide 

holes, from W 

Lava millstone fragments 

Local sandstone millstone fragments 

Millstone QlO 

Wooden bovl CW6, exterior 

Wooden bowl CW6, exterior 

Millstone QlO 

Wooden bovl CW6, interior 

Millstone Q4 

Millstone QQ 

Millstone Ql 

Mill from W, with floor-boards 160 removed, showing mill 1 timbers below 

Mill complex from SW after removal of 160 floor boards 

Mill, NW side at NE END, with 160 removed 

Ii7 Close-up of NW end of timber 246, showing by-pass sluice emplacement with 

guide holes, and joint with 161 timber 

?i8 NW side of millpool at NE en?, going into section S5 

Ii9 B corner of mill from I, showing corner joint of timbers 166 and 131, and 

emplacement for driving chute in l66 

Ii10 SE end of timber 246 (SW side of mi1Qx~01) showing emplacement 300 for 

driving chute, and slot 500 for missing timber of SE wall of pool 

X10-11 Ditto, lighter 

. 



K4 Millpool 8W wall timber 246, SE end, and finally excavated floor of 

millpool, from NW; section S3 on left in oblique section 

K5 As K4 but more from WNW, and shoving more of 246 timber 

K6 Clay bed for lover millstone SC.3 etc 

K7 Lead fragments, melted (CM) 

K8 Ditto, lighter 

Ll 

L2 

L3 

L4 

L5 

L6 

L7 

L8 

L9 

LlO 

Lll 

Ll2 

Ml -2 

M3 

M4 

M5 

M6 

M7 

M8 

)r18-9 

Iron hinge IR6 

Carvedwood fragments CWl and CW2 

Ditto, darker, but more complete 

Final view of lover (SE) part of section S7, frem E 

Mill complex as finally cleared from SW 

Ditto, darker 

Central part of mill from S, shoving outfall revetment timber 173 etc 

extending to left, and 190 extension into distance; well 57 in foreground 

Ditto, darker 

Section 57, and outfall revetment timber 173 and 151 from B 

Ditto, lighter 

Mill complex as finally cl-aed, from SW 

Dirt0 

Blank 

Leather fragments, dark 

Ditto, light 

Clay bed for lover millstone 8C3 etc 

Blank 

8C3 or 5, burnt clay of lover stone aeating,vith grain 

Ditto, darker 

Ditto, lighter 



Ml0 Lead frsb melted (OM) - d&c 

Ml1 Ditto, lighter 

Ml2 Timber 154 end, after removal of hearing 

. 



MP LIST OP COLOUR SLZDBS 

(numbers are those of the indexed collection in the Department of Archaeology, 

University of York) 

9,969 

9,972 

9,973 

9,974 

9,975 

9,976 

9,977 

9,978 

9,979 

9,980 

9,981 

9,982 

9,983 

9,984 

9,985 

9,986 

9,987 

9,988 

9,989 

9,990 

9,991 

D J Fowler, isometric drawing of mill with correct labe9linS 

D 3 yowler, isometric drawing of mill with incorrect labelling 

General view of digging from east 

Liftiag timbers by machine at end of excavation 

Ditto 

Timbers of phase 2, first mill from SE; end of excavation 

Final photograph with most of mill timbers lifted, from NE 

Mill final from NW 

Mill final from W 

Mill final from S 

Mill final from W 

Mill from WE with destruction levels in position 

Mill from W with destroction levels in posftion 

Mill and millpool, final from E 

Road timbers 23 of phase 5a from N 

*Jetty' features 101 of phase 7 and stona road 7 of phase 5a from SE 

Stone road 7 of phase 5a from N 

Stone road 7 of phase 5a from N 

Robbing holes of phass 5b on eastern aide of excavation, with timber 

fragments; from NB 

t+JB corner of second mill with enveloping of clay (34) ia position 

East side of excavation at an early stage, when mill appearing; 'clay 

cut bat’, to line of timbers' 

9 



10,011 

10,012 

10,013 

10,014 

10,016 

90,017 

10,018 

10,019 

10,020 

10,021 

10,022 

10,023 

10,024 

10,025 

10,026 

10,029 

10,050 

10,051 

10,052 

10,053 

Timber plank with steel bearing 154 

Plank 154, right-hand end wi*;h closar view of bearing block IR24, and 

worn hole in end 

Bearing block TR24, set in timber 154 

Section through bearing block IR24, as cut and polished by Dr I3 Trent 

(Trent 1975) 

Fragments of millstones of Midlandsorigin, grouped in stones of each 

millstone 

Lower (grinding) side of upper millstones Q4, showing circumferential 

wear8 and central emplacement for rynd 

Lover (grinding1 surface of upper m&blstone QlO 

upper surface of upper millstone fragments of imported lava 

Lower (grinding) surfaces of upper millstone fragments of imported 

lava 

Burnt clay fragments (EE3 and 5+) of (originally wet> bedding for 

lover millstone 

Drawing of lower millstone bedding 

Durnt &ay DC3 or 5, showing grains and grain impressions 

Half-melted lead r&ass and pieces %!7 

Wooden mill paddle CW4, view of cuter surfaces 

Ditto, view of inside surfaces 

Section (reconstruction) 

Mill final from west 

Grenville Astill removing c&y 34 

Grenville Astill cleaning out ditch 90; section S3 (right-hand side) 

on right 

General viev of mill excavation from north, at stage where destruction 

levels still in place; S13 and S8 in hackgroundr probably sue iiirst 

and Grenville Astill in picture digging. Are peop3.e on edge Rodney 

Hilton and Jean Birrell? 

11 



10,054 

10,055 

10,067 

10,068 

10,069 

10,070 

lO,o=l 

10,072 

10,073 

10,074 

10,075 

10,076 

10,077 

16,078 

10,079 

10,080 

10,056 

10,057 

10,058 

10,059 

10,060 

Group on excavation. Jane Isaac second from left; Sue Iiirst and 

Philip Rahts on right 

As 10,052, with Astill standing up 

SW side of millpool (timber 246) from NW 

Will from W, timbers 190a, b in foreground 

Mill complex from SW 

Mill from ET, timber 246 and driving chute 300 emplacement in 

foreground 

Mill w:ti all destruction levels 150, 170 etc in place, from WIUW 

Ditto, mainly of WW side; section 57 in background 

SW side of millpccl (timbers 161 and 246) from SW; by-pa88 emplacement 

501 in 246 on left 

Mill from SSW, with destruction levels 150, 170 etc still in 

Position. Well 57 in left foreground 

Timber complex 101 from B (on ditch 230 edge) - apparently in shelf in 

230 

Ditto from SE 

Dirto, from SW locking WB* Ditch 90 on right hand side 

As 10,075, but lighter 

Wooden (organic) road 23 from NW8 section S7 on right 

General 8iew from NB; GA back to camera 

General view of excavation from WWc with mill in foreground; takan at 

same time as 10,053 and 10,054. Daryl Fowler and Ken Sheridan on 

edge; PAR in distance; section S3 on left 

Timber& being removed by mobile crane at end of excavation (July 1971) 

Digging: Sue Sheridan and Grenville Astill 

Mechanical excavation, using a Drott 

General view from WE, similar tc 10,053 

12 



22,232 Lead *progellor*~reverse~ OM3 

22,233 Lead gpropellora~obversee OM3 

22,234 Lead *window frameO*obversem OM7a 

22,235 Lead Window frame'Dreverseg OM7a 
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10,061 

10,062 

10,063 

10,064 

10,065 

10,066 

10,081 

10,082 

10,083 

10,084 

10,085 

10,086 

10,087 

10,088 

10,089 

10,090 

10,091 

10,092 

10,093 

10,094 

10,095 

1010% 

10,097 

10,098 

10,099 

view frcm west at early stage of excavation, before removal of bulk of 

34; Section S3 in background. Section S14 in middle; timbers 190a and 

b in foreground under plastic sheeting. Mill not visible 

Wechanical excavation 

General view of digging at an early stage from SK 

Will final frcm NE 

Will as finally cleaned from SE; timber 190a in background; Well 57 in 

foreground 

Ditto from north, N corner of mill in foreground 

Similar to 10,080; some of stone road 7 in right foreground 

Timber road 23 (organic) from W; 82 metalling on left 

Timber road 23 (spars 23 a-h) from SW 

Similar tc 10,082 

As 10,082, closer view 

Timber road 23 (organic), with post 61, from 3s 

Stone road 7 from N 

Ditto 

Ditto from SE, oblique view 

As 10,089 

Section 57, with timbering of outfall revetment (173 etc), from NR 

General view from NW, as mill timbers (NR side) were beginning to 

appear by removal of 342 Section S3 in background with 80 on left 

Robbing hole 80 from S 

Robbing hole 80 from WSW 

Robbing hole 80 SW 

Edge 10 from south 

Ditch 90 from NW, showing Mrthern edge and Section 53 In background 

Robbing hole 80 from SE, looking along line of Section S3 

Rdge 10 from S, section 514 in background on right 
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10,100 

10,101 

10,102 

10,103 

10,104 

10,105 

10,106 

10,107 

10,108 

10,109 

10,110 

10,111 

10,112 

10,113 

10,114 

10,115 

10,116 

10,117 

10,118 

10,119 

10,120 

10,121 

10,122 

10,123 

10,124 Ewence drawings of IR25 and IR24 

22,230-l Lead crow OM1 

Section of unknown location 'north of mechanical cut* (title on slide) 

Rs 10,098, less contrast 

Ditto 

Timber complex 136 etc in SW corner of excavation, from NW looking 

down into corner of excavation of this limited area, and possibly 

showing edge of 230 earlier than timber F175 (not on plan) 

Barrel-urinal 142 from SW 

timber complex 136 etc from S 

Digging, around barrel 142; GA and SS 

Stamford ware and other late Saxon or early medieval sherds 

Ditto, darker 

Bearing block fR24 in polished section 

Lead fragments, half -melted (OM nos) 

Wooden bowl CW6, outside 

Spars 23 a-h of timber road 23; end view 

Ditto, diagonal view 

BC3 and 5+, burnt clay seating for lover millstone 

FIalf melted lead (OM nos) closer view of 'window-frame-like' pieces 

Millstone Ql, upper stone, upper surface 

Mill paddle CW4, inner surfaces 

Millstone QlO, upper stone, upper surface 

Wooden bowl CW6, inner surface8 

Leather, numbered l-8, = LEl-8 

Millstone Ql, upper stone, lower (grinding) surface 

Millstone Q4, upper stone, lower (grinding) surface 

First reconstruction drawing of mill paddle CW6 (now shown to be wrong 

in detail) 
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M F I .4 CIRCUM6TANCES OF EXCAVATION > . . 

1971 and earlier * . 
by PAR 

Barlier work on the 1971 and earlier archaeology of Tamworth has amply 

demonstrated that its historical importance, long known from writtm sources, was 

well representd by surviving archaeological remains (fig 2). Bxcavati.x%a before 

. I referencl?. ..: Meeson 1979) were concentrated mainly on the circuit of the -. 

Anglo-Saxon defences of the 10th century, which superseded earlier works of t&e 

8th and/or 9th centuries CL.1 above). It was Meeson (1979), however, who 

finally synthesised the earlier archaeological and historical work, and generated 

: hypotheses on the wider topography of the town, based on his own excavations in 

thecentralarea. This was around St Bditha's Church, where he postulates the 

existence of a royal centre (above, 1.1). A reconstruction of Meeson's CohCiptS 

was painted by Richard Bryant for the BBC TV series by Michael Wood 'In Search Of 

I 
. . . l This included a programme called '7.n Search.of Offa', in which Bryant's 

picture was shown. 

Work in the Bolebridge Street area began with an excavation by Charles Young in 

1968, never published by him (but see ,Young 1971..). Young excavated part of the 

Saxon and medieval defences in the SE corner of the town, on the north side of 

Bolebridge Street; an importaut feature of his dig was the discovery for the 

first time in Tamworth of preserved wood and cfther organic residues in a 

waterlogged environment. . 

Meeson recognised the potential of the area south of Bolebridge Street (at SK 

2090391, all due for redevelopment as part of *urban renewal'. rt was in 1971 

believed that the Saxon defences found by Young extended into this area, and . . 

subsidence of standing buildings seemed to confirm this hypothesis.. Furthermore, 



the estate map Of George MarqUis Townshend of 1810 (CR0 Stafford 854/2) showed 

the 'Kings Ditch', the medieval tawn ditch found by Young, continuing its . 
b 

alignment downFthe river. This map also shows a dotted line running down to the 

river on the west side of the present site; and the last occupant of the 

buildings in this area said there had been a right of way here to the river (info 

K Sheridan). This is probably of early medieval origin, as will be discussed 

from the archaeological evidence 'later in this report. 

Meeson recdrded nos 72-73 Rolebridge Street in 1970-71; these comprised at least 

three phases of timber-framed structures of the 17th-19th centuries. These had 

been built partly on a layer of red clay, put in to level up the subsidence noted 

above. This corresponds to layer Lla in the 1971 excavation. These buildings 

were demolished for car parking, and in the spring of 1971 Sheridan (then on the 

staff of the Castle Museum, Tamworth) dug a trench across the site, !&is 

revealed substantial structural timbers >I again well preserved 

in waterlogged conditions, with bunt material and good stratification. These 

were interpreted as part of the timberwork of the Saxon defences8 they appeared 

to offer a splendid opportunity for extending knowledge of the timher super- ' 

StrUctUre not only just of Tamworth, but were potentially also of relevance to 
&lL 

the understanding ofbMercian Anglo-Saxon defences , and indeed to those of pre- 

Conquest England as a whole (Rahtz 1977). There was also the possibility of 

clarifying problems of the relationship of the defences to the north bank of the 

River Anker; and the precise course of that river in this area in medieval and 

earlier times. Resources were accordingly sought for a more extended excavation 

involving the local authorities and other organisations , central government (then 

the Department of the Environment, DOE) and the University of Birminghamt the 

total cost of the work, from May 31 - July 5, 1971, waa t202-48. 



Sheridan was unable to work full-time on the site, so Rahts was invited to direct 

the work with the help of students, volunteers and&t workmen, in association 

with Sheridan. The site was only available for a few weeks1 paid labour was 

difficult to get (and of poor quality). The weather was poor, and conditions of 

waterlogging and heavy mud were very difficult. tialf-way through the excavation, 

the heavy work caused Rahts to slip a disc, which reduced his usefulness in 

direction to intermittent and merely advisory level. Susan Hirst, Grenville 

?&till and Daryl Fowler took over and completed the job. Under the hurried 

circumstances and difficult conditions, and because of the gaps in the 

stratigraphic record occasioned by the mechanical excavation, the records are far' 

from perfect, and the task of bringing the data to publication has been 

formidable, with many ambiguities onlypartially resolved,and many things that 

could not be explained. In the last few days especially, when the timber remains 

were dismantled, recording was very hurried, and many of the lower timbers were 
. 

not fully drawn, recorded, or photographed. Ths main outlines of the history of 

the site are,however, clear. 



1978 by RM 

The later excavations of 1978 (2.8 - 2.19j- were directed by Meeson. In 

1971 it was not possible to excavate the NE part of the millpool; there was a 

heavy overburden over the site3 there .-ms a shortage of time and resources; and 

the Old White Lion public house was too close for safety. This building was 

recorded and demolished in 1978 as part of further urban development in the 

area. An area of 600 sq m became available, which included a street frontage of 

2Om, end a plot length of 3Om. 

Itwas anticipated that -further structures of themillpoolwould be found, 

together with at least port: of the leat for both the first and second mills. The 

excavation lasted from March 23 to May 12, 1978; the cost, of El,083 was met by 

the Department of the Environment. The labour force consisted of volunteers, 

mainly inexperienced, who worked on the site for a total of 18 days3 this hand 

labour was used in conjunction with a JCB nechanical excavator. During much of 

the period prolonged heavy rain and considerable drainage problems added to the 

difficulties encountered. These circumstances were major factors in the 

determination of an excavation strategy. 



MF 1.5 WETHODS OF BXCAVATION, RECORDING ?UD ANAGYSIS 

An initial excavation of some 50 sq m wa8 extended to about 80 sq m, with its 

western limit on the line of section 57, and its eastern likrdt on the line of 

section S3. lpleexcavationwas later extended to take in the NE corner (the 

millpool area) and another triangle to the SW beyond 57 (initially leaving a 

baulk here)* . . - 
m _ 

-,a Further 

\ extensions ($uttings 111, IV and QJ here dug mechanically, with hand extsnsions. 

. 



from the outset, the main priority was given to the lower levels which were, as 
ware 9k~t 

anticipated, pre-Conquestt medieval and post-medieval levels ,, . relatively short 

shrift. Initially it was thought that the exposed timberwork and associated 

clayey levels were, as already mentioned, part of the Saxon defences, of timher 

and clay, better preserved here than elsewhere in the town. As the excavation 

progressed, numerous fragments of many different millstones were found; we 

realised that we ware excavating " . a watermill. The rarity of such 

structures in the British medieval and earlier archaeological record gave the 

excavation a significance at least as great as if it had indeed been the defences b 
that had been located. 

Once: the nature of the structure was realised, the highest priority was riven to 

recording its precise structural detail; it is one of a handful of Anglo-Saxon 

sites wht*re preserved timber offers the hope of some understanding of the \ 

technigues 'Df carpentry available in the pre-conguest period Mahts 1976, Wilson 

1976). In t&s we were immensely helped by Daryl Fowler, whose understanding of 
‘.. 

timber joints a& architecture and his skill in threeaensional recording were 
'. 

much beyond our ok abilities. 

. . 

The later stages of the oxcavationtJere ,conducted under the assumption 

that it was a watermill we ware digging, but at the time we believed it to be a 

vertical-Wheeled undershot mill. It was only some months later (November 1971) 

thatSheridansuggested tohahts that in factwehadbeenexcavatinga 

horizontal-Wheeledmill, for whichhe ;4~s able toguotemanyanalogiesin the 

plblished literature. A review of the ev!.dence guickly made it clear that he was 

right. Many Peatures that we had not understood in the context of a 

vertical-wheeled mill (or even at all) could bs readily slotted into this revised 

interpretation. This was especially true of the recognition that a gap in the 

destruction dapwsbts indicaW the presence of the Wheel-‘assembly~ and ta the 

crwial iUmw.t:t .at.ion of one of the wooden objects as a paddle f rote the theL 



Within the maipaw+he stratification survived at several different levels, 

because of thl varying depths of mechanical excavation. It was difficult " 

therefore to follow layers in a systematic way. Attempts to do so in the early 

stages are indicated in the report by the definition of layers Ll to L4t it was 

possible to relate some features to these stratigraphically. Most layers and 

features vere, however, numbered (by serial arabic numerals), and described as and 

when they were located, with observations in written form, noting such 

stratigraphic relationships as could be observed. Limits of some layers and 

features vere plotted on plans at different sL4ges at a scale of 3:20, as far as 

was possible. Five successive field plans are deposited in the archive in 

Tamworth Castle Museum. While these were drawn at successive s+ages of the work, 

they do not necessarily show layers or features that were visible together. 

The crucial data, however, apart fro? the plan of the mill itself, were recorded _- 

on sections SI-S19 (figs 6-27) it is the syntheses of these which provides 
s4ctivns ara . 

the framework of phasing and vertical relationshipstthe’ principal’ * h.placed at the 

beginning of this report, same with a phased interpretation. The emphasis on 

such a vertical record was archaic, even in 19718 many of the unresolved problems 

of the site axe due to t&e dif.ficulties of attempting to reconstruct a 

three-dimensioualsequeace from two-dimensional records, rather than from the 

horizontal three-dimensional approaches familiar in British excavation in the 

19808, including single-context planning. 

Apart f ram the sections provided by the edges of the excavation at differeht 

stages, temporary baulks were left, and sections drawn, notablyaround the 

post-medieval well (SS-StO). 



Finally when the NE corner -7 was excavated, the importance of having a 

section fram SW, to NE, on the longitudinal axis of the mill, was very clear3 the 
t&s area * 

triangle somptising L was accordingly first cut back to a suitable line. Using 

all available data and levels this section was extended SW right across the 

site. Through most of its line, the stratification had by then mostly been 

removed, but levels were taken of surviving strata and structures, and complete 

profiles were available where the line intersected sections that had been drawn. 

The resulting reconstructed secticne are shown as 518 and S19. 

The final stages of excavation concentrated on the cleaning, photographing and 

recording of the mill structure. It was realised by this time that there bad 

probably been an earlier mill, but time did not permit the careful examination or . 

recording of what survived beneath the well-preserved mill. This was only 

possible for a few hours when, finally, the mill timbers were taken out by 

machine. 

. 

It was not possible in 1971 to prsservs the mill either as an exposed monwnmt, 

orewentoguarantee thesafetyof the structure ifitwere reburied. lot did 

resources allowthecarefulremovalof the timbers. No facilities were th&n 

available for their conservation, or for their transportation in an undamaged 
53 

state toaplacewhere they could be reburiedpsndingpossible future 

oonservation and reconstruction. ALlthatwaspossfble was to remove themwitha 

machine, which inflictedalotof damage. The principal ones were hoosever buried 

in wet sand in the grounds of the Huseum (Tamworth Castle), and this fortunately 

preserved their wood well enough for dendrochronological techniques to be applied 

to them a decade later, which provided the key date for the mill. 

Interim raports or noteta time published on the rrJor)c (Rahta and Sheridan 1971, 

19721 Raht8 1976, 1977, 19818 Rnhtz and Bullougb 1977). The mill also figured in 

, 



the exhibition ArchaeoMgy in Britain since 1945 at the British Museum in 1986. 

A model vas included, and there vas also a reconstruction draving in the book of 

the same title which appeared concurrently with the exhibition (Cherry ed 

1986). It should be noted that the model and the draving are materially 

different from each other, and that neither is consistent with the interpretation 

as set out in this report. These discrepancies were not the fault of the BM 

academic staff responsible, but vere due to lack of commanication at the 

development stages of exhibition and book. 

Many years were, however, to elapse before Rahtz, with the assistance of Lorna 

Watts (records) and susan Wright (finds) vas able to begin sustained work on this 

final report. 

l%e first stage was to transcribe all written field notes into tabular form 
WF 
(zablelt), and list all finds in material categories. Publishable copies were 

then made of all field drawings, with minimal interpretation or editing, other 

&an the elimination of obvious errors,aud the ensur+ngof internal 

consistency. From these versions separate and composite stratigraphic matrices 

were built up vhioh formed the bases of the periodisation and ultimate 

il3lWp~tatiOll. In the final stages ofmillinterpretation, some use hasbeen 

made of ethno-archaeological analogues derived from published sources and from 

fieldvork in various areas of Europe by Rahts and Watts. The discovery of the 

Tamworth mill was the catalyst for them of a vary absorbing and fruitful field of 

study,Pn&tdiaga study of themills of thiskind in Crete (Rahtsandlatts 

1981). 



1978 by RM -- 

8everal factors mi ftated against a systematic hand-dug area excavation to locate 

and record the rest of the millpool and leatinplan. Major changes in the urban 

landscape had removed any fixed points by which th6 precise edges of LAB 197 

excavation could be relocated; moreover the extent of the pool and the direction 

of the leatwere uncertain, and time and manpwer were limited. GLven these 

factors, the most practical way to aseess the scale of the archaeological 

problem, to determine priorities, and to relocate the millpooi quickly seemed to 

be by machine-cut sections. Two long trenches were accordingly dug by a JCB 

mechanical excavator in the full knowledge that some evidence might be lost 

(trenches A and B on plan Ml, fig 39). Subsequently the tecbnigue and gualityof 

excavation and recording selected for different parts of the site were determined 

by assessing the cost-effectiveness of careful excavation in relation to the 

quality of data it might provide, consideration of the available manpowerr and 

the limitations of time available on the site. 

Trench B, at the east end of the area, cut through more than a metre of 

post-medievaldeposits which included metal-working hearths and f-s between 

Bolebridpe Street to the north andalluvialdeposits to the south. Asmall area 

was opsned on the west side of the trench,employing amachine tocutdown to the 

topofthehearths. Thesewere exoavatedand recorded as quicklyas possible. 

Themedieval townditchbadbeenreoorded in1988 on the uortbsideof Bolebridge 

Street (young 197t, 239) and the upper edge of a dittzh of similar oharacter wae 

exposed in trial trench A (section S51, fig 47). Itwas judged that if the ditoh 

located in 1988 was the same feature as that in section S51 itwould pass beneath 

the heartba in trench 8. !ibtestthia, amoaleatcavatorwas employed to 

out out t&e depwits sealed by the hearths ia Area B, md an oblique part-section 



of a ditch or ditches was revealed. The fills were below the modern water tablet 

the section wan photographed and drawn rapidly before it collapsed, at which 

point most of ?uea B was abandoned. 

Small areas were now opened on each side of the machine-cut trench A to expose 

the Lest, and to the souti. the medieval ditch was hand-dug to a depth of 3.561~ 

from the ground surface. This operation involved the extensive use of metal 

shorings as the site was prone to flooding constant pumping of water was 

necassary from a depth of ~2.51. 

Within the area opened on the west side of trench A part of the east section (56) 

of the 1971 dig was relocated. The area between trench A and section S6 vas 

paruyexcavatedand recorded. 

, 

During the systamatic recording and removal of post-medievaldeposits ahearth 

was exposed and recorded. The removal of the hearthand other deposits exposed 

the face of what is interpreted as amedievalbank. The bank sealed the silts . 

whichhadbeeadepositedover thehedof theleat. Partof thebankwas 

initially retained adjacent to trial trench A while a small area of silts was 

exe&ned, thereby exposing part of the bed of the leat. Attention was then given 

to the small area east of trial trench A, where the postaedievaldeposits were 

out away quickly. Threebpits associatedwithnetal-vorkkngin Area Bwere 

rapidly emptied andrecordinghere wascursory. The layersof earthintowhich 

these thraepitshad cutwsre removed by spade to reveal the topof the medieval 

'bank'. 

Wmss medieval *bank* deposits which extended out of the north section S53 into 

~eavailable areawere thsnremovedquicklyby txoweland spade, expsing the 

tiaara which layon topof tha learrilts. ee ti&lers,silts,and thebedof 



the leat were then methodically examined and finally a number of sections were 

cut into the hard natural clay. 

A SepWHLe numerical sequence was adopted in each of the two main areas A and B 

for all contexts and finds. The small area excavated adjacent to trial trench B 

was called Area a. The area west of trial trench A was designated Area A but 

when the excavation and recording of features associatad with the leat extended 

@ OSt of trench A the A prefix was retained for the area (plan Ml, fig 39 ) . 

Numbers with the prefix VC refer to individual furnflses or hearths. 
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MP 2.2 PHASES o-1 - prehistoric, Roman, and pre-mill 

Introduction 

These phases comprise all features earlier than the phase 2 (first) mill; this 

includes features which may be natural (01, and those possibly earlier than the 

first mill (1). These are shown in plan in fig 28. 

Phase 0 (prehistoric and Roman) 

The broad topography of the site has been discussed in 1.3. Undisturbed 

natural levels were reached over much of the area dug. In cuttings I and II 

these consisted of sands, clays and gravele, of glacial origin, of reddish or 

orage colour (601605, 608-6091, lying on Triassic (Keuper) red sandy clay (606, 

610: well displayed in section S3). 

There is no reason to believe that the natural layers encountered in the northern 

part of the site (north of the mill) had been truncated, so that = 60 m AGD is 

probably near the prehistoric ground level near Rolebridge Street. 

Im a limited area between the medieval town ditch of phase 7 and the mill, a 

possible buried soil survived as a 'peak'. This is 607 in 63, a greenish-buff 

mottled sandy material. If this is an (altered) former soil, it gives a minimum 

former surface here of 5 59.00 m, or 2 58.80 m at its base (to compare with the 

natural further north). The drop of about a metre over a distance of s 8 m 

suggests a general gradient of g 1 in 8 down to the river in this part of 



Tamworth. This is roughly that of the observed surface of the red clay 610 in 

section S3, as seen in the sides of the mill/lest cut and town ditch. 

A further 2 8 m south, in cutting V, the red clay was encountered at 2 56.00 m 

(see section S12). Here it is overlaid by running sand and alJ.?:&rn under the 

lowest archaeological level at 2 57.70 m (d left of S7). These presumably 

represent the extent of the north edge of the River Anker in earlier times, the 

bank lying formerly between here and cuttings I and II, but later incorporated in 

the medieval town ditch. The river-bed is hokver over two metres higher than 

this now (1971), presumably due to modern water-engineering (see fig 4). The 

level of red clay in cutting V here, at = 56.00 m, is therefore likely to be a 

truncated one resulting from river downcutting, thera having formerly been a 

sharp drop to the south just north of cutting V. What are probably river-edge 

layers were also encountered under the 'jetty' complex 517, in the extreme SW 

corner of cutting I (L6 belo-~1, 

Former 'normal' levels of the natural have been extensively cut away by human 

feataes, notably the major excavation done in Anglo-Saxon times for the mills 

and their leats, and by the medieval town ditch compose&s in the post-Conquest 

_oeriod. All these were later fil-ad-up by the deposition of destruction and 

rubbish. layers to a relatively level surface on which post-medieval buildings 

could be erected, resulting in the modern topography of this area between 

Bolebridge Street and the River Anker. 

Phase 1 (pre-mill) 

A number of features are stratigraphically earlier than phase 3, but are not 

obviously related to the first mill (see below) and could predate it. Some are 

shown on the plan of phases O-2 (fig 28). They include 12, 14, 15, 16, and 18) 



none of these yielded any finds, and could all be natural depressions or 

tree-disturbed areas etc. Xn section Sl, 306, 307, and 307a could also be 

earlier than phase 2. Apart from one flint (3.1) and some Roman tile (in 307 and 

later contexts), there were no pre-Saxon artefacts , or any evidence that the area 

had been humanly occupied before the middle-late Saxon period - a conclusion 

broadly true of Tamworth as a 'central place' , but not of the wider arear as part 

of a widely-settled prehistoric and Roman rural landscape. 

All other pre-phase 3 features lie in the lowered area of the second mill or its 

lest and should be broadly associated with the first mill, even if no function 

can be assigned to them in that context. , 



MF 2.3 PHASE 2 - the first mill (figs 28-30) 

(see 7 ~1-w) 

Introduction 

Numerous layers and features were sealed by layers or structures which are 

assigned to the second mill. These phase 2 features lay in the three major 

cut-izway areas@ broadly in the western, central, and eastern parts of the site. 

In phase 3, the second mill, these are clearly the outfall, wheelhouse, and 

mXlpool/lest of a watermill. This is the'principal reason for interpreting the 

phase 2 features and layers also as related to a watermill, and this assumption 

is the basis of all subseguent discussion It must bs ada;Atted, however, that 

there is no direct evidence that there ever was a mill before that of phase 3 - 

there are for instance no millstone fragments in these phase 2 contexts - and it 

is possible that an alternative hypothesis could be generated which could account 

for all the phase 2 archaeology (such as a fish-weir). Such reservations will be 

apparent in the discussion that follows. One of the principal areas of 

uncertainty is the extent to which the phase 2 timbers were even approximately in 

their original position, as structural components of a first mill. There may 

have been extensive dismantling of the fii'st structure to bs used as a foundation 

for the second mill8 or even re-use of major structural timbers in the structure 

of that mill; some of the main timbers in the second mill had certainly been used 

in an earlier structure tn.4 below). 

It is also assumed, without any secure basis, that the first mill was of the 

horizontal-wheeled type, similar to the second skill. The only feaure that may 

wall have been quite different was the way the water entered the mill. For the 

second mill, this was clearly by way of a mill-pool, a burlt structure containing 

a reservoir of water at a higher level than the mill itself, providing a 'head' 



of water with a consequent potential velocity. For the first mill, there may 

never have been such a structurs, the water entering the mill directly from a 

lest. In either mill this would nevertheless be able to supply a constant high 

volums of water. for reasons discussed below. 

The contexts of phase 2 will be discussed as a commentary firstly on the plan 

(fig 28) and secondly on those sections in which phase 2 elements occur. 

'Ihesourceofwater 

The water for both mills oame from a lest. This is assumed to have been fed from 

the River Anker further up its oourse; the nearest possible place is suggested in 

fig 2, the lest in that case being z 400 m long. Further research is needed on 

the nature and location of the leat point-of-ent*v some associated features 

nearer the mill were found by Meeson in his 1978 sxcavatfon &ll below). A 

riwer source for the leat of a watermill obviously provides a constant and 

prolific flow, varying only in flood and drought conditions. This is in contrast 

toamill fad by a smallstream,whioh maydryupinsummsr,orwhosewater 

volume is so smallthata reservoir has to be filled before themill can operate8 

this oam be observed in the majority of surviving mills of this type in low 

rainfall countries around the Mediterranean. 

Major millsin Englandmumtalways have bssn sited tousewater from substantial 

streams or rivers, to ensure a sufficient and constant volume (cf Bolt 1998). 

. The mills at Tamworth were presumably sited at the optimum point 

where (a) there would bs the maximum fall from a leat taken off the river, aud 

(b) where the outfall was near enough to the lower course of the river for 

convenience, but still above any level which might he subjeot to flooding. 



The plan (figs 28, 30) 

While it is clear that the water came from a generally WE direction, the precise 

eharactetr of the final course of the water, which lies within the excavated area, 

is uncertain. There are a few timbers, such as 253, 254, and 279 which could bs 

the surviving elements of some defined structure channelling the water tc the 

righ; course. Some limits tc the leat cut are given by the steep slope (371) on 

the WW side, and by the other edge of 371 on the SE side. These are more fully 

discussed in relation tc the sections S3-S6 below. There is a gap in possible 

phase 2 contexts between the leat and the mill area, where phase 3 levels extend 

right down to the (3 lowered) natural. 

!Ehe plotting of all known edges and slopes suggests that the primary leat of 

phase 2 was orientated 10. or mars southwards away from that of the mill c?uts, 

pointing to a more south-easterly direction for the origin of the leat (cf fig 

Si). This orientation appears also to be reflected in the angle of the southern 

side of the phase 3 millpool (see 2.4 below), but not by its other sides. 

The lowest levels of the (ercded) lea+ of phase 2 are similar to those in the 

mill area) it is therefore assumed that the major excavation for the insertion of 

the mill (10 + SlS + lS8 in fig 28) originatsd in phase 2; its NW edge (191 may 

be the same as that for the second mill, or slightly further SE, if 10 represeNx3 

a recut for the second mill (see 1.4 below). The SE edge (158) is WW of the 

'peak* between the 'low' mill area and the cut for the medieval town ditch to the 

SBt it is here defined to the SE by the ?buried aoil ridge 607 (see 53). The N'B 

edge is indicated by the slight step 515 (see S18). 

Within this hollow there are many timbers in an area = 6 x 4.5 m. The location 

of each is indicated on the plan (fig 28) and &e thickness of many are shown in 



the main sections (SS, Sl6) and in the detailed timbsr drawings (figs 82-91) 

though not all were recorded. In general the timbers are not so substantial a8 

those of the second mill (pl VI shows two of them18 it may we'll be however that, 

as already suggested, some major timbers had been re-used, leaving only those 

that were of little use. Three large stones in the south corner may also be 

associated. 

Some sequence is implied in the way the timbers overlap each other8 the NW 

timbers 187 and SO6 would be the first, followed by a series of NW-SE planks with 

psg-holes or pegs in them (227, 243, 169/272); then the SE timber 270, and 

finally the NE timber 171, the SW-NE planks (?without peg-holes) (see below) 178 

and 191, and other unrelated pieces such as 186, 1884, and 505. There are also 

a few small uprights (or stubs of uprights penetrating the natural) and stakes or 

stakeholes 261, 263-4, 292, 504, and (outlying tc the SW) 228s and b. It should 

be noted that four holes (dashed outline in fig 28) in timbers 171 and 270 (and 

another SB of the SW end of 187 1 are those made by ata jor posts of the second 

mill. 

One field record (for 178) says that this and 169 were pegged togetherl this is 

not clear on any photograph, but the p8g in 169 just to the SE of 191 is seen in 

a photograph tobe protruding substantially, as if something had been pegged to 

it. A f fnal point to be stressed is the diverse orientation of the (planks8 in 

relation t0 the *main' timbers around them. 

The rather haphazard framework thus defined is not obviously an entity in itself, 

nor, even if it were more complete, does it carry any conviction as the basal 

floor structure of the wheelhouse of a mill8 it was however that exposed when the 

structural timbers of the second mill were removed. In this complex only 187, 

270 and less probably 171 could be argued to be in situ in some sense. 



It must however bs admitted that a ease could be made out for the majority of 

these timbers being the foundations and floor of a wheelhouse of a first mill (as 

ShowrI in fig 301. This would be a viable conclusion especially if the planks 

were pgged together. In this hypothesis the evidence would suggest a double 

floor, of planks laid in one direction , overlaid by and pegged to planks at right 

anglest the larger timbers 187, 171, and 270 would then be the bases of the main 

walls of the wbeelhouse (fig 301, The case is however weakened by the 

relationships of the planking mesh to the main timbers, 1691272 and 243 going 

under 270, and also by the obvious inconsistency of orientation already noted. 

It may be concluded therefore that most if not all of the surviving timbers in 

the mill area were used as a foundation for the second mill structure, to some 

extent levelling off the uneven base of the mill hollow. It still seems probable 

however, that these timbers were not made for the purpose of this foundation , 

but were re-used or m-arranged from a dismantled structure, which was probably 

itself a mill. The pegged planks in particular are clearly re-used, either from 

a floor as suggested above, or from some superstruoture, perhaps the millhouse 

above. A pegged plank like these was found burnt (152) in the destruction levels 

of thesecondmill; itmusthave come from the superstructure of themillhouse 

above, since this is where the fire was (2.4 below). 

Around the phase 2 timbem in tha easterly part of the mill area was a silt (487) 

(see SlfJ) which was dark grey in colour and contained burnt material. This may 

have bsen mud accumulating in the area when the timbers were being robbed or 

rearranged. This material was out away by areas of erosion (269 a, b) whose 

fill was more orange and gravelly than 487 (255 in SI8 and Sl6b). They may 

derive from a time whaa surrounding surfaces of the natural ware exposed, washing 



clay and gravel into these hollows; perhaps this was at the tinte of the initial 

activities aersociated with the construct&o0 of the second mill of phase 3. If 

this is true, then it confirms that the timbers of phase 2 were not in situ, as 

they clearly overlay 255. This argumerc applies not only to the plank framework 

but also to timbers 270 and 171, which successively overlay the plank8 and each 

other - leaving 187 as the only pcssible timber in situ. 

An alternative explanation is that both lots of silts under and around the 

timbers were deposSt in erosion hollows bsing worn away by watez passing under 

the timbers. 

In the ?latest of these silts, 255, were nails and other fittings (~218-22)~ 

bmt clay tBC61, and worked wocd (C2?7), These may all be associated with tM 

use of the first mill. 

The presence of these hollows, and their associated fills, are auother reason for 

believing that there had been a structure in the mill hollow before the second 

mill. Sad the latter been construoted de novo, it would surely have had its 

basal floor set on a levelled area, not an irregular surface roughly levelled off 

with planks (see also below in discussion on SW, concerning fits). 

The outfall of the first mill is assumed to have been bmadly the same in extent 

aadlevelas that of the later mill, The NW edge can have been no further SW 

than ehe extant edge of 460. 

The only directly associated stratification associated with the first mill are 

the lowest silts in the leat (discussed belOW in relation tc section 539611 

they include those under the phase 2 timbers (255, 4487) filling the erosion 

hollows (mentioned above), those surviving on the NW edge of the lest (below, E 



83-6)) and f inslly 482-3 in the outfall arear orange sand and gravel over mre 

grey sandy silt like 487 (S8, 518). Ruthet burnt staterial 15071 was observed 

around the tops of thsphaso 2 timbsrs when theywsre exposed by the removalof 

the heavy plank floor of the second mill (the NB edge of 507 is shown on the 

plan, fig 28). 

The sections 

St-2 illustrate the ground profile NW of the mill8 $30gillustrate the 

stratification of the lest ares (371) in phase 2; St8 shows the mill area and 

outfall in the NE-SW axis2 and S7 the NE edge of the outfall area. 

81-2) 306, 307, and 307a are the only possible phase 1-2 layers here; all else is 

cutaway by later features. 

S3 provides a section across the postulated lea+, which must have existed here 

the hypotheses concerning nil1 1 are accepted. *+. is uncertain whether there 

ever wae a oonst~~cted timber-Fevetted or lined &at here (but see the 1978 

evidence, !&%:l below). If there was it may have been totally eroded or taken 

away* There may never have bsen more than just a vatez channel; if so it is 

hardly surprising that it eroded away8 probably both at the sides and in the 

base* The limitsof theleatinanydimension are uncertainwithin the broad 

constra$nt8 of the steepsl~ on the left and the SBedge of cut 371 on the 

right. At the extrems top left 34 (clay of phase 3) lies directly on the 

natural, with no phase 2 silty so there may be a recut here; the edge of the 

phase 2 leatmayhave been no further north than the northedge of the late 

medieval pit 39* 

if 



%?m level of the original base is equally uncertain. It may not have been any 

deeper than the base of 165 on the left at% 58.70 m AODt or the base of 326 in 

au&way 164 at2 58.40 m. Further down, the present base is at 58.06 (in gully 

2801, and the lowest is p 57.65 m, in gully 275 (cf fig 46). 

The final maximam width was hetwsen 5 and 7 metres, and the depth 1,s m-2 m fros 

the presumed original ground level. The profile of the base of 53 shown here is 

interpret& as an amalgam of sideways erosion, and downward erosion, culmfnating 

in 275, which brought the water level down to $ 57.80, similar to that of the 

mill-base itself. By this stage there would be no head of water to give any 

power to a horizontal-wheeled mill aud such a mill would have become inoperative. 

The fills of the various stqs and gullies are probably of different phases of 

erosion, each beingmostlycutawayby the neat stage. Thsyocmsistof brown 

saady soil, gravel, twigs, wood residues and clay (eg lSS, 165) or reddish clay 

and gravel; the latest of these deposits are 362-S (cf latest silt in mill, 

ass). A nail (XRl7) was found in 155 (555 also botanical report, 3.33). 

al Of these steps and gullies are 55515d by the clay (34) of the second si,ll. 

M-6, The lowest silt on the slope here (165 -over 801115 eroded 551~3 387) 

exteuds under 161, aud is continued as 165a, into 56, interleaving with 417 and 

421, before being cut away in phase 4/5b (erosion ledge 508). An argunsnt that 

165a (and the layers that follow down the sl.ope) w&s in fact the silt of the 

phase 3 millpool, is considered in relation to phase 3 below, but rejected as 

b4ing less likely. Further silts vhich may be of phase 2 (260, 414, 415) ate 

Shtwn here to the fwuth of the phase 3 posthole 274. 260 4s a waodj residue 

poaaibly derived from the leat corner; it actually ertter,ded under the millpool 

timber 246, of phase 3, the othsr two layers are clean sands. 



S18: here phase 2 levels survive only in the mill and outfall areas, the line of 

section in the leat here being of phase 3 layers (see below, 2.4) (except 417 on 

extreme right, cf S6jo The area batwaen leat and mill was similarly cut down to 

natural in phase 3. The NE (lowar) edge of tbe orSgina1 construction trench 515 

is seen here in profile, and the m-used timbers with the silts around them, 

under the heavy floor of mill 2. 515, here 10 cm deep, is taken as the best 

evidence for there having been a first mill, If 515 had been, rather, a cut to 

make a level terrace for the second mill, timber 166 above would certainly have 

been set down in it, on its base. The edge of 515 presumably want up higher 

originally, at least up to 58.00 m, the surviving level under timber 246 

(millpool south wall) of the second mill, or even higher originally before the 

base of the leat was eroded downwards. 

The level of the base of cut 515 is 2 S7.95 m ADD. This is a metre or aOre below 

the original estimated level of the ground here, implying extensive excavation in 

phase 2, with a northerly edge on the line of 10, if not actually 10. 

In the outfall area, phase 2 wood and silts form the lowest levels. 

S19r By this point in the outfall the base level has droppad through 57.60 m to 

57.50 m, an adequate fall for the water after its passage through the mill. All 

phase 2 d5posit5 are then out by the medieval towa ditoh 230. 

S7t In the cWplax section here across the northerly part of the outfall, the 

earlis5t levels (450, 451, 452 and 458) are argued to be of phase 2, out 284 

being erosion of phase 4, since it is filled directly with mill 2 destruction 

levels. 62, on the extreme right, may have originated in phase 2 or earlier (see 

also Sll). 



Dating (fig 78) 

There is no dating evidence for the postulated first mill except for tvo of the 

four radiocarbon dates (3.19)r one of these was from leat silt 155 (brushwood) 

(.AD63&1()11 ?)a the other was from a branch under floor 160 of the later mill 

(AD 624dO26 1. No pottery ~55 found in any levels of Hills 1 oz 2. A terminus 

anta -is given for both tills by the Stamford ware and other sherds in layers 

above the mills8 uone of these is likely to be earlier than the mid 11th 

centurye A terminus post gue5 of AD 824 is given by dendrochronology for Mill 2 

(see below 3.18): most probably 855 f 9. Mill 2 could however be later than this 

date for the timber, so this date cannot with certainty be used a5 a TAI(L for Mill 

1; this would especially be the case if the timbers of Mill 2 were re-used from 

mill 1; in that case Mill 1 would have aTPQ of the dendro data. Since however 

it is more likely that the second mill isdated by the dehdro determination, a 

TraQ is also likely for Mill 1, dating it to the mid- 9th century or earlier. No 

estimats can bs made of its length of use, except that suggested by the 

postulated massive erosion of its leat, which is ungu5ntifiable in teams of 

c!ouclusion 

It seems likely that there wa5 a mill earlier than the principal one of phase 3, 

and that it also was of horieontal-wheeled type, possibly longer from NB-!SW than 

the mill which 5ucceededit. 'phere is considerable doubt,hoorever, whether any of 

the structural component5 found below the main structure of Mill 2 were in 

position ae thtl residue of Mill 1. No details of the operation of the putative 

Mill 1 can be raoovered; especially obscure is the nature of the water entry. In 

general hcwever the first miil is likely to have been of a similar type to the 

sacond and to ham9 heen set at a similar level. It came to an end either by fire 



The first plau, of phase 3 (fig 31) shows the mill with all deposits removed, 

exporiugj the rrin structural elements. The plan dues not entirely reflect the 

orighal she of same tiders, of which the upper parts had decayed more than the 

lowr. A better idea of the&r surviplag sise is given by Fowler ‘5 large scale 

details of the timbers themaelveo (figs 82 to 91); some rationalisation of their 

shape and original posltgoa is fmplied %a hSs axonoastric recoastruction of the 

structural rema%us (fig 82). pis 31 doer not ah&bit a complete plan of the ml11 

structure; collapsed plank walls, for instance , are shown only in fig 32 (phase 

4). Both plans sheuld be visual together for csmpleteness; see, however, figs 80 

aud 81, later in this report, for restored oieus. 

coMtrIlction 

Iu disousaion of the first nil1 (phase 2 above), It was md that the tiarbers 

beaeath the phase 3 str&are of the secondary ml11 could be the surviving parts 

of a wheelhouse in situ, but were on bsLance more likely to be structural 

elements of an earlier mill, 15rgely or wholly dismantled and used to level off a 

rather uneven area for the building of the second mill. If the latter is true 

then th5 plan of the timbers of phase 2 in fig 30 above mwt bs seen a9 really of 

paase3 - a preparatory stage in the building of the secondary mill. 

Xt was also argued that the cutting of a major terrace in the slope of the grew31 

in whit& the wheelhouse is set, and especially the cutting of a channel for the 

lest, originated in phase 2. This applie3 to at least the low5st pert5 of the 

cuts 460 (the outfall NW side), 10 (the mill area NW side), 515 (the mill area NE 

side)(not on fig 311, 158 (mill area SB side), and ths major cut-away for the 

leat 1371). It was observed howsver that where the mixed clay waterproofing 

envelope (34) was removed from the upper area cqts (notably lo), it lay in most 



MP 9.4 PIUSES 3-4 - the second mill 

MP Phaae3- the second mill, construction aud uae 

Introduction 

It is with some relief that the problems of tie ambiguous aud ill-recorded 

evidence of phase 2 can now be left behind. The second mill end ita associated 

stratification and artefacta are a date set of the highest significanceT although 

there are areaa of uncertainty, the date, function and reconstruction of the mill 

can ba attempted with a clarity unusual in Anglo-Saxon archaeology. This is all 

the more gratifytig in that the evidence waa recovered from an excavation which 

got off to a very bad start, waa conducted in a hurry in very poor conditiona, 

and with inexperienced workers; in contrast to a plamed research excavation, 

with the adequate resources that the Tamworth mill should have had. 

In the ensuing diecusaion, reference will again be made to the plana and then to 

the sections, for clarity of arwnt. To anticipate a little, the second plan, 

of phase 4 (fb 32) ehowe the mill in ite destroyed state with the exteut of the 

deatmaction levels, looae timbers, collapsed aud distorted plank valliug. Some 

of the distortiona here probab3y date from a time after the deetructiou of the 

mill, arising from eoil pressure, decay etc. Thie ia true not only of the plank 

walle, but also of the main horiaoutal baulke of timber, especially those on the 

NW upalope aide, which have been puahed out of horiaoatal. 



(as did Mill 21, or by the severe erosion of its leat, which lowered the entry to 

a level where there was such a loss of effective velocity of water that the aill 

must have become inoperable. The first mill was replaced by the second probably 

after no great interval of time. The oonstruction of the new mill ia seen as an 

attempt to avoid the problems which the first mill apparently encountered. 



places cleanly on the natural edges, with no layer between that could ba 

attributed to phase 28 it would seem, therefore, that even if these basic cuts 

originated in phase 2, they were scraped or re-cut in phase 3. 

Iu general, it aeeua probable that the mill structure was erected first (from 

pre-fabricated timbers?), end the clay envelope packed round it. The chutes were 

however added after the clay, and it is probable thet the clay vaa first put in 

around the lower parta of the mill, all else including fittings and 

auperatructurea being added later. The point is discussed further in relation to 

sections S3-S6 below. 

The structural remains will be discussed individually, beginning with the 

mlllpool,extendi.ng into the area between the millpoolaud wheelhouse, then the 

wheelhouse itself, then the ouffall, end fhally the area to the NW. Further 
HF II 

details will be found in Table of Lay%rs and Features. 
A 

The millPool (plan, fig 31) 

The leatwhich fed the millpoolliea further to the NE, beyond the limits of the 

1971 excavation; it waa however located by Meeaon in his 1978 excevation further 

NB (see 2*12 below). Aadiacuaaed &me (2.3) aleetdid inpheae 2 extend into 

the excavated area, there being no evidence of a millpcol for the f irat mill. 

The purpoae of the millpool yas, aa sumariaed above, to retain water et a 

pre-determined elevation. It consisted of a three-aided structure probably opan 

on the bat (NE) aide8 there was pmmmably,however, some way of controlling the 

water entry into the hat itself (at the point of take-off frm the river) end 

also possibly the entry from the leat into the millpool itself. 



Of this structure, two foundation timhers survived and one upright post. The NW 

aide timher (161) was massive; in ita surface were two mortice slota for timbers; 

collapsed parta of plank walling were found at ita NE end. On the NW side of 

this timbar was packed a mass of the clay 34, filling the steep slopa left by the 

erosion crf the phase 2 lest, this must hava exerted considerable pressure end, it 

will be aqu& balow, did eventually cause the collapse of the wall here. 

161 was locked to the SW aide timber (246) of the framework by a complex joint 

(fig 90). There was also a mortice cut through ita SW end, and a rebate for a 

half-joint on the NW side of this end8 the function of these two is unknownj t;hey 

could relate to an earlier use of timber, perhaps in the first mill. 

The SWaideof thepoolwas formed by themassive foundation timber 246, 

extending below 161 in their joint, so that ita base was at a slightly lower 

level; whereaa 246 lay almost on the natural balow it, 161 was somewhat 

suspended, a0 that there were ailta of phase 2 belowit (and belowthe clay 

envelope by ita aide). 

In the surface of 246 Mere was provision for five further structural elements. 

At the NW end, a slot was cut, extending into timber 161. Ne.xt to this wag the 

emplacement for the by-pass chute (501) extending to 296 in the wheelhouse (s 2.7 

I long). In the base of this were two holes 2 9 cm deep (fig 90). They are 

likely to have been holes for wooden page which held in place a sluice fr&uxmmrk 

above, in which a sluice-gate waa set. 

In the centre of 246 a further slot waa cut into which was presumably fitted a 

subatnntialplenkvall- the main front of the pool. The height to which this 

ertextded ia a crucialeatter, becaumitia this whichdatermined thelevelat 

which the water waa held in the pond, aad so the potential velocity that it could 

attain in demending to the whaelhouae. 



The fourth structural element was the emplacement for the driving chute (300), 

extending to 297 in the wheelhouse - a length of 2 2.7 me. This would have been 

a deep open trough, a tubes , or moat probably a box with an aperture at either 

end. This may have tapered towards the wheelhouse end , creating a venturi effect 

to inoreaae the velocityr this point will be elaboratebl in later discussion. 

The final element in 246 was an oblique emplacement at the SE end (SOO), 

preeumably to take a timber which formed the foundation for the third (SE) aide 

of the millpool. Whereas the west corner of the millpool was set at 

right-angles, this south corner was oblique, ie thepoorwaa an irregular 

rhomboid in plan, not square or reotangular, 

A further pusthole (294) (see section sd and plan fig 31) may be associated with 

this side of the pool8 and the upright timbar (291) may hara been put in to 

buttraaa this corner - perhaps kern into the missing SE side timbere 

Within the pool, an edge (SOS) is shown fn the p&an (figa 31 and 32); the 

interpretation of this willbediacuaaed in relation tosection S6 below. 

SectionS ex%nda PrcmhW-SEjuat SWof themilSpoolfront,andwilllater he 

discuaaadin relation to the area batweenmillpooland mill. I'%e end of timber 

161 is ktotmmr seem protruding here (encased in ita 'ati8 332), and balow it 

bluish staining (332a-333) which may ha aaaociated with this or with some 

(missing) support for the end of timbar 246. 

Seotiona S4/5 are oblique across the NW aide of the millpc&. The various 

cctmpormnta of 34, and 397, on the left part of S4 are the clay packing on the NW 

aide of the millpoolt in places they seal the phase 2 ailta, but on the extratata 

left of 84, 34 is directly on a ?ret elope. In 85 Umber 163 ia seen 



'auapended, aa in S31 somewhere to the NE beyond the excavation it must have baen 

supported in some way. The presence of organic ailta beneath 761 would not 

prejudice the effect of the sealing clay above. To the right of 161, however, 

the phase 2 silt extended through to section S6. 

This ia still the preferred hypothesis, but it will be seen that arguments can be 

marshalled that l65a was in fact a silt of the phase 3 millpool, 165 being cut 

away immediately to the right of 161. Whatever the truth about this lowest 

level, 400 abova is certainly a silt of the mUlpoo1, aa it is limited by 161. 

Xn section $6 the basal layers continue aa far aa the major cut 231. They will 

be discussed further in relation to S18, which meeta this section. 



In section 518, a more useful profile is seea on the maiu axis of the millpool, 

through its postulated secondary phase. 246 is men here in section with its 

plank slot in the top; to its right are a eeriee of layers which link with, but 

are not entirely consonant with, those ak the junction with 86, seen here as the 

right-band end of Sl8. The principal problem here is deciding what layer here 

represents the base of the aillpool, a discussion which must consider also the 

ewidence from S5-S6 discussed above. 

The preferred interpretation, and the one reflected in the phased section 

interpretations, is that 417, 421 and 165a are all of the phase 2 lest, their 

surface becoming the base of the first tillpool which then silted up with 400 

(396, in 55-56, a white-buff sand with wood, being associated with collapse - 

phase 4 below); and that 241 was the basal silt c? the millpool, 34s, 416a and 

422 

241 

being siltiq or de8tXUetiOn material of pbaee 4 prior to final abaado-t. 

yielded ftagnent8 of 8 wooden bowl (CU6), which i8 ie88 likely to have 

survivad in the phase 2 lest. 

The area between aillpool and mill (plan, fig-31, sections 53, 818) 

far plan, the only features here are the cut 156 and the driting chute emplacement 

($14). The former was either cat or recut in phase 3, ae the clay packing 34 

extended clearly to its base. with only a little gravel on the cut-away uatural 

(see $18). The chute emplacement was in the eurface t?f 346 (83); it was defiaed 

a8 8 amrly vertical-rided cut at the base of a ti&d rabbi- hole. !fhe 

alt$ement fitted ~011 to that of the emplacenant iu the dll~pool edge (300). and 



to that ia the wheelhouse (297)a the siue of 114 is also oonsistent with themr 

the chute must have been in the order of 70 cm wide in ita outer dimensionr the 

part joining the raillpool to wheelhouse wa8 z 2.70 m long, and there would have 

hew a further extension down the side of the wheelhou88 to the wheel edge, of a 

metre or more. The removal of the by-pass chute on the other side left no such 

precise cut in 34. 

On S3, just to the SE of 114, 367 and 369 are bluish-stained fills of a robbing 

hole 370 of phase Sb# there may have been a timber here to support the SE side of 

the driving chute. 

Section 518 provides a profile of this area showing the clay packing against the 

millpool (34d and e), separated by 148, a thin band of burut material presumably 

redeposited from phase 2. Cuts 156 and 515 are also shown in profile here. 818 

also illustrated the relatiw levels of uillpool and wheelhouse. The level of 

the highest point of 246 is 2 58.60 m ADD, and the base of the chute emplacement 

300 is at% 58.50 m (the same as the base of the plank slot in S181, The law1 

of the base of the emplacement 297, in the wheelhouse, is z 58.10 m (not on S18)r 

a drop of 2 40 can in 2 2.40 m, or a gradient of 2 1 in 6.0 - a crucial figure in 

assessing velocity. 

This is the level of the base of the chute trough or box a8 it sat on the timbers 

at either end. Allowing 10 cm for the thickness of the floor of the chute, this 

gives a drop fraa 2 58.60 m to = 58.20 rat the same gradieut, but reflecting the 

level of the passage of water as it entared the wheelhouse on 297. From here to 

the wheel is a distance of 2 1.5 me the water striking the wheel paddles at some 

elevation higher than 2 57.90 mV the level of the wheelhOUSe floor. How much 

higher depends on how far above the wheelhouse floor the sole-tree lifted the 

Uh~1-aBStbMb1y. Assming it was et least 15 olpI and another S cm for the length 

of the male baring on the 10~~ side of the wheel, the paddles might have been 



receiving the impact of the water at% 58.10 ID, a Further drop of 5 10 cm from 

297, giving a rather skallouar gradient within tke wheelhouse (these figures to 

be finally checkad). 

Lf water was flowing from the pool with it8 base atg 58.60 m, it ramaibs to be 

poetdated howfar this was below tkelevelof the surface of tke pool itself. 

If a plank wall of 40 cm in height were set in the 10 cm deep plank emplaceuant 

in 246 (and it is unlikely to kave been less than this), this gives a uiniuuu 

height for the water at tke rim of the pool of 2 58.90 m AOD, a reserve head of 

waOer of z 30 cut probably enough to glue an adequate flow, and the pool surface 

uay well kawa been higher than this. There would be no point in having a much 

higher waterlevelunless the chute timber was exceptionallydeep (as an open 

trough-like feature or as a closed bcx with a square or circular aperture in it, 

which would kave kad a thick lid - cf chapter Sbelow!. 

Section 83 provides a more complex sectian across this area from NW-SE, in a 

rather awkward plane just to the SW of tke millpool and at a Slight angle to it. 

The clay layers on the left,cmponentsof 34, are seeuhere against timber 1618 

hut they would at this point be pack%d against the by-pass chute also, and under 

this joiningupwith 346 a&e; the surface of these is relatively flat, with 

some charcoal on it (335). This is thesurfacebetweenuillandmillpoolbetween 

the twochutes; the surface uascampactada&d in places lightly metalled. This 

112LB~~~~.~pTObablytobeequatsdoPith88furthat~t,olhich~~tlaa 

reom2upationof themill area in phase 5,in latex Saxon tiues. Xtwas certainly 

recorded as being around 114, hera showu in section. 

The base of 114 is at= 58.24 m 369 (see S3). Rearing in uiti tlm suggested 

low1 of the water f how in 300 just #13 uf here bee abow z 3181, at g 58.60 m, 

thir giwaa thioknea8 to aakuta flomhereofz36 ua8 26 cunore then 



poetulatad above (unless the hole wae eroded in robbing and deepened). The chute 

tiebee couLd howeverhavehad a step~base,with a rebete aetagainatbotb 

the SW edge of 246 and the WE edge of 166. A similar argumeet can be advanced 

for the by-pass ahute, with 8hiUkr lewels for emplacements of mill and a1Ulpoo1, 

and a level at the base of the robbing hole (80) of 68.43 m at deepest. 

m the right of 114, 34et, h and g are clay packing in situ against cut-away 150, 

extending rmnd thesouth corner of themillpool. The post-mill meealling 82 was 

on the surface of h-g. 34f and 74 above this, although similer, contained a 

millstone fragmnt,aed met be aduupfrom later tiebet-robbing. 

The wheelhouse of the mill (plan, fig 31, seotioue S8, 818) 

'Ihi #ureiStS of three PrinCipal foundation timbers, upxight poet8 and a thick 

cloeely fitting plaek floor. The whole structure is set in a hollow cut in the 

'Slope of the grouud whiuh, it hae been argu8d, originated in phase 2 (2.3 above). 

BmtWeide tieber (166) ha8 cuteeplaeemente ateacb end for thechutee (2%aed 

297) whose functionhaealreadybeendi8cueead. Between these the centre of the 

timbar has a grooves or depression in which a plank wall wae probably mated. 

166 is lockad to the two other eain timber foundations (185 aed 13111 the pegged 

joint8 are ccmplex (fig8 83, 87, 88). On 185 (the EW timber) was the collap8ad 

remains of a horieoutal plank wall (fig 32) probably supported at the SW eed by 

upright tiebets set in a mortice. The othar: (8s) timber (131) wae incomplete, 

but there tmre aleo reeidues of a horieontal plaek wall on it (fig 32). 

Xe the comers and ieside the oentre of tie NE tieber 166 were fiwe upright posts 

(%, 128, 271, 289 and 2441. Tbe8awezecutthrough tieber8 below (of phaee 2) 



and all were probably set as deeply as 95 and 244, which were recorded as 

extending into the natural for depths of 2 25 cm and 10-15 cm respectively (see 

seotion 88 for 95). The surviving upper ends of 95 aud 128 (not shown in fig 

31) and probably originally the others, were recorded as being notched over the 

main timbers inside which they were set, giving support to the basal planks of 

the Side and end walls (for 95, see S24). There may have been a sixth post to 

camplete the set, but this is where all is cut by a modern well. The posts must 

have originally m&en&d very much higher, acting as the principal supports for 

the millhouse above. 95 was packed with large stones on its SE and SW sides (fig 

87). 

The surviving floor of the wheelhouse consisted of six very substantial planke 

(160 a-f) set tightly against the timber baulks, and fitted around th8 upright 

EJ=-• A further plank (1771, was partly destroyed by the well, and there is 

rocm for au eighth between this and 16Oa-f, which must have been pulled out wheu 

the well was dug, as the floor sands survived above where it had been (fig 32). 

The wheelhouse (andmillhcuse above) mayhave originallyended here, on theNW-SE 

line between pO8tS 95 and 244. There would have been no need for it to have 

extended further. The water that drove the wheel, or tbatwhich wasby-passed 

down the NW side of the wheelhouse, would flow off the last plank 177 directly 

into the o+ll, to bs discussed below. 

In the southcornerof thewheelhowe the floorwas coveredwithpatchm of sand 

of various textures and colours (181, 181a) around a petch of bare floor (fig 31) 

(pl II). This is interpreted as marking the former position of the wheel, the 

sands being the result of the movement of mters in a clockwise rotation through 

the wheel-assembly. 



Section SI8 shows a section through the longitudinal (N&SW) axis of the 

wheelhouse. The canting of the N'S timber baulh 166 and the partial displacement 

of the floorboards are probably due to movement after the mill was deStrOyed. 

The position of the edge of the floor sands is shown to the right of the well. 

Section 88 showa a SeOtiOn through the 80~1th corner Of the vheelhouse. It 

illustrates well the extent to which timber 185 has canted over, together with 

the residue of the plank wall (126) on i'ts surface. This also shows the upright 

95 in relation to the last plank 177, but not its notched top, which is ShOWII in 

section 823. 

The outfall (plan, fig 31, sections 57, 88, 818, SW) 

This consist8 a levelareacutiuto the slopeof theground, continuing the 

gradiemtdown through the wheelhouse. The edge of the NWis well-defined, (460) 

of phace 2, but probably recut in phase 3. There was presumablysomecut4way to 

the SB also, but the axea in which this would have bees is cut away by the later 

medieval town ditch, which has also partially destroyed the south corner of the 

wheelhouseand the SBedge of its out. The surviving blw side of the outfall was 

revetted by massive timbers to prevsnt erosion and collapse of this edge by the 

water passing this way from thewheelbouse. 

Of these timbees, two 8PfPIver 18Sa, with a post (185b) on its NW Side, forms a 

linkbetween tbeHWfoundation timber of the wheelhouse (I 85) and the outfall 

revetment. 173 is another massive timber set in the cut (460). There are slots 

cut in both this and 1851 large pieces of collapsed planks were found associated 

ollltb these (fig 32). 



The only other stmctural feature which may have been assooiated with the outfall 

is a posthole (285) set in a larger cut (284)~ but no function for this can be 

suggested. The whole outfall complex was destroyed by later medieval features 

close to the SW end of timber 173. 

me whole of the outfall may have been boarded to prevent erosion, but there is 

no evidence of this. 

Section SI8 8hows the level of the outfall in relation to that of the 

wheelhouse. There ar8 silts here which may belong to the final stages of the use 

of mill (180a). Those above are post-mill de8trWAiOn. 

Section SI9 extends this further SW to the point where it is destroyed. 

Section 88 shows stratification similar to S18, destroyed on the left band Side 

by the later townditch. 

'Ibe mOSt UWfUl. SeCtiOn across the OUtfall 18 S7. Thi8 Shows well the Cut 460 in 

relation to the revetment timber (1731 and the outfall base beyond. 457 could be 

silt aocumulating during the period of use of the mill, since it abuts 173; or 

173 may have b8en inserted through it, a8 on the phased interpretation 8BCtiOll. 

!Fhe cut 460 may, as already said, be from phase 2, holding a revetxent timber 

earlier than 1731 it may have been recut for the insertion of 173. 

Xt is thue assuued that 173 with its wall-planking 151 above, was in fact the 

timber remetment for the outfall of the second mill, the 'direct replacement of an 

earlier one. There is howlePer a problem here in tie associated stratification: 



notably the cute 176a-c (176a is shown in S7)1 discussion of this problem is 

deferred to the section below on the deStrUCtiOn of the mill complex in phase 4. 

The area to the NW of the mill (plan, fig 31) 

The only features on this side were the NW-SE timber 19Oa and the post and 

post-hole 190b, with an isolated post 108, which might be of this phase. 

190a was a vertical plank 35 cm deep set in a narrow slot in the natural. Its SE 

eroded end ended in post-mill deposits. Its NW end was also unattached to 

anything, but was clearly associated with IgOb, a substantial 

rectangular-sectioned post set 70 csn into the natural; 108 inclined to the NE, 

andmayhavebeenaprop. 

These features are clearly associated with the mill, since 190a is directly in 

line with the postulated SW side of the wheelhouse, though at a higher level. It 

is suggested that these features are the lowest elements of the SW side of a 

structure, a room or outshot, which lay to the Iw of the millhouse; +his may have 

been for instiance a loading or storage area between the street to the I#W and the 

millhouse itself. 



MR Phase 4 - the destruction of the mill complex 

8nd its aftermath (fig 32) 

Tbis phase cr?-mprises the destruction of the mill by fire and the collapse of at 

least its upper structure, the millhouse, depositing burnt debris into the 

wheelhouse (which being damp would not tsve burned). This would have been 

fcl!owed by sslvagiw of some of the material, including in this case the main 

wheel-hub and shaft, but leaving behind, fortunstely for us, two crucial elements 

ta any functional reconstruction : a wheel-paddle (144, CW4) and the sole-tree 

titt its steel female beari% (134, with IR 24) (pl I). The n&l1 area =s then 

apparently abandoned for long enough for the hollow left by the mill-complex to 

silt to some depth, with many of the foundation timbers still in situ. Such 

silting could have happened in months rather than years. 

A distinction ha8 been made in the text between phases 3 and 4 which is valid 

only in terns of separating the use of the mill from its destruction. As already 

mentioned, however, some structural elements included here in phase 4 are really 

part of the mill as it was in use in phase 3, and should be retrospectively seen 

as part of that phase, as restored in figs 82 and 80. 

A similar ambiguity applies to the stratification; it is not possible in each and 

every csse to separate layers that are part of the use of the mill - notably 

Silting - from those that are derived from the period of destruction and initial 

abandonment. 

Rig 32 (plan) stows the planks and other timbers wbict were either loose, or only 

loosely attached to the foundation timbers, but were in many cases definitely 

associsted, such as beriaontal plank walls (notably 151, 172 and 126). Much of 

their warped and collapsed atata is likely to be the result of poat-depositional 



processes. The only one of thess loose timbers that was burnt is the peg-holed 

plank 152, dumped at the same time as 150 (see below). 

170 was the first and principal destruction layer, lying almost directly on the 

floor of the wheelhouse on itjNE side and ex~nding into the east corner. Its SW 

limits are shown here in plan. It extended only to the edge of the sole-tree 154 

in a NW direction. There was no indication that it had been disturbed by the 

removal of that part of the driving chute which lay within the wheelhouse. This 

could have been suspended in some way above the floor , so that 170 accumulated 

beneath it. The even distribution of '170 argues against this,however. It seems 

more likely that the part of the chute which lay within the wheelhouse was 

removed after the mill's destruction (the part of it beyond the wheelhouse to the 

NN was certainly not removed until much later - see phase 5 below). This 

suggests that the chute was in two sections. 

It seems likely therefore that 170 was not the result of material from ahove 

falling onto the floor at the time of destruction, but was dumpad on it 

afte*wards. Not,howeveq after the wheel-assembly was removed, since this left, 

by its removal, a notable gap in 170 (and 150 above - see below) (pl I). It has 

tobe remembered that the floor of themillhouse, which forms tie roof of the 

wheelhouse (or is above it), has to be very substantial to prevent any water from 

below finding its way upwards into the area where corn and flour werer It looks 

es if the fire was entirely in the millhouse) and that only later was the 

millhouseand its floor removed, and the chute segment, before 170wasdumped. 

170 consisted of pieces of burnt wocd, fragments of millstones, an iron hinge 

(226, IRtC), fragments of red sandstone , and (especially by timber 166, the NE 

foundation of the wheelhouse) concreted fibrous greenish-grey material. There 

was only a +Ain layer of grey sandy silt below 170, and some grit below that, on 

the floor below. 



Above this material of 170 was 150, extending further to the SW, but still absent 

from the area of the wheel-assembly. This consisted of grey-brown silt with some 

buff sand; in this was decayed wood, branches , twigs and small shells, and 

charcoal from the burnt timber 152, which is really part of this layer. Finds in 

150 include further millstone fragments from several different stone-sets; the 

wheel-paddle 144: fired clay FC2, 7; burnt clay BC3, 4~ lead 0%; and carved voui 

all-2* The burnt clay included the remains of the clay bed on which the lower 

millstone was seated, on the floor of the millhouse above (3.3 below). 

Section St8 shows 170 and 150 in relation to each other and to l?l above. This 

also contained some destruction material, incl'>';.ng many fragments af decayed 

wcod, stone (STS), and millstone fragments. its matrix was however mixed clay 

(from 343) brownish mud and charcoalt it still predated the removal of the wheel 

hub, spreading over an area similar to 150. 

A further destruction layer (170a) was preserved from subsequent erosion by being 

beneath timber 172, a fallen plank wall further west, part of the outfall 

revetment. This layer contained more burnt wocd, millstone fragments, bunt clay 

Bc5 (millstone seating); lead OM7; and some botanJoal material. 

These are the destruction layers proper. Above them was silt (109, 

grey-bluish-brown), extending now over the space where the wheel-assembly had 

been, and over the sands 181 and 181a at its edge; and banking up over the NE 

edge of the wheelhouse 166 on to the clay 34 beyond. Merging with this above was 

a further silt (110, greenish-buff mottled sandy), in which were f ragmnts of two 

lava guerns (104, 106). The difference between 109 and 110 may be more apweut 

than real, due to different organic preservation* 



In the outfall area, 471, 470, and 180 are apparently layers broadly contemporary 

with 170/150/l 11. Above them was a remarkable concentration of dark brown clayey 

material, building up in a hump or mound (see also S191, which sloped away to the 

SW and to the east (the latter 176~ in SlS)i and to the NW, as indicated by the 

dotted lines for 176a and b in the plan (fig 311. The explanation for this 

hump is unknown? it is discussed further below in relation to section S7. It is 

however certainly earlier than 109, as seen in Sl8. 

In section 67, silt 18Oa vas covered by 454 (a clean yellov sand with some burnt 

material), which can be equated with 470 in 818. Above this was 176, capped here 

vith similar material (455-6). The northern edge of 176 here ( 176a) was very 

positive and sharps 109, vhich lay against and over the hump 176 in 818 and Sl9 

was here replaced by a mass of clayey material (1741, accumulating above timber 

173 after the mill's destruction. Theroad layers above (82etc) hawe exerted 

conside~tile pressure here, forcing 173 out of vertical, squashing and bending its 

plank wall 151, and creating a space between 173 and the edge of cut 460. This 

was filled with 44ge 447, and 446, all assigned to phase 4, as they underlie 82, 

as does 109. 

In section S8 a similar sequence is seen, layers 471 and 470 being deposited in 

the outfall between 18Oa and 180, and destruction material (472 (a stone), 475, 

474, and 473); the latter t&ae are equated in the field notes vith 111 in the 

vheelhouse area. Above this 109 is shown thickly here, with patches of 

yellow-brown sandy soil (464 and 465) on its surface, under 82. 

The origin of 176 remains a problemt ite build-up may haoe to some extent acted 

as a dam, possibly causing silting 109 to the east. 



In the millpool area0 section S5 graphically exhibits the collapse of the wall 

planking of this side of the millpool, under pressure from the clay layers 

upslopst these have spread over the edge of the millpool. There is no clear 

dividing line to differentiate these collapsed clayey layers from the intact 

enveloping to the north in section 84. Section56 shows this collapsed and 

slumped material extending as far as the edge of 508. 

This cut is parallel to the SW side of the millpool (see plans, figs 31 and 32). 

It was defined only in relation to S61 the line of the plans is derived only from 

an observation on the field drawing of S6, of the angle at which cut 508 was 

traversing this section. Anannotation in PAR.8 hand interprets this as *cut for 

a secondary millpooll; this is, however, nowhere further discussed in the records, 

and was not even numbered until 1985; the 1971 interpretation now seens rather 

improbable, and the out is now seen as an erosion ledge of a secondary stage of 

phase 4, cutting away the millpool silt 400; the edge of cut 508 appears in 

section S6 to exteng upwards, cutting also the collapsed and slumped material to 

the north. The layers which fill this upper part (406-410) however interleaved 

with 240 in section S18, which there is gccd reason to assign to phase 5b (see 

below). There is something of a stratigraphic paradox here. 

One reason for the dating of 508, as a lower cut, to phase 4 is that the two 

basal laysrs (416a and 622) interleave with 34s in 818, which lay directly on the 

phase 3 millpool silt 241, and should also be a basal fill layer of 508. 

The destruction and silting layers discussed as phase 4 end with the deposition 

in phase 5, over a large area of metalling 82. This marks a major change in the 

use of the arm, when substantial parts of the ruined mill structures including 

the millpool. still survived among the debris. 



MF Il.5 PHASE 5 - Late Saxon-early postanguest 

(plan, fig 331 

Introduction 

The featurss of phase 5 span the period of the reoccupation of the mill area for 

quite different functions. Phase Sa comprises the features on the west side of 

the site, and 5b those on the eastern side. The timespan is broadly that from 

Late Saxon times to the early 12th century. 

The date of its inception depends on the date of the mill (after p AIT 85S), the 

length of its life and the timelapse needed to account for the post-mill silts, 

Assuming the second mill 2 mid- 9th century, then some date in the later qth 

or early 10th century might seem appropriate for the layers immediately over 

those of phase 4. Almost the only reliable dating evidence however comes from 

higher levels in the eastern part of the site, and this is that of pottery most 

of which is unlikely to be earlier than the second half of the 11th century. 

In phase Sa, some broad dating is givsn by a horseshoe (99 = IR8), which is dated 

11th~late 13th century, in the stone road 7t there is also a sherd of mid 

llth-12th century date (159) recorded as being from metalling 82 (see below) in a 

rather unreliable context* In the eastern area there is one aherd in the lowest 

levels of phase Sb which is likely tc be pre-conquest, of shelly ware* 

Principally because of the machine cuts in the central part of the site, there 

was only oxm stratigraphic linh (gravel spread or metalling 821 bet-en the 

western and eastern areas# and this in places tenuous and ambiguous~ as it spans 

the areas of be+h phases Sa and Sb, it is designated as of phase 5. 



The features and layers on the west side of phase Sa are not only spat;ally and 

functionally distinct from those of phase Sb tc the east, but are also probably 

earlier in their inception (see below). 

phase 5a (plan, fig 331 sections Sl, S7, S8, 816, S18) 

The features of this phase consist principally of two or three successive roads 

of brushwood, gravel, and stone, the former set partly in areas cut or worn away 

in the slope (22, 24 1. 

The earliest feature here was 24; this was a cut-away with an almost vertical 

northern edge, making a slight terrace in the natural gravel (section S:ba). The 

main fill (499) banked up against this edge; this was truncated by the later 

cut-away 221 the fill of the latter (121) was covered by the tail of 498, sloping 

down to the surface of timber 23a (see below). The fills of 24 were finally 

capped by gravel (444) probably associated with stone road 7 (see below). 

Cut 22 was filled with the brushwood and timber road (231, but was not 

necessarily dug to receive it. 80th cuts 22 and 24 may have had some fwtion 

before the roads which is now impossible to determine. In view of the subsequent 

fill of 22 as a road it seems possible that both 22 and 24 are the result of 

erosion of the lower part of the slope in a limited area when traffio began to be 

heavy in a linear movement sone; the destination of the traffic will be 

considered below in relation to the roads themselves. 

Another primary feature of phase 5 in the western part of the area is metalling 

82, heavy gravel with greenish concretions, As seen in S7# it lay directly over 

the mill destruction deposits, it could here be contemporary with the postulated 

(erodttd) base of cutaway 22. It ia recorded ae ending in a northern direction 



around the east end of timber 23b) but also as spreading eastwards over the 

destroyed mill, to be the earliest layer in the phase 5b sequence there. Among 

82 was a group of worn pieces of sandstone (145)~ these lay in a slight cut-away 

(146) in which is a thickening of 82 towards the west. 

As seen in 57, 82 is clearly stratigraphically below timber road 23, and could be 

taken as evidence that there was metalling of some consequence over the destroyed 

mill deposits before 23. Further towards the east however, gravel identified as 

L)2 is recorded as merging thetimberandbrushw~,81yingbo~undarand 

over timbers 23 en d, g8 and e', and 'humping' in places over 23 c-e. 

lo conclude, therefore, heavy gravel both preceded the timber road 23, merged 

tith it, and sealed itt and 82 must be regarded as broadly contemporary with 23, 

even if it is itself of different sub-phases of metalling. 82, as a single layer 

of metalling, extended to the east to be a basal layer there, in the 5b deposits; 

this and the timber road 23 may be earlier than the later sequence in the eastern 

area, as 82 was there cut by the robbing hole for the driving chute (114). 

$2 is shown extending to the east in sections 58, S18 and (more tenuously) in 

S3. It clearly had a functional context as metalling (or at least trodden 

gravel) over an area wider than the relatively limited linear movement zone of 

phase 5a. 

Road 23 (pl IX) consisted of a widely-spaced series of re-used fence or building 

posts set in a matrix of gravel, fibrous woody debris (and mauve sandy soil, eg 

121 in 571, which was especially dense at the northern end ('23 erg' in S7), and 

in places covering the timbers. The road spread over an area wider than that of 

the cut-away areas 22 and 24, which died away to the east and were aut to the 



mat. Itwas atillhowemr containsd in a limited cone of under four metres 

wide. There were no rute or areas of specific wear. 

The timbers within 23 (CU3and 15) are showainpl X. Theyaremostlypointed, 

and range in length from 1.20 ta 2.80 m (mostly e 2 m) and 5-12 cm in section, 

mostly squared. All except g, the shortest (and broken) timber, have drilled 

pegholes at one 8ndt in sose oases with the pegs in position, in one case (c) 

projecting 7 cm* These tiimbers are clearly re-used f ram some structure, probably 

a substaatial fence rather than a building, with their pointed ends in the 

ground, aud a pegged rail along the top, perhaps at a height of ~2 m. 

Sealing road 23was a further layer of densegravel~444,welliliustratedin S7, 

also in S16a). while this could be a separate road, it is morte likely to be a 

bedding for the final road of stone (7). This consisted of large slabs of shelly 

limestone, set in and on 444, with a matrix of heavy gravel. The surface of 7 

was vsxy smooth audworu, and clearly had considerable use- 1teJxtende-d further 

to the north than the earlier timber and gravel roads, audmayindeedhavebeena 

regular lam of the predecessor of Bolebridge Street. It should be noted that 

the stones of 7 north of. the timber road could have stayed is use longer thas 

those to the south, which were sealed by jleposits of phase 7 (see 57). Those to 

ths north were set on the ?natural gravel or 62, and were covered by the soil W 

of phase 9 (see right of 57). This appears to discouut any possibility of 

continuity between 7 aud the *way, which appears to have been in this area in 

more recent centuries (I.2 above). Road 7was tracedwestwards as far as section 

Sl, where two of its stones are seen in a primary context (but tbOt on plan), the 

rest cut by later features. 

The destination of these reads, especially the substantial one 7, is a matter of 

COlb$3Ctutc). A horseahaa ia 7 (99 a IRQ 1 suegasts someMa more than foot 

J 



traffic, but there are again no ruts or differential wear in 7 to suggest the we 

of carts (unless with shdge runners). The most likely destination is of course 

the River Anker, where there may have been a wharf, jetty, or landing stage (of 

&ase 8) or evetn a building, on its northern bank; or there may have been a ford 

or a bridge. 

In this connection, there sf3ems also tohavs beena way across the later medieval 

ditchhere, to judge from the slightevidencediscussedbelowinphase 6. Road 7 

might appear in 57 to have been truncated by the cut in which this evidence is 

found; but as will he seen in phase 6, the possibility that road 7 actually led 

to this crossing cannot be entirely discounted. 

Other features of phase 5a include two posts on the edge of 22 (134 and 135 in 

fig 331, and a squared post-socket (11 I among the northerly stones of 7 (fig 33) 

possibly later. Another upright timber among 82, (140) may also be secondary to 

the stones 145, which are a component of 82 at this point. There was also an 

animal deposit in 82 or in the top of 109 below; a pig, together with the skull 

of a goat (143, AB - see specialist report in 3.15). 

Phase 5b (plan, fig 33, sections S3-S6I 

Then featmres of phase 5bextend from the eastornpartof themill as far as the 

eastern edge of the excavation represented by sections 55-56. They comprise the 

robbing holes of different s&-phases for the timber chutes between the 

wheelhouse and the millpool, and possibly for other timbers of the superstructure 

of the mill and millpool. These holes were filled and silted, and were succeeded 

by a series of layers including gravel. spreads or metalling, and other minor 

features, which csnnot bs interpreted satisfactorily in such a limited area. 



All of these events are later than the gravel spread or metalling which extended 

over the area of the long-abandoned mill, This (821, as we have seen, is broadly 

related to the earlier levels of phase 5a on the western side, though not 

unambiguously. The earlier layers and features of phase Sb out 82 and should be 

later than the timber road 23. While some part of the 5b sequence could be 

contemporary with stone road 7, the upper levels of phase 5b yielded a number of 

sherds, but there ware none in either the timber and stone roads on the western 

side. This negative evidence may not however be conclusive evidence of an 

earlier (aceramic) date for the roads: Meeson, digging areas further east of the 

5b levels of contemporary date, found no sherds either. 

In plan (fig 33). on the west side of S3, and mostly showing in section there, 

were timber-robbing holes. Of these 114 was the earlier, later than 82 as here 

defined, but, with ite fill 368, under all later layers in this mill/millpool 

area. Sherd 114a,in 368,is probably late qth- 10th century in date; this is 

no better a terminus post quem for 368 and all layers above it than the 

dendrochronological data for the second mill. 

Cut 114 was the emplacsment for the lower part of the driving chute, robbed out 

without substantially enlarging 114 at this lev81. On its west side 370 may be a 

robbing hole associated with this operation, or for some extra timber on the SE 

side of the chute. Sow time seems tohave elapsedbeforefurther timber-robbing 

in this area, during which silt 240 was accumulating (see below). This silt is 

cut by the other timhsr-robbing holes (59, 60, SO, 84, 85 - the last two only on 

plan, fig 331, which were for the removal of the by-pass chute and other adjacent 

parts of the wheelhouse and millpool structures. 7Sa-c and others (fig 33) were 

pieces of timber left behind in these operations. The deeper holes might have 

included the digging out of some upright timbers. 



The temaining features in this plan (fig 33) of phase 5b are the limits of 

metalling 49a (see below)r all the rest of this discussion of phase 5b relates to 

the sections S3, S5, S6, and SlS. 

Section S3, in the area between the wheelhouse and the millpool, shows the 

earliest robbing hole 114 here (with the lowest stratified sherd 114a in 368); 

34f and 74 to the right and above (sealing a millstone fragment 265) may be spoil 

derived from this operation, as the stone lay on 82; the sloping edge to the 

right of 74 may bs the southern edge of this phase of robbing. The silt 240 in 

the area above 114 is seen here cut by the later robbing holes. They appear here 

in a WrieS of steps, 59 on the left, th8n 60, then SO (the last two appear to 

merge here, but they are separate on plan, fig 33). 

In the base of SO, though possibly sunk in from abovs, were two sandstone blocks, 
% 

one burnt. Theymayhave had some function in this areawhen themillwas in 

usea These wsre in silt 761 above this, to the right, 67 and 67a could bs cut by 

so. A series of silts fill SO, moving UpWardS to the left to fill against the 

edge of 60, and into 591 the sequence here may have been more complex than it 

looks. It iS possible for instance that th8 flat base Of 59 may indicate a 

stru-ture here on the NW side of the millpool for which there is no other 

evidence. 

At the south side of S3, 70 and 366 fill another possible out, for which no 

obvi.ous8xplanationoanbeadduc8d, though there maybavebeenanother timber 

here. 

The upper silting and/or fills of these holes (53, 53a, 54 etc) abovs 240 yielded 

a number of early medieval sherds, mostly of Stamford ware of p AD 1050-1100~ a 

millstone fragment (St), in the base of 54, suggested disturbance of mill 

.t 



deposits. Finally these layers were capped with ?metalling 49 and 49a, with 

sherds of similar date. 

The sequence of robbing and silting shown in 53 extended only a few centimetres 

eastwards of this section, to the edge of the millpool itself. 240 will however 

be noted again in discussing section SW below. 

In section S4, the silt (53) which filled robbing holes 59/60 is seen here 

continuing in the area NW of the millpool, over mill-enweloping clay 397 etc. As 

in S3, it is capped by metalling (49a). 

Sn section SS, turning south-eastwards, the stratification does not follow ou 

easily frcm S4, 53 and 49a merging into a series of other layers of phases 4 and 

7 (390 and below). 

In section 56, the phase 4 layers (393 and below) appear to be cut by 508, an 

erosion ledge in the millpool which has bees discussed above in phase 4. '&e 

lowest layers in this (416a and 422) have bsen assigned to phase 4 because of 

their relationship to the millpool edge shown in Sl8. The layers above are 

tenuously assigned to phase 5b, up to and including 406, since they interleave 

with layer 240 of phase 5b in section S18. Ifthisarguatentisaccepted,theu 

the upper part of the edge of 508 should be a cut of phase Sb, one of the 

timber-robbiq holes* This phase is otherwise unrepresented in S6, all the 

layers above being of phase 7. 

fn section 118, the silt 240, which has already been noted in 53 as a basal layer 

of phase 5b, it is here seen extending eastwards from the line of S3 over the 

western timber of the millpool (246): clearly post-dating the removal of the 

planh wall on this timher, as it does the renoval of the driving chute 114 in S3. 



Above 240 are further silts (67a, 67) chenging somewhat to the NE to become 407 

aad 406, with a ?timber stain (486) among them. The surface of 67/406 here looks 

like an interface (238, greenish) and this does indeed mark the junction of 

layers of phase Sb and phase 7 here (69 yielding a later shard)) though such an 

interface is, as already noted, far from clear in section s6 to the NB. 

The dating of phase 5b extends from the destruction of the second mill and its 

robbing (in the later 9th or 10th century) to sometime later than = 10500 there 

may he a temporal hiatus to account for the apparently missing decades, but no 

clear interface is visible in the stratification, The dating extends into the 

second half of the 10th century, into contexts with many sherds of Stamford ware 

of 2 1050-1100 and other sherds none of which need be later than 1100t a date 

terminating at the end of the 11th century or soon after in the early 12th seems 

likely for phase 5b. 



Ml? 2.6 PHASES '-9 - Medieval (plans, figs 34-36) 

Introduction 

Phases 6-9 comprise features and layers of the 12th~16th centuries and later. 

Phase 6 includes features which appear to signal the inception of the town 

defences and are characterised by 12th century sherds, without any of the 

Stamford ware characteristic of phase 5b. Phase 7 comprises some gravel dumping 

or metalling probably in the 13th century in the millpool/leat area, followed by 

further robbing of the timbers of the SE side of the millpool. 

Phase 8 includes the main component of the town ditch system, ditch 90 and its 

fill, and other features of the 13th or 14th centuries. Phase 9 comprises a few 

layers and features with late medieval pottery of the 15th-16th centuriesr by 

this time the town ditch was filled up. 

This is a prelude to post medieval development of the site which led to the 

recent topography of the area. The separation of features of phases 8 and 9 is 

rather subjective in some cases , based on the unreliable evidence of pottery in 

fills. 

Phase 6 (fig 34; sections S6, S7, S8, SI91 

The only features shown in plan (fig 34) of phase 6 are the various cuts and 

edges which comprise the earliest phases of the medieval town ditch. 

The layers and features of phase 5 were cut by this series of edges at different 

levels. It is argued that they were cut, rather than stopped at these points; 

the possibility may he considered, if only to be rejected, that the timber, 



gravel and stone roads on the west side, and metalling8 on the east side, were 

contemporary with, and on the edge of, the ditch as cut in its first phase; end 

were there in its earliest period of existence. 

rtmightbe assumed, in any case, that all these layers on the inner (north) side 

of the ditch complex mu& be earlier than the various cuts, since there would 

have been a bank on this side which would have sealed them. This night indeed be 

true over the greater part of the circuit of the medieval defences. There are 

indeed some layers which could bs interpreted as the residues of such a bank for 

the later ditch 90 of phase 8 which never survived as a feature of the landscape 

in this area in late medieval times, in contrast to such features in other 

midland towns. There is,ho~ver,always the possibility of gaps in the defensive 

bank, not only for major gates, but for minor access to points outside; or even 

of unfinished sections. 

There is a possibility that there were in the area of the present excavation such 

gaps in Lhe bank, *gh not necessarily as causeways in the ditch. There is 

ambiguous and tenuous evidence in the excavation (apart fram the roads of phase 

5a) for some crossing of the ditch area in this phase by a bridge. The 

dest$ation on the southern side would have been the River Anker, wkicb came close 

in fact to the medieval ditch at this point; so close in fact, that ditch and 

river may have merged, the river becoming a defensive 'moat* further west, nearer 

to the castlet or the ditch and river may have merged at periods of flood. 

It is unfortunate that there is not more evidence for the location of the rive, 

bank in medieval times. It may be assumed to have been a little to the south of 

the area excavated in late Saxon times, because of the necessity for'the mill 

leat to have had some elevation for its outfall. Pn this connection it may be 

noted that the present river bed beyond the area (fig 4) was in 1971 at 57.84 m 



ADD, over 30 cm higher than the base of the outfall at 57.52 m AOD on the left of 

section Sl9. It eeems likely on this evidence that the river level is 

subetautially higher today than it was in late Saxon times. There is evidence in 

section SI2 that its bed may formerly have been as low as = 56.00 m (the level of 

undisturbed red clay); butitcan alsobe seen from this section thatthewater 

or mud level in medieval times, where the first ?rubbish layers were encountered, 

was nearly as high ae 57.70 m (the surface of the grey-brown alluvium). 

It is probable therefore that the water level of the river 91118 not far, if at 

all, below the deepest part of the town ditch as finally cut in phase 8, at 

~56.50 m (SW 57) and may well have been higher, especially at times of flood. 

lB summarise, it seems likely that the level of the river in late Saxon times was 

sufficiently below 2 57.50 m ADD to allow a free outfall for the water issuing 

from the mill; that by 12th-13th centuries AD, the water level had risen, 

possibly due to constraints further downstream (a weir or bridge?); and that the 

river was not far away from the medieval town ditch in this area, or was merging 

with it. 

Thebank of the river may have come quite close to the excavatedarea by the 

13th-14th centuries AD (see phase 8 below). In discussing phase 6, the 

possibilities are rather of a bridge or other crossing of a wet ditch to get to 

the riverside. 

@i%e earliest cuts in the medieval town ditch sequence, are generically designated 

230 (fig 3411 a11 are secondary to phase 5 contexts; in most places only the 

northern edge or slope of 230 was seen, the southern part being cut away in phase 

8 by ditch 90e 



In the eastern area (as in 53 and 66) no such primary feature was seen between 

pha8ea 5 and 7, exciept for feature 261 (see 56 and phase 7 below), 

230 is interpreted as the first stage of the medieval town ditch complex# the 

components seen in the excavated area were however very irregular, in plan 

looking more like a series of scoops in the northern slope of the later ditch 99. 

In section S7, 230 can be envisaged as having originally been a major ditch 2 2 m 

deep, of which only the base and northern edge survivad. A8 seen here, it has a 

long inner slope, a cuttruneating themilldeposita and apparently the roads of 

phase 5a as well. 

There was some organically rich material near the base (434). The major fill 

(122) (and 461 above) is not silt, but sand and gravel, presumably dumped into 

it. It may have been the original upcaet from 230, piled up as a bank and later 

pushed back; or the upcast from 459 (see below). 

In the top of 122/&l (after the ditch had been mostly filled) were features 

tentatively interpreted as the residues of a bridge abutment (101, IOlc, 124, 

125) - here mainly projected into this section. 

In plan (fig 34) the 3abutment residues are seen as a shelf or cut in the upper 

fill of 230; in 101 were several piece8 of decayed wood, possibly former 

planking. These features were clearly secondary to 230, but earlier than the 

fill of 90 (see 57). They are not very convincing as elements of a bridge 

abutment, but the possibility must be considered for two reasons. Firstly 

because of the roads that led down to this point in phase 5a, implying a former 



access to the river bank at this time @.S above); and secondly the fact that 

there wa8 apparently a way here in more recent centuries (1.21, eveu though there 

does not appear to have beeu continuity to this, a8 already discussed (2.5). 

Xn section S8, 469 (0 1223) is the primary fill of 230, here again txuncating 

phase 5 metalling 82 and earlier contexts as in S7. The section does not 

unfortuuately extend downward8 deeply euough to show the *abutment8 features of 

phase 6; SI10 al80 shows cut 230. 

fn SeCtiOn S19, an oblique Cut of 230 i8 seen, with the Inah fill 122 (a8 ou S7) 

thickly on 58 northern edge0 again the ~abutment~ area is missing 013 this. 

On the eastern side of the excavated area in section 83, there is no evidence of 

any primary feature Corresponding to 230. The same i8 true Of SeCtiOu S6 (except 

possibly 281). 

All the 8herd8 which cau be assigned to phase 6 are 12th Oet'kUry or earlier, 

except for one in the abutment feature lOlb, which is 13th century, and could be 

intrusive from phase 8 levels abowe, or belong to a final abandonment phase. 

These sherds provide the principal broad dating for phase 6, in the 12th century, 

perhaps ending = 1200. 

The only other feature that might be of phase 6 is ditch 459 (see section S7). 

This may have rt3plaCd 230 in the medieval town ditch sequencei and the possible 

bridge abutment (secondary to 230) may be crossing this. The silt 267 seen in S7 

does however seem to be part of the fill of the phase 8 ditch 90, and 459 should 

probably &I seen as part of thiar in this case the bridge abutment would be 

associated with a crossing of 230 when it was mostly filled, before 459 or 90 

were dug. 



Phase 7 (plan, fig 34, sections 830S6 and 518) 

The later layers and features in the millpool area are differentiated from those 

of phaS8 Sb beCause they yielded Shard8 that are notably later than thO8e Of 

phase8 5b or 6, extending into the later 12th or 13th century (see fig 9 for 

distribution of sherds in this area). There is apparently a temporal hiatus 

here, though the stratified sequence looks continuouar it is clear however that 

the features and layers grouped a8 phase 7 are earlier than the main medieval 

town ditch 90 of phase 8. 

The lowest stratified sherd that is dated later than 2 1200 is in 69 (section S3) 

with others of similar date in layer8 above, There are also a nmber of Stamford 

ware and other earlier 8herds in these layers, notably in 65a; these mu8t 

be residual, displaced from phase 5b layers by phase 6 or 7 diStWFbanCe8 in this 

area, if the Ceramic seguenoe is correctly dated. Suoh a disturbance might 

indeed be envisaged in S3, filled with 69, 66a, 65 and 216, if not also 70 and 

366 below, though these have been assigned to phase 5b8 

It should bs noted that this possible disturbance is not the sane as another one 

(231 in S6) (see link from S3 to S6 in Sl8), which will be diSCuSSed below; the 

western edge of this was recorded in plan just to the east of 53 (see fig 34). 

The latest layers of metalling in the millpool area should therefore be later 

than 2 1200, and 80 too may the two posthole8 further north (202-3 in plan fig 

35) which cut metalling8 49a and 65. 

This lQP of s 1200 can also be applied to the seoondary major cut 231 shown in 

plan in fig 34 and in section S6. This cut away metalling 216b (but not perhaps 

64, whioh tails over the cut);this is interpreted as a robbing hole to rcunove the 



timbers which Lormed the SE side of the millpool (see extent in plan, fig 34 and 

cf fig 33). The hole does seem overlarge for this purpose8 but perhaps needed to 

be as big to get down over a metre safely. This robbing operation is clearly 

much later than those to the NW. 

Further east, in the 1978 area, 231 appear8 to merge with an erosion channel 

draining to the east @..14 below); it is poSSibh3 that the size of 231 itself is 

due as much to erosion as to timber+x&bingi and the two may of course be 

associated, 

The filb proper of 231 (above the phase 2 silts 260, 414, and 415) is 413, 412 

(cut by a ?later stake, 423) and 411, which contalined another 13kh century sherd 

(218Ie Above 411, 198 contained two more 13th century sherds (190). The 13th 

century sherds in the layers cut by 231 give a a not only for this, but also 

for ditch 90. All these layers and features of phase 7 appar to be later than 

phase 6, which yielded no sherd which need be later than 12001 there are no 

&rMzigraphic link8 between phases 6 and 7. 

One'feature appears to be intermediate between phases 7 and 8* This is the cut 

281, known only in section S6; it had a large flat stone in its top0 with twigs 

above and below, A COntinurrtiOn Of thi8 feature was found in 1978 (Ditch Al451, 

(with 13th century aherds) draining eastwardst 281 must be near the west end of 

this ditoh (see 2.15 below, and figs 5i.v and 46). Xn the 1978 ares it -was 

clearly secondary to the erosion Peatwes of 1378 phases 7% j ' 

but in both areas it was cut by the medieval town ditch. 

. 



Phase 8 (plan, figa 35-36; 88otions S3, S6, 57, S8, ~160, S17, S19) 

The principal features of this phase are the latest and main version of the 

medieval town ditch 90, and the later ?jetty complex 517 in the extreme SW corner 

of the main excavated area* There are also some features on the slops between 

here and Bolebridge S+reet) and the main filling of 90. All these are later than 

2 AD 1200, the latest associated sherds being of 13th-earlier 14th century date. 

Ditch 99 appears on plan (fig 35) a8 a fairly regular cut WSW-EN& several metre8 

wide and two or more metres deep. Variation8 in the edges as plotted are due to 

the different 18vel.s at which the adges were defined; this depended on the depth 

to which later contexts had truncated the edge or fills. 

Xn section 53, the northern slope is well defined, though it extend8 down only as 

far as 57.00 m AOD, 5 30 cm short of the base a8 seen in S7 (below); the main 

fill (361) is silt, not dump or backfill. The long edge seen here cuts the 

latest metalling (216b) of phase 7 (216b was also cut by 231/331 of phase 7 in 

S6). 

In SsCtiOn S6 a similar edge (401) iS seen cutting phase 7 layers fnlling 

231/331, and also apparently the possible phase 6 feature 281 (or is this a step 

or ledge in 903). 

Only in section 57 was a complete profile of 90 recorded, to a maxhmum depth at 

56.50 m AOD. The outer southern edge could either bs the south side of layer 266 

(a dark organic silt in contrast to 361 in S3), or the edge of 459, whose fill 

(267) is a silt like 361 (and 442 to the right in S71e In the latter case, 459 

may b8 seen as part of 90 b-ather than of phase 6, see above) with 266 as a 



secondary fill perhaps weterlaid, associated with giver flooding and scouring to 

the west. 

The inner northern edge here cuts the phase 6 layers (the fills of 230 and the 

poeeible bridge abutment). The layers above these 21 and 94, running up over the 

stone road & phase 5a could be the residue of a bank on the inner side of 901 

the associated eherde are mostly 12th century, but include 98 eherde which are 

probably 13th century and iuclude a glaeed eherd that joins to a eherd from the 

phase 9 layer 86. 

In Slbc, a sequence of layers was recorded above 82 (21/94/94/92) which except 

for 93, match those in S7. 

In S19, a similar range is seen above the phaee 6 layer 122. 

In cutting V (fig 361, the south edge of what may be 90 was seen in the NE corner 

of the cutting, dropping from 2 57.69 m ADD dowuwarde. It does not show in the 

sketch section 512 of the eaet side of this cutting, which does not extend to the 

end of v. 

In the lower fills of 90 (361 in 53/56, 266 in S7) were eherde that should be 

13th century or evan later (in 361); and a terminue poet guem of 2 1200 hae in 

any case already been noted in relation to 231/331 in 56. A date after 2 1200 

seams likely for the cutting of 90, even without the rather unsatisfactory 

evidence from the possible bank layers in 57. The ditch ~ubsequentially silted 

up in the 13th century; this wae succeeded by rubbish dumping on a large scale7 

a stage of total neglect of the town ditch as an element of defences. 92 in 57 

display8 this well, with many eherds of 13th or earlier 14th century pottery and 

much other debris, including leather dated to later thee 2 13500 



In the slope between these major features and Bolebridge Street, there is 

evidenceof contemporary occupation. Section Sl has no phase 8 layers cr 

f eaturee (see pha8e 9 below) . 

In the central southern erea (over 901, au area of black ashy soil with much iron 

slag (88 uest side, 87 east side) with a poet-hole (911, is recorded here as 

being below 86 (see 871, and should be of this phase. Bowl-furnace residues 

(*bottoms@) here indicate smithing or smelting activities (cf Meeeon, below, 

1.8) l 

In the northern part of the site (plan, fig 351, the groups of large stones (37 

and 75) could be parts of flooring for a structure or enclosure, or some could be 

p3StOllaS. They were recorded as being in or on feature 1, but could be of phase 

9. Other minor features of phaee 8 are ehown on this plen, but they cannot with 

certainty be separated from those of phase 9. 

On the east side, there is much lees evidence of medieval activity. The 

comparative absence of debris in medieval levels above those of phaee 5b in 

section 63 could bs explained in terms of post-medieval truncationt but the same 

conclusion may be reached from the virtual absence of rubbish dumping in ditch 90 

on this side (S3, S6). A deep silt (in which was 13tb-14th century pot and 

tile) is capped by only slight rubbish (379 charcoal and slag). Further sflts 

completely levelled off 90 here to a gradient little if at all steeper than the 

pre-mill profile of this area. It is clear that medieval activity wae largely 

confined to the weetern pert of the site, and also rubbish dumping into the town 

ditoh (but cf meson below in 2.8 for activity to the east). 

The complex 517 in the SW uorner is rathw more substantial (pl XI). The 

features of which it is comprised were found immediately below poet-medieval 

levele* They cut tbreugh the l&&era of the revekment of the mill 2 outfall 



area) aud alsothe *abutment feature of phase 6. It is not recorded (if 

the data were ever present) what the relationships were between this complex and 

the stratification displayad in sections Sl aud S7. None of the associated 

pottety is - later than the 13th-earlier 14th century8 so 517 is assigned 

to phase 8 rather than 9; it should however be secondary tc the phase 8 layers in 

go* 

These are two main features of 517. The first is 139, a large post-pit 

containing two timbers (136 and 137). 136 (5 CWll) was massive, and 

round-sectioned, 50 cm in diameter, and probably a section of a tree; its depth 

was not recorded (it was not removed), but it protruded 40 cm above the natural 

tn the north. There was a hole in its top near the centre, and another in its 

north side (see drawing of CW 11, fig 70). 137 was roughly pentagonal in 

section, with an average diameter of 20 cm; this poet was 95 cm long, set deeply 

into the aatural, with its top irkclined to the SW. Bothposts were surrounded by 

black sticky soil the same as the fill of 137. A smaller poet (137a) was set 

into the south edge of 137. 138 and 13Sa were two other small posts set into the 

natural on the west side. 137 was a loose timber. Beneath 517 there appear to 

have been river edge levels, perhaps merging with 90 at this point (czf 266 and 

57). 

The other major feature here was au ovoid pit (147) (section S17) filled with an 

agglomeration of woody material and moss , to a depth of 80 cm (1.10 m below top 

of 137). The organic debris had sagged in the ceutre leeving a 30 cm deep hollow 

filled with grey sandy clay (139a). There were 13th-ea.rlier 14th century eherds 

and leatherinboth parts. 

On the wast side of 147 was a loose timber (1751, a round-sectioned conifer, 

lying against a out-away edge in the natural (133a). 



These two major features seem tc be associated with each other, but no obvious 

interpretaion can bs offered. Howevqbearing in mind the discussion above 

concerning the possible encroachment of the river bank into tne area of ditch 90, 

517 might be associated with a jetty. 147 might have formerly held a big mooring 

post, decayed or dug-out8 and replaced by 136 and other posts further north. The 

possibility of a jetty and mooring posts here should be seen in the context of 

the general discussion of the destination of roads in this area leading to the 

river bank at different times. 

The sections show something of the cunplexity of the phase 8 medieval use of the 

site, belying the apparent simplicity of the plan. 

Phase 9 (plau, fig 351 sections Sl-Sl9) 

The latest medieval layers and features appear to be separate from those of phase 

8, andcannotbe demonstrated tc be'continuouswith them. Associatedpotteryie 

of the later 15th-16th centuries; the sharp distinction between this pottery and 

that of phase 8 may be due at least partly to the well-~OWII problem of 

identifying pottery of the later 14th-earlier 15th century, or may represent a 

genuine hiatus. 

On the western side of the sit8 (see Sl and plan, fig 351, there is a thick layer 

(E3) which yielded 15th-16th century pottery as well as earlier material, this 

does seem to be au 'occupation layer' of general medieval date, developing on the 

earlier metalled surfaces below. It is truncated on its southern side by a major 

cut-away 5208 the stratification in this includes a stakehole (4C), and the clay 

wall feature (se8 plan, fig 351, This is capped by a soil (302) which seems to 

end on the north side of a stone wall (302a). Further down the slops of 500 its 

base is covered with a dark soil (305) and above this sandstone rubble. The 



latter is shown here, as drawn in the field, as 69 and 304, presumably reflecting 

a line of separation or a difference between them. The relationship between this 

rubble and the clay wall 42 is uncertain, but they should all he later than the 

late medieval pottery in layer L3. 

Further to the east, another probable medieval ooccupation level*, layer L4, is 

known only from section Sll , where it is on the stone road 7 of phase 5.a. A 

patch of charcoal (6) (on plan, fig 35) is recorded on the surface of this. 

In the northern pert of the site (fig 35) 30, 36, 3 and 2 are postholes closely 

associated with layer 3 (30 end L3 are shown in section S2). In and around these 

was much evidence of burning and debris of iron-working (ferrous slags), leather 

ecrapr and burnt clay. 31, near the NW corner, may have been a bowl-furnace, or 

an iron-smitbing depression. 

In the NE corner of the site, 15th-16th century pttery came from pit 39, and 

from a depression (4) to the south of it, Another pit (2001, to the east of 

this, had a similar fill. The major layer 58 extends over a large area of the 

western part of the site; it is seen in sections St, S7, S8, Sl3, and S19. 58 is 

a layer of black ashy soil, with slag and furnace bottoms. This might appear to 

link it to 87/88 etc of phase 8. Indeed 58 contained a great deal of 13th 

and there are actually joins between sherds in 58 and ones in other contexts of 

phase9. It appears from S7 that 58 was continuous stratigraphically with 86 and 

92 below it, as the joining shards also suggest; there are also recorded from 58 

sherds of late 17th or more probably 18th century date (as in feature 56 among 

58); but these are assumed tc be intrusive from some feature unnoticed in 

mechanical excavation (see pot report 3.17); or from 56 itself. 



Little can be said of the possible building or buildings, or the industrial 

activity of the scanty evidence available, and the comparative lack of attention 

it was possible to give these features. It is unlikely that they are all even 

oontemporary; the sections indicate the complexity better than the plan. 

* ” 3 i 



1978 - LEAT AFCEA, by RM 

2.8 ODJECTIVDS OF TXE EXCAVATION (plan Ml) 

During the 1971 excavation the SW end of the millpool was found, set at an 

oblique angle to the street. It was therefore unlikely that the north side of 

the pool would a:.~:6 into the area available in 1978, particular?.y as the 

footpath alignment ,sd been adjusted south during the interval between the two 

excavations. The primary objective in 1938 was nevertheless to locate and record 

whatever part of the millpool or leat that extended into the available area0 and 

to recover further environmental samples from vaterlogged areas to supplement 

those of 1971. 

Before excavation started it was uncertain how much of the available area 

retained deposits of archaeological interest. Strategically the first concern 

was to assess the scale of the archaeological problem and to determine 

priorities, endeavouring at the same time to relocate the millpool. 

Despite the modest budget and the extremely restricted timescale an excavation 

policy was adopted (1.5 above) which would review the overall sequence of 

development in this area, even if this restricted the time available to record 

the millpool or leat. A further problem posed by the 1971 excavation was the 

function and date of a large ditch crossing the southern part of the site; a 

complete section of this was achieved and its medieval date was confirmed. 



2.9 TNE CIiRONOLoGIcAt SEQUENCE OF' PHASES 

(figs 39 - 57, plans Ml - M9, sections S51 - S58) 

The phasing of the 1978 excavation differs from that of the 3971 mill report (2.1 

above). A summary of the main phases of the leat excavation is given bslowt it 
of 

iscolla\.d with the phasingbee site of the mill. 

1978 phases 

Intrusions into the Keuper (Triassic) Marl 

' First phase leat 

Second phase leatt 

a) The leat and its revetments 6i putative bridge; 

b) deposition and erosion of silts in the leat; 

c) erosiw channel A264 

. First medieval ditch and bank or causeway 

Second medieval ditch 

Fill of ditches; colonising of ground towards river 

Metal-working and further colonisation 

Standing buildings 

1971. phases 

0 

2 

3 

12 -s 

7 

7 -8 

8 

8-9 

9 - 10 

10 



2.10 INTRUSION8 INTO THE KEWER (TRIASSIC) MARL 

A number of intrusions were observed penetrating into the clay beneath the bed of 

the leat, as recorded on sections S51, S52 and S53. These are shown on section 

S51 as context numbers A108, A119-123, A127, Al28 and A186, and on section 552 as 

Al86 (figs 47-48); the clay appeared to be laminated and it contained small 

nodules of soft grey/green shale: there were also intrusions of small pebbles, 

fine clean gravel and decayed tree roots. These intrusions and the generally 

disturbed character of some of the clay led to speculation about a potential 

earlier leat or millpool with a clay fill. No convincing bases or edges could be 

detected however, so these layers are interpreted as part of the natural Keuper 

(Triassic) ~1, with root disturbance and possibly associated intrusions of 

water-borne gravel. 

. 



2.11 THE FIRST LeAT 

(plans Ml, M6 - M7; sections 851 - 53 and S56) 

Introduction (Plan Ml) 

In 1971 the function of the main structure being excavated was not at first 

apparent (t.4 above). By 1978, homver, the interpretation of the 1971 structure 

as a horizontal-wheeled water mill had been widely disseminated and the 

identification of tbe contiguous wooden structure on the east side of the mill as 

a millpool revetment was also generally accepted. The lowest silt deposits 

examined in 1978 were also accordingly interpreted as those of the same millpool, 

or as its leat, and the earlier lect of the first mill (2.3 above). No 

structural division was identified to clearly demarcate a junction between the 

pool and its leat, but the overlap btween the site of the millpool/leat junction 

and the area available for excavation vas limited. The silts and associated 

timbers excavated in 1978 could have been in either or both of the leats. 

The eastern limits of the 1971 exoavations are represented by sections S5 and 86 

(figs 11 and 12). They show the eroded base of the leat for the first mill (1971 

phase 21, with its silting, folloosed by the millpool of 1971 phase 3t the NW 

timber of this is seen extending into section 55, with its collapsed plank wall. 

The silt of the millpool and the earlier leat continue into section S6, cut away 

firstly by an erosion ledge (508) and timber-robbing cuts of 1971 phases 4 and 

Sb, secondly by the 1971 phase 7 timber-robbing out 231, and finally by elements 

of the medievaltownditoh. It was hoped that a similar ssquenoe could be 

discerned in the 1978 excavations east of these sections. The more northerly 

parts of these features were however sealed by an extension of Bolebridge Street 

to the south. Section SS and the north end of S6 tare therefore inaccessible in 

their continuations eastwardst 852 is however parallel to S6 at a distance of one 



metre, the baulk between them was excavated in its upper levels, but not in the 

lower part except to follow through ditch Al45 (plan M5). The relationship of 

the limits of 1971 and 1978 are shown in plan Ml (fig 39). 

The first leat and its southern revetment (plans M6 - 7, sections S51 - 52) 

The south edge of the first leat lay only 2m inside the available area. It was 

aligned west to east and at the west end of the 1978 excavation in area A it 

could be traced for a length of up to 2.Sm. The features which are interpreted 

below as parts of the southern revetment of the leat are illustrated on plans M6 

and M7 as Al50 - 151, A117, A170 and A256. A150 is also recorded on section 552; 

All7 can be seen on section S51 and A256 was recorded on section S53. 

A shallow groove A150 was out into the surface of the natural clay A186; it was 

filled with mixed grey silt and sand. As can be seen on plans M6 and M7 (figs Mi? 

44 and 451, 55cm east of section S52 and 1.710 east of section S6 the groove was 

interrupted by one of a pair of small holes, A151 and A170. The slot could bs 

traced for 6Ocm east of the two holes. Al51 was 17~10 deep, 3Ocm in diameter; it 

had straight sides and rounda corners: A170 was slightly smaller. Both holes 

had a shallow V-profile but neither of them amounted to convincing post or 

stake-holes. 

I.n line with A150 was Al 17 (plans M6 and M7 and section 851). An unknown 

proportion of this feature was machined away when trial trench A was cut. A 

shallow concavity filled with orange aud soft grey sand was all that survived of 

All7 on the west side of section 551; it had the appearance of a solution hollow 

rather than a post-hole or beam-slot. 



There was a marhed differ8UC8 between the surface character of the clay Al86 

north and south of Al50 and All7. To the north the clay had a water-on, 

potholed surface with deposits of silty sand in the hollows. To the south the 

surviving surface of the clay had a dirty stain upon it and although it was 

uneven there were no potholes. At section 852 ths surviving south edge of the 

silts All4 and A116 were directly over slot Al!50 aud on section S51 the edge of 

the same d8pOSit8 extended south as far as Ally, but both sections give a false 

impression. These silts are cut by the channel 8264, the north edge of which can 

be seen to cut into All4 snd All6 directly above Al50 in section 552, aud above 

A117 in section S51. Bxcavated in plan between the two sections, the silts All4 

and All6 sealed the slot Al.56 and exteuded south beyond it by up to 48cm. 

East of trial trench A the same rippled clay surface was recorded and again its 

south ease was found to be on a line projected from AlSOa/b. The edge of the 

rippled area could not be traced as far as A256 due to the presence of other 

(probably later) irregular cuts or hollows on the surface of the clay (plan M6; 

fig MP 44). 

A256, a shallow Saud-filled depr8m&m, lay on the llae of the proposed south 

revetment of the first lest but its stratigraphic context is op8n to a variety of 

interpretations (plan X6 and section 553). Rem section 553 it is difficult to 

hnow whether A236 post-dates or ante-dates th8 silty deposit 8257. A256 partly 

ooerlies the end of A257 in’the section, from which it ie arguable that the 

former was created aubsequeat to an early stage of silting. Conversely it is 

feasible that silts washed arouud and uuder a timber in or above 8256; the 

6ubraquent fewvaf of a timb8r from above A237 miSht have left a void which was 

filled by th8 priaary Sandy aiPt 4256. 



Baat of trial trench A the silts aeeociated with the second leat extended over an 

area to the south and east of the proposed first southern revetment line. In 

section S53 the silt AlW116 seals 8256. AB can be seen from plan M7, the 

timbers Al40 and A141 which lay on top of the silts of the second leat lay well 

outaide the line of the origiral chtmnel. 

The features AlM, A151 and All7 form a straight line which demarcates a 

pronounced difference in the character of the surface of the clay Al.86. The 

holes Al51 aud A170 were first thought to be postholes but they were not deep or 

substantial enough to be convincing. Al70 could be the result of workiag a 

timber back and forth in an attempt to lever or dislodge a beam on the line of 

AlSO, end Al51 laap have a similar origin. Such au interpretation would imply 

that part of a putative southern revetinent was deliberately robbed before the 

silt Al141116 was deposited acroee its line. This evidence seems to imply that 

when the second leat was excavated in phase 3 most of the evidence of the south 

revetment belonSin~ to the first pool was cut avay. 

Uncertainty regardiag the interpretation of the sand-filled depression A256 hae 

already been noted above. It may lie oa the line of a continuing southern 

revetment but its stratigraphic context is inconclueive. 

The silt A253 was apparently the same as Al25 iu section 853. The extreme west 

edge of a negative feeture Al83 was noted in section Sal, apparently intruding 

into the clay Al27/186. It should not be assumed from the aeotion draviw that 

the silts Al24 and Al25 sealed the top of ALr83. The latter is tentatively 

interpreted as a poeaible poet-hale but it is not possible to confirm which phase 

of the leat it belonged to (see also below). 



Where the south side of the leat passed under the north section S53 the surface 

of the clay AIS6 was atz58.14m AODb The same surface was at$7.97m AOD on the 

west section S52, giving a fall from east to west of ~22cm over a distance of 6mt 

this approximates to a gradient of 1 in 27. This observation relates to a 

relatively smAi1 area; nevertheless it gives some indication of the gradient of 

the bed of the leat as it ,sproached the mill. The gradient of 1 in 27 cannot 

apply to the overall length of the projeoted course of the leat as this would 

place the start of the leet at a higher level than the river. It seems probable . 
therefore that the bed of the leat became steeper on the immediate approach tc 

the mill on the south side of Bolebridge Street. 



2.12 TNB SBCONt LEWP, ITS RBV=WN%, AND A POSSIBLB BRIDGE 

(plans M5 - M7, sections 553 - 556) 

The leat and revetments 

The featares which have been interpreted as parts of the second ieat are recorded 

on plans M5, M6 and M7. Some of the timbers associated oTithip3putative southern 

revetment are recorded on sections S53 and S56. 

The north side of the second ieat lay outside the available area in 1978; the 

south edge was apparently =1&m further south than the limits of the first leat 

aud approximately parallel to it. 

The edge of the second ieat had been disturbed and probably partly cut away by 

the medieval ditch A145. Before that, the silts within the leat had been deeply 

cut into by the earlier medieval erosion chaunel A264 (plan M6). 

A number of post-pits and the bases of extant vertical and inclined posts were 

recorded (plan M6 and sections S52, 553 and 556). Each of these is described 

individually before a general discussion and interpretation. 

'he position of the post-pits Al69 and Al44 is shown on the plan M6 (fig MP 44)~ 

Al69 tugs redundaut before Al44 was cart* Al69 was 47 x 40~0 in plan and survived 

to a depth of 32cm (fig MF 106). At its base wasa 38 x 7cm impressionof the 

bottomof a post. A thin deposit of silty sand lined the north wall of the hole, 

the remainder of the fill was a mixture of sand and clay. There was no sign of a 

post-pipe 0 



Al69 %RS cut by Al44, a post-hole with a substantial extant post. The hole was 

56 x 48cm in plan and SW. deep* A packing of pebbles in a sandy matrix 

supported a post of 41 x 7cm section. The base of the post extended downwards 

into the natural llcm below the bottom of the post-hole8 the post, which wed 

vBttica1, survived to a length of 85cm. The top of t%e post coincided with the 

edge of the silt deposit All6 (section S56, fig 52). Significantly, the face of 

the timber in Al44 was set in the same orientation as the post impression A169. 

A dendrochronological date of AD85S@ has been assigned to the post ftcm Al44 

(baillie in lit). 

North of AI44 and Al69 three more extant timbers projected tantalisingly out of 

the section S53t these are also shown on plans M6 and H7 as A189, Al87 and A188. 

AI89, with a roughly-hewn point, projected out of the clay AlS6 at an angle which 

was estimated to bs ~30' from vertical, inclined to the north, but only 2Ocm was 

visible. There was no evidence of a post-hole around the visible -tent of this 

timber. 

Theverticaltimber Al87 staoaina post-hole A2OOwhichwas packed with brown 

clay. The hole had been cut through the natural clay; it barely extended into 

the excavated area. Al87 was only paray exposed in the north section (5531, 

with visible dimensions of 17 x 12cm and a length of 62aa. The timber had a 

roughly-hewn lower end and the broken top coincided with the edge of silt All6. 

A188 was a tiakber in a post-pit cut into the clay8 the pit cut the post-hole 

A200. Al88 was a vertical timber with a visible cross-section of 22 x 6cm near 

its base, which was cut square and not pointede 



In addition to the extant timbers which projected out of the north sectdon, Al85 

vam the fill of a negative feature cut into the netutal clay Al84 (section 853). 

Al85 was a mixture of eand, stiff clay and emall pebbles. More traces of 

simior clay and sand were obseP,& in the section (553) at a point above A185 

in an area of distutbauce (0008 the overlyiq silt layer A116. The feature wes 

not recognised in plan ae it lay mainly outside the excavation. ‘Lt 18 eugsested 

that a post had been withdrawn from a hole after the silt layer All6 had been 

deposited, leaving a void which filled with A185. 

West of post Al44, near the junction betweeu Al86 and Al84, wae the timber Al42. 

It was inclined to the NW at an angle of approximately 4S”. The bacse of the 

timber rested in a shallow emplaceneat cut into the surface of the natural clay, 

and not in a deep post-hole. The end of the timber wae not pointed or shaped but 

cut square. A length of 61~90 survived and in croas-sectiou it measured 65 x 

23~~. The silt (A114/116 and AllO) vhich overlay the bed of the lest had 

accumulated arouud this timber, the upper end of which had fractured close to the 

point where it projected into a disturbed area vithin the upper silt layer A109 

(the silts Illustrated on sectlou 853). 

The other timber inclined at 45’ ~88 Al53 (plane M6 and H7). Like AM, this too 

haa been assigned to AD8S$t9 by deudrochrouologg (Baillie in lit). 22 x 8cm in 

eaction and gl.lm loag, it bad a deliberately and carefully shaped pointed lower 

end. It had he811 driven slaost 7th diagonally into the clay base of the leer. 

Silty grey eead bed washed into a depteesion in the surface of this inclined 

timber but it 18 8b8OhItelp Certain that there was no post-pit. 7be post had 

fractured in line with the top of the silt Al14: the broken top of the timber 

wae 8w18d by b112 and more Silt #ubseqttQatly accusulated above it (8~e \#~ov). 



Although in section 851 it appears to be sealed by the lomat silt AlZS, the 

stratigraphic context of the negative feature A183 is uncerhinr tentatively 

interpreted as a post-hole, it has already been discussed above. Because A183 

only just coincided with section 551 it is impossible to coufirm from the 

evidence whether a putative post at this point belonged to phase 2 or phase 3. 

Since no other evidence of posts standing inside the first leat was found the 

balance of probability is that Al83 belonged to the second lest. 

At the west end of area A, adjacent to section 652, was a large post-pit Al46 cut 

directly into uudisturbed clay (plans MS, M6 and M7 and section $52; fig 48). 

The top of the postpit had been cut away on its south side by the later ditch 

A145. The posthole was 50-6Ocs wide and a little over 3Ocu deep but the 

post-socket extended 3&m bslov the base of the pit. The post-pips was circular 

iu plan at the top, aud it had vertical sides; lower down the north facet of the 

post-pipe was raked, possibly to the shape of a cut at the end of a crudely 

pointed post. 

Ilb concludec the progressive robbisg aud decay of timbers of this phase was 

associated with the processes of silting and erosion which followed the 

abandouuent of the second millr that process is considered in detail below. 

Only the construction and reconstruction of theleatrevetsants, presumed to have 

been in use during the working life of the second mill, are discussed in this 

section. 

A case can %e made for the majority of the timbers being fuuctiosally related to 

tha second mill and its leat but it is argued below that a small number of thes 

belonged to a bridge which carried Bolebridge street across the leat (see below). 



AlSO, interpreted as the base of the first leat southern revetwnt, was sealed by 

the sand Al25 asd that was eventually covered by Ali6, a silt deposit which can 

be traced across section S53 where it sealed A256 (fig 49) . The latter also 

sealed the ebundoned post-pit Al69 and the pit fill around the succeeding post 

Al44, but not the top of the post itself. The silt say never have extended south 

of the post A144, but it is possible that the evidence would have been removed 

anyway by the subsequent erosion channel A264 and the medieval ditch Al45 (plan 

Es6 and section S56). 

The post Al87 probably survived long enough to support a revetment which 

contained the silt A116, perhaps supplemented by the secondary vertical timber in 

Al88 (fig HP 106). The fractured top of Al87 was eventually sealed by the silt 

AllO. 

In the light of the above observations it is feasible that the erosion channel 

A264 may have formed along ths course of a robber trench on the line of the 

southsrn revetment of the second lest. At the west side of area A the channel 

A264 curved north around the post-hole A146. This sight be taken to imply that 

the south rewtmnt did not follow a straight liue from east to west between the 

posts Al44 and A146. Alteruatively the sinuous course of the chanuel A264 may bs 

the result of water erosion along the course of a robber treuch which was 

originally cut in a relativsly straight line. 

Aa itws sited south of the projected so&hern revetmestof the secoud lest 

(plan #I, south of cut A265 (section S52), and south of cut 331 (section S6), 

the post in Al46 probably did not form part of a revetment. In addition, the 

location of Al46 adjacent to a bend or contraction on the south side of the lest 

is unlikely to be coincidental. In the absmce of any firm evidence for the 

function of this feature it is only possible to spsculate that it might have 



formed part of the junction between the sillpool and the leat, or it could have 

been associated with a sluice or fish trap, or a grill to prevent debris from 

floating through the millpool and onto the wheel-assembly. 

A possible bridge across the leat 

The timbers Al42, Al53 and A189 have already been described above but their 

possible fuuction has not yet been discussed. Although they were 

stratigraphically separate from a number of planks found lying on top of the leat 

silts the hypothesis formed during the course of excavation was that they were 

all part of a bridge, the bulk of which was sited outside the available area 

beneath Bolebridge Street. 

It is argued elsewhere that Bolebridge Street was on the course of a very early 

road or track 04eeson 1979, g-131, and it is probable that the watsr mill was 

proximate to the main eastern entrance thrt$h the m defences. It is most 

tx.nliks.ly thstamsin entrance to the burhwould havebsenacross a fordasd 

equally impobable that a miller could have tolerated constant damage to the 

sides of a lest caused by passing traffic. Although a putative bridge would have 

bsea outside the exoavated area a number of featurss point to its existence, in 

particular the three inclined timbers already deacribsd. 

As alxeady described, there w certainly no post-pit for the carefully shapsd 

and pointed fnclzined Umber A153. In Vi8W of the extreme care ofdesignand 

manufacture of the czving point of the post and the depth towhichitwas driven 

diagonally into the solid clay bed of the leatitis tempting to speculate that a 

mechanical pile-driver may have been employed. !i!he timber was probably driven 

into the clay &fore any of the surviving silts were deposited, but as noted 



earlier the fractured upper end of Me post was sealed by the relatively early 

silt All2b 

The lower end of au inclined post A189 was apparently not contained in a 

post-pit, though the roughly-hewn point was in marked contrast with Al53. 

The timber Al42 survived long enough to protrude through the final layer of 

silt. Sighificantly it was not pointsd, it had not been driven into the clay and 

it had no post-pit. St could only have remained in situ at an inclination of 45' 

if its upper end had been supported or fixed against a solid sass whi+ silting 

proceeded around its foot. It is suggested therefore that this timber had beau 

employ& as a prop or brace to a structure sited over or across the line of the 

leat - the putative bridge outside the excavated area and beneath Bolebridge 

Street. 

The tia&er Al53 was conceivably an original lateraY. brace and arguably Al42 was a 

repair, the latter saving uuti?. a later date than the former. 

Is all probability the carriageway of B bridge would havs been made of planks and 

the scant remains of five plauks were indeed found lying on top of the uppermost 

layer of silt (plans M5 asd M7). One end of ths plank Al39 had bsen truucated by 

the mechanically cut trial trench A; ths surviving length was firn and it was 33cm 

wide. Generally it was less than lcm thick when excavated and it had decayed to 

little more than a stain at one end but both edges ware flaugsd. The 

best-preserved flange was 7-5cm deep and 6cm wide. 

Moat of the plauk A140 had decayed to little more than a stgin bu': one edge had 

been formed into a thick flange which survived for a length of 1.371~. 



Al41 was a very thin plauk, of which a length of 1.22~~ remsioed. From its width 

of 33cm it may have been similar to Al39 but uo flanges survived. 

The plauk Al43 survived to a length of 1.7&n aud part of a flange remaiued along 

one edge. The timber A263 was similar to 8140. 

The inclined timbers and th8 plauks overlying the silts are together consistent 

with the interpretation that silting continued around the putative bridge 

supports until the carriageway was collapsed or discarded. This event marked the 

end of phase 3 sud probably coincided with the commencement of phase 4. The 

plauks were sealed by the phase 4 earth ‘bask’ or causeway vhfch is described 

more fully in the next part of the report. Roweveq in this context it is 

siguificaut that tbe bauk which sealed the remains of the *Ibridge* also finally 

cut off the leat and tterebp made the *bridge’ rsdundaut anyway. 

From the archaeological evidence it is uot possible to determine whether it was 

the decay or collapse of the bridge which occasioned the coustructiou of the 

subsequent %auk’ or if the %auk* was co hceived first, closing off the residue 

of the leat aud giviug cause for the demolition of the bridge. Rowever the 

balauce of probability is thst the bridge was delfiberately dismantled sud 

replaced by a causeway- 

86 



1.13 DEPOSITION AND -ION OF SILTS IN THE LBAT 

Pbst if not all of the surviving silt deposits probably post-dete the abandonment 

of the mill. 

Largely because a succession of silts could be traced within the available area 

of the second leat a complex chroii~.Gogical sequence could be determined. This 

was not a series of distinct and separate periods but a continuum of interrelated 

occurrences. These included largely natural processes of silt deposition, water 

erosion and timber decay alongside human intervention including robbing 

activities and attempts at water controf by dredging or ditching. 

The silts 

This part of the report continues with a sequential account of each of the main 

silt layers, beginning with the earliest. The major silt deposits can be traced 

ata tangent to themainaxis of theleaton section 553 where they are recorded 

as deposits AlOg-116, Al29 and A130. The same deposits also appear on sections 

s51, S52 and 556. 

The olean sandy primary silt deposit ~125/~255 could have belonged to either of 

the two succeeding Mats. The yellowandgreyinterlaminated sands Al24 could 

also be attributed to either pool/lea+ (section S51). 

Over most of the available area the silts All4 and All6 were dug as one layer but 

at section S51 the deposit Al14, a stiff grey clay-like silt, clearly overlay 

Allb. T?mlatterwas a very dark grey sandy silt containing scattered very small 



pebbles and driftwCod fragments. A water-eroded gully (Al 15) had Cut into the 

surface of All4 aud then filled with silty cream-coloured sand (sections S51, 

652, S53). 

The silts Al14 and All5 were sealed by Al13/Al12. To the east #is was a thin 

deposit of yellow sand: it merged into striated white, grey aud green sands, 

becoming deeper to the west then merging into a sticky gr.l/green silt at section 

S52. 

A yellow/white sand All1 overlay a small area of A112 on section SS1. Near the 

junction of sections 552 aud S53 a thin layer of red clay (A2631 30 lay on the 

surface of Al12. The soft grey silty sand Al10 which sealed A112/113 merged into 

a stiff grey silt Al30 which contained framente of driftwood, This was covered 

by A109/129. Al09/129 was a layer of dark grey organic silt, merging into a grey 

silty sand. Xt was the last silt deposit in the sequence. 

At the west end of the site the erosion and silting s8quence was inextricably 

~~mplicatedt the regular SucCession of silt deposits described abowe was 

interruptsd at the south edge of the pool by channel A264 and overlain by 

numerous interlhated deposits. These were not recorded in plan but the 

Complexity of the stratigraphy is edumbrated on section 552. The grey silt A259, 

the yellow Saud A260 aud the fine grey silt A261 may all have been redeposited 

material. These deposits cannot be the result of a single event* A260 was 

CleE&rly deposited before the Silt A130 aCCumuleted. A257 and A258 both clearly 

post-date the silt A130 but it seem appamut fmm section S52 that they predate 

the silt Al29/109. Nhstever the explanation of this sequence of dep*o "&pgaY" 

it is clear that a deep erosion channel A264 cut away the south edge of all these 

redeposited and alluvial silts. 



Silti- u&d decay of the laatt rPggeated requeuce 

The telationshig betveen the surviving timbers and subsequent siltr has been 

described. The sequeuce of silt deposits, punctuated by robbing and draiuage 

actioitier, haa al80 been described. when the eddeuce from thoae tvo section8 

i8 cmsidered together a geuerrl reconstruction of eventa can be aseembled and 

this ia @ven belov. 

The farat major silt de3Bt AM/116 sealed the line of the foruer revetuent 

AlSO. It also sealed the a ba~#ued post-pit Al69 and the fill around the 

replacevent post Al44. There was no evidence that the silt ever contiuued beyond 

AIM and the post Al87 certainly contained this layer. Pz*.Ae it is clear that at 

leaet part of the eccond lest revetuent remaiued In place vben the silt Al14/116 

was deposited. 

The iucliued post Al53 protruded through the silt All4/116 but its fractured top 

vae sealed by the neut layer of silt Al12. Eeace Al53 fractured, perhaps as a 

result of vet-rot, before the silt All2 sealed the earlier deposit Al14/116. The 

post Al87 fractured at soue time after the silt 8114/116 had beeu deposited. 

The silt All2 vas deposited, sealing 81141116. 

A259-261 and A262 have been interpreted as upcast from the repair or robbin of 

revetments uhich occurred after the deposition of the silt Al12/113. 

The silt AllO/ accumulated, aealiag the top of the post Al87. Emseve a vater 

channel tauainad open, or vaa recut on the routh side of the lest, and this may 

have removed the routh edp of 15130. Tbir channel may have been claanad out or 



'tiproVed@, creating the redeposited silts A257, AS8 and possibly also A256, all 

OVerlying the edge of the silt A130e 

Silting continued over a wide area of thr, former leaf (A109/129 sealed A130 and 

mrtly overlay -7). 

The inclined post Al42 fractured and a number of planks fell onto, or were 

discarded on top of the silt AlO9/129 (see below). 



2.14 Ptiit8B 7 8 m EROSION QWJNQ 

At section 552 the vertical north edge of the lower part of the channel A264 is 

not typical of the overall profile and it should be remembered fros above that 

the apparent coincidence of that edge with Al50 gives a misleading impression. 

At section SS2 the channel was ~60~s wide at its base, but the upper edge 

extended north to the surviving edge of the silt A129/109. The cut A265 on the 

south side of the chaunel A264 extended from the surviving top of A252, At 

section 552 the bottom of the channel had a fill of clean Bandy silt A254. The 

bottom of the channel coincided with the clay bed of the postulated second lea& 

At section S51 the channelA264was deeper, a narrowgullyhavingbeeugouged out 

of the underlying clay. The chaMe1 hea-8 contained a SUCCSSSiOn of sandy and 

organic silts, including the highly orgauio horieontally laminated deposit AlOO. 

That, and the possibly related silt A102, retained straight, vertical edges in 

marked coutrast to the sinuous sraded profiles, possibly suggesting an artificial 

cut witbin aud along the line of the channel A264. Vertical and straightedges 

were again noted at section S57. 

At section 852 the bed of the channel A264 was at 57.95m AOD; at section 557 the 

probable base was at 57.78s AOD. At section S56 the channel had been almost 

completely out away but the deepest surviving surface was at 58.22x AOD. clearly 

in its final form the channel did not follow a regular gradient so the figures 

should he treated with caution; howeveritis possible thatanattexptwas made 

to drain water from west to east, opposite to the direction of the working lest. 

A more concerted attempt to achieve this direction of drainage was undertaken 

later with the excavation of ditch A145. The fill of A264 is dated to =1200 or 

later by a sherd of 113th century pottery in layer Al38 in the base of the 

feature (see secrtion 857). 



The erosfon channel A264 tookonits final form at the south edge of the fomer 

lest, partially undercutting the edge of the plank8 cm top of the silt. Thier 

channel WIUS itself subject to silting and may have been recut to re-establish a 

ditch or drain in which the water-flow may have been from west to east. 



2.15 P8AS8S +-% T88 ti8DIBVAL 8A8K OR CAUSBWAY AND Tit8 LASSOCIKTBD DfTC3 Al49 

(oectione 551-52 ti 54-55) 

Introdactlon 

A euccersion of layere of aoil, inclined rteeplp southvarde, are iaterpreted aa a 

bank elmed approximately waat-etmt, aealiw the pha8e 3 8ilta and erosion 

CbWlU& Over much of the site the routhern face of the bank sloped south to 

coincide with the ncrtb e&e of a ditch (AUS); thio ie earlier than the major 

ditch A266 of phaee S (see below). 

The ditch (Al4S) 

A 3.25~ length of ditch Al45 was emptied, ftmr sections being observed in the 

procem (sections SSI, 552, SS4 end SSS, the locetione of which are t3how~ on plan 

a)* 

At the eastern section 954 the ditch uaa l.fSm wide end 8Ocm deep. At the 

weetern section S52 it was LS4m wide and 7Ocm deep. The bottom of the dlitch WBB 

at S7da ADD at section 552 and 57.340 AOD at section 554. It appeara from 

theee obrervatiom that the beee of the ditch sloped down from west to east, 

b&rin qqarently draining b the opposite direction to the former mill leat. 

The ditch had been cut throtqh undisturbed Keuper Merl, probebly originally with 

an open-V-profile (section S31). Along pert of ite uorth sfde the lip of the 

ditch coincided both with the edge of the erosion channel A264 and with the foot 

of tha bank which -led the erorion channel (section Sll). Where the oouth edas 

of the former lest curved aortbwardm under Bolebridge Street botb the ditch Al43 



and the south edge of the bask deposits continued eastwards on a straight 

ocuree. Lack of tima and resources prevented the total excavation of ditch Al45 

in this part of the site, near S#. 

Is area A the base of much of the ditch had apparently at sose stage been cut to 

a steeper-sided profile with a flat base and there was evidence of recutting or 

cleaning out, especially at sections S51 and 554. 

The fills of ditch Al-45 consisted of deposits of sandy primary silts, other sands 

ranging frola fine-textured to gritty, and a succession of stiff grey silty 

deposits, some with a high organic content. There were sherds of 12tbl3th 

Century pot in the layers which filled the ditch (including A38 and A44)r among 

these was a nearly ccsnplete profile of a ?13th=ceatury cooking pot (from 864: 

fig 77.52). 

Throughout the excavated length of ditch At45 the nort' we was longer aud it 

survivsd to a greater height that that to the south, tiplying that part of the 

south edge mayhavebeen cutaway by the later ditch A266. More signLffcantly, 

at section SS2 the silty grey sand Al74 surdved at a higher level than the 

etarviwiag south Lipof theditch. Sisilarlyr the topof ths Stiff grey-brown 

silty clay A212 was higher than the mmaining south lip of the ditch on section 

554. It is arguable +dmt this undisturbsd, horizontally laminated sataria - 

apparently a water-home silt -couldhavebseudepositedatthatlewelonlyif 

the southern bank of the ditch Al45 had originally bsea higher. In addition to 

providisg some confirmation of the stratigraphic relationship hetweem the two 

ditches these observathas imply that ditch Al45 was largely filled with silt 

hefora the ditch A266 was cut, 



The hank 

The layers of earth which cede up the bank associated with ditch A145 are 

recorded as A35, A9798 and A203-4 on section S52. On section SS3 the bank can 

be traoed ae layere A4 and A35 to the met; near the centre of the eeme section 

A3S/B86, A2310232 and A235 probably formed part of the same henk. These layers 

are at lee-t pertly krrfy, and did not therefore derive from the excavation of 

ditch AIlL 

At the west end of area A the southern part of the bank eXtfNdSd s3.W into the 

area of excavation. Much of ite upper pert had been cut away by post-eedieval 

iateueioue inoludiag 36 and A20 (pli;? MS and sections S51 and SS3). Despite 

me ietrueione a reaeonahle profile of the he& survived at section SSl. l%ere 

the face of the be& extended at an incline of ~30’ free the lip of the ditch 

A145 for a distance of ~1.6m to a vertical turf f ac8 of ~4Ocm. As can be seen 

free the surface of A203b end A204 in section $52 and the surface of A35 in 

section SJld the surviving top of the bank was flet. 

Eeet of trial tremzh A ths benk gradually converged upon modern Rol&ridge 

street. ff retained a similar profile to that at section 851 through cost of ite 

length but east of section 556 it taUed may. mar to the araa of divergence 

the lower end of the ha& de-its including B86 tailed out across the northera 

up of the ditch tstion s56, fig 52). 

The loaar pert of west of the lmgth of the bank comprised of sandy 

looee-teztumd layers which filled the erosion chahnel A264 (A98 end A99 in 

section 851). &lore comp8Ct layMe such as A%, A97 and 886 overlay ths silt Al09 

(eectione 851 and 553). At section 851 the lower face of the hack caaprised of a 

havd brouu humic aarth with petchee of rad clay and a few scattared fragments of 

.* 



oharcoalor burnt mod; at the top of the bank this was owerlain by up to 40cm of 

turfy material. At som pointa, 88 at section 552, separate layers of turf 

residues aould be distinguished. 

ltke date of the bauh should be =l200 or latetr, as its layers sealed the ?C13 

Shed in A264 (phase 3~ abet). From the bask layers the only dating evidence 

was a later 12thcentury sherd inlayer R86,preeumably residual in this context. 

Discussionof theditchand bank 

The bank and theassociated ditch A145wem apparently contemporary, and when 

theymre laidout their form seems tohave been partlypredetersined by the 

southern edge of the channel A264. 

Anumher of characteristics of both thebank and theditch togetherindica 

*eir joint function. The bark filled and overlay the erosion channel and sealed 

the 1eat. Although its form was partly predetermined by the shapeof the former 

leat the south face of the bank was approximaMky parallel to the streets the 

bank may ia fact have been wide enough to carry tlm street. As well as sealing 

the top of the leatsilta thebankdepositsalso covered the remaina of the 

wooden planks interpreted as bridge residues which lay on top of the fiwl phase 

of silting. A sloping face was created which drained from the street towards the 

par8llel ditch A145. The excavation of this apparently amtinued the direction 

of drainage established in phase 3 by the erosion channel A264. 

The bank was most probably au earth causeoay over the soft soils of the leat 

below, built to carry the street, replacing the putative timber bridge and 

finally blocking off the line of the lea+ ProeD the north. Water draining from 

tha southern face of theoausewayvas channelledalong the course of theditoh 



A145 which appareutly drained wsst-east. The ditch was probably recut or cleaned 

several timas before finally 8ilting very quickly. 

Depressions in the face of the causeway such as that displayed on section 552 

were probably causedby surfacewater erosion. The sandy deposits A172 and ~133 

over ditch Al45 may have been washsd there from the face of the baak or causeway 

above. 



2.16 TEE MSDIBVAL TOWN DITCE A266 

(sections s51 - S58) 

The evidence of the silts of ditch A143 discussed above in phase 4 suggested that 

A266 was the later of the two ditches, though their stratigraphic relationships 

as shown in the sections are somewhat ambiguous. The dating of the pottery doss, 

howeveq support the relationship, as may that from the 1971 excavation (see above 

1.9). 

Ditch A266 was sectioned at trial trench A (section S51) and probably encountered 

but not fully sectioned in area B (section EM). Section S51 may not have been 

cut at right-angles to the course of the ditch. Whsn au adjustment is made to 

allow for this the likely surviving width of the top of the ditch is estimated as 

g.4~ Xeasured from the north edge on section S51, the ditch was only 1.4m 

deep, though the base was 3.76m below the 1978 ground surface. The uarrow trench 

was heavily shored and prone to constant flooding during excavation so rwordlag 

was extremely difficult; ths drawing of the ditch section may therefore not bs 

accurate in every detail. 

The deposit of red clay near the bottom of the ditch (A77 on section 551) vss 

probably displaced Keuper Marl and not the remains of a deliberate 1iti.n~. ¶!he 

very soft silty sands A76 and A75 were succeeded by a highly orgaDic silt 874. 

Silting continued, probably very rapidly and mainly with sand. Bach of the 

deposits A72, 864, A62 and A61 contained a high proportion of organic material. 

A partial section of a negative feature or feetures was recorded OII the north 

face of a mschine-cut trench in area B (section 558, the location of which is 

indicated on plan Ml). Although one or mow ditchea may be indicated, or perhaps 

a sin&lo ditch which was recut, it was not possible to record them in plan and on 



the limited sad unreliable information recovered,the section is open to a wide 

rang? of possible interpretations. It is possible that the cut 890 with its base 

at $7.ln AOD, and the eaud B56, represented a survival of the ditch Al45 

continuing to slops gently down to the east- 

The cut BP1 is likely to represent the edSe of the larger ditch A266. 

Because section S5S was close to the possible medieval bank of the river some of 

the recorded deposits, cuts and recuts may be explicable as the result of 

alternating water erosion and silt deposition. The cuts B92 and 893 through the 

silt deposit 852 therefore do not necessarily result from human intervention. 

Mile they may be the result of attempts to recut the large medieval ditch they 

are more likely to bs the result of water erosion alone the line of the ditch. 

It la possible that the larSe ditch A266 was cut as a direct successor to Al45 in 

a further attempt to contain drainage problems bstweea the Rive Auker aud the 

proposed oauseway whioh carried Bolebridge Street. Alternatively, if the 

wgative featum represented by cut 891 on section S58 was part of ditch A266 

this would oora probably have been a portion of the medieval town ditch. A ditch 

of similar scale and proportious to that on section S51 was recorded in 1969 on 

the north side of Bolebridge Street (Yotmg 1971, 239). The possibility that 

these sectbus may relate to the mme feature is illwtratad In fig 4 which 

indicates au inferred tows ditch turuiag west, perhaps to meet the River Anker 

obliquely. Pottery from the fills of A266 is of the 13th century, or even the 

earlier 14th, including fiS 77, 53 and 55. 



g.17 PlumuPj LAND mm&IAT10N 

(plana M2 - M4, sections S51-52) 

In area A several layers of earth were introduced to the site 0-r the ditches 

Al4S and A266; the layers extended north to the face of the medieval bank or 

causeway adjacent to RolebridSe Street. Ths depositlou of these layers bad the 

effect of agggradiag the level of the ground, probably with the intentios of 

reclaiming land between the street and the river. This group of deposits 

eateaded almost 1Om south from the phase 4 vertical face of A35 on the medieval 

bank; they are represented sumt clearly on sections S51 and 852. 

The layers aud deposits recorded 021 sectiozt S52 wM& bsloa~ to this pbase are 

A36/169; 833, A32, A234 and A4. It is conceivable that the surface of A234 aud 

A32 together formed a ground surface for au indeterminable tiae. (The layers A31 

to A26 were dirty deposits contaiaiag coal and it is suggested that they bslong 

to the succeadirrg phase of mstal-working activity during which, it fs argued, the 

aSSradation of the site coutltnusd) 

The layers A37, 836, A33 aud A32 oa section 551 ara interpreted as deposits which 

were introduced to raise ths level of the ground. The associated deposits A34 

;..xd A47 - A50 probably result from the same process of dumplug earth onto the 

site- Oa section S51 it is likaly that much of the top of A32 formsd the Smamd 

surface for a tise The peculiar shape! of A50 on section S51 was the result of 

wosm action. 

The mxdp emterial A47 on section S51 and the sand aud pebble deposit A224 on 

section 852 were both sealed by A4 which was a layer of brown Bandy esrth 

contabiag cbrtoorl, pebbles, eat&atone fragemts and a few clay iatrusions. Qa 

sect&m 8% the layer A4 overlapa the layer A47 so it cannot have bean deposited 



before phase 6. As can be seen on plan M4, at no point did the layer A4 overlap 

the end of the dafrosit A28. It is possible therefore that A4 formed part of the 

ground surface at the same time as A32/A53. The features which intruded into the 

surface of A4 are accordingly associated tentativsly with phase 6, though 

stratigraphically there was no proof that they could not have been later. 

A nmb.ar of small irregularly disposed intrusions had been introduced into the 

surface of A4 (plan Bf4). A9 was a 12cPdesp depression, up to 34cm diameter, 

with a flat base; it was filled with brown sandy clay and purple sand. (Peatares 

A6, A20 and A21 on plan M4 intr=uded from higher levels.) Al0 was also =&m 

&ap and f Illed with similar material. A number of small intrusions iato A4 and 

ths top of A47 occupied a spread of up to 80~s which exteuded in a line parallel 

to the atwet. Most of these intrusious were uo mars than 7an in diameter; s-e 

ver- apperaatly vertical but others wsre inclined at various angles, pointlag in 

different directions l They invariably containad a pey sandy fill. These 

int~uaious are iaterpreted as either stake-boles, root-holes or both aud it is 

sqgestsd that a fence, or more probably a hedge, demarcatad the break of slops 

betweeu flat srouud adjacant to the street aud the sloping surface to the south. 

ApprordPately 58 south of the putative hedgerow layer A32 was sealed by the 

deposits 652 and AS1 which together formed a low wide bank, recorded only 00 

section S51. A52 was a dark grey sticky clay; A53 was a dirty brown 

close-textured loam. The bank was highest on its south side where it termi.nated 

at a deep negative feature 8290. The latter contaised 8Ilty grey sand, clay and 

pieces of broken sandstone up to Mum across. Thts feature could not be examined 

on tba opposSte section of trench A due to deep post-nedieval disturbance. 

Tha phase 6 deporits substantially regraded the ground level OVUP a large area, 

par&icularly at the weat end of the rite in area AL. This ir interpreted aa ths 



result of a concerted attempt to provide an area of ground between Bolebridge 

Street and the River Anker which was elevated above noreal flood level. In the 

light of that interpretation layers AS1 and AS2 uay have been part of a flood 

barrier. The negatlvs feature A250 was not emptied or exsmined la plan; 

nevertheless in view of its siting at the south edge of ASl/ASZ and the pieces of 

broken sandstone in its fill it is tempting to see this feature as a robber 

trench from which a sandstone revetment had been removed. 

Pottery from phase 6 includes a Pl3th century @asad ju8 rim from A32 (fig 

77.56). 



2.18 PlUSBS'cPINDlJSTRIAL ACTIVSTY, FLGODIl?G, AND LAND RECLAMATION 

Introdustion 

Only one mtal-worklag haarth waa found in area A (see below), but a long and 

complex sequeace of furnace bottaw and hearths was noted in area B. Dus to the 

cfrcuwtances of excavation and the restricted timascale the industrial features 

and associated deposits in that part of the available site were not examiaed as 

thoroughly es they deserved* F'urfherame, pachauical eztcavatioa of the 

exploratory trench B removed much of the stratification batween the furnace 

bottom aad apparently associated stone features B33 and B65. No attempt was 

aade to record the exact sequence of aerging spreads of ferruginous sands, 

charcoal and earth deposited around the hearths and furnaces. A general sequence 

was nevertheless elucidated for the principal strata which made up the NE corner 

of area B, and for the furnaces and hearths built iate or upon them. In the site 

records moat of the pain industrial features ware record& 2s hearths but in the 

light of post-excavation analysis of a slag sample soms of these features are now 

interpreted as furnace bottoms, for which raaaoa they are assigned the prefix *PC 

in the followiw account* 

Duriw what was probably a long period of metal-workiag a cousiderable amber of 

furnacer could have been removed without trace before a successor was 

coastracted. The sequence @van below can only relate to the archaeological data 

which was recovered and probably does sot elucidate the total sequeuce of 

indamtrial activity on the site. The earliest sutpiving furuace in area B was 81 

eud this was succeeded by a pair of contiguous furnaces P2 and F3. The furnace 

?3 is follarnd in the archwological record by PI and the latte= was probably 

broadly cootmporary with PS which was built over the site of F2, again providlag 

8 contigwm pak 0 When the furnace F4 was replaced by F6 hewever, the site of 



F5 was left vacant0 After the furnace P6 had been largely dismantled the ouch 

less substantial metal-uorkieg hearth E7 was used, perhaps only for a short time, 

before being replaced by E8. 

Netal-worUng in area A (plan N4, sections 551 and 552) 

Continuing the process of aggrading the sdte over the line of the medieval 

ditches, the surface of A32 and the majority of A51 were both sealed by A30 

(section S51). The layer A30 was in turn sealed by the deposits A29-826. On 

section 552 this further stage in the elevation of the ground surface is 

represented by the group of layere which includes A31 and A26. 

Only one metal-worklag hearth was found IIJ area A. As can be seen on sections 

551 and S52 the construction trench for the walls of the hearth A23 was cut 

through the layer 826. The hearth A23 and its associated flanI&ng wall were 

built wiEh small pieces of red and yellow sandstone rubble set into a shallow 

construction trenchr The hearth was 21.4610 externally on both axes and 94cm wide 

intersally. The burnt brown sandy base was strewn with charcoal (A25) which also 

spread to tbe south over the earface of A26. 

Abutting the weet wall of hearth A23 was a thin brown humic deposit (A24) which 

uao sprad wer A31 and A22; the latter was a reetiliuear patch of stiff browa 

sandy SOBl. 

The termimtion of wtbworkiag in this area was followed by the introduction of 

yet wore layers of e.arth and associated rtructural featurec fn phaos 8, ae 

ducribed below. 



Land reclamation aud mml-worki- in area B 

br can be 8een on section 558 (fig. 54). at the uorth end of area B over the 

presumed medieval town ditch, the ground was made wre eveu when the soft brom 

candy layerB46was deposited. The top of that layer W~IB contaminated by the 

black charcoal B45. 

B45 was waled by 844 - a layer of sand containing pebbles and charcoal. That 1; 

turn was ovurlain by a thin but compact layer of charcoal (B43). The latter uas 

as&Led by B42 - a thick depiosit of soft brovn saudy earth. Though contaminated 

by charcoal, thie layer use horitontally laminated indicating that this vas 

probably a fluvial deposit rather than a man-made feature. The fumaca Pl was 

constructed when B42 foraed the ground surface. 

The aarliest furnace located within trial tremch B and the cont+ous small a& 

B was Pl; houoveq the charcoal in underlying layers B45, 44 and 43 wst probably 

eri~iuated from aetal-workiag activities outside the limited area of excavation 

which pre*ted Pl. 

FumaceFland associated featuras (planMl1). 

lb remains of Fl were sealed below the base of F3; they ware all that rurvived 

of tEe aearly flat sandstone base of a furnace which had been built into the 

ourface of B42. The north-lii-muth width of the feature VJM &9n. The east side 

of the barn of the furnace had been cut awhp in the aachfna-cut trial trench B; 

the aaabbwet dimension was not Zero than 1.7m but it ray hava been up to 52.28 

long. Slabo of randrtoue up to 40 t 36cm in plan and up to 13cm thick were 

w&pl~y& la the eimetnrction of the base of this funwe. lkar the outer edge of 



the base much ef the aaadatoae had diaiate9rattd into a pink/mauve congealed sand 

and at the centre ruch of tht atoue had degentrettd Lnto coarse white sand0 

8Ocm from the west edge of Fl there wee a scatter uf purple sand srr(l &areoal 

(B95) on the surface of 842. The features 859 aad 860 cut through this autter 

into the top of B42; they were two almost perfectly aami-apherical hollowa of 

2Ocm diamatar, provisionally interpreted as aaatiaga for eru~iblaa. 

The ed9e of B95 was overlain by the charcoal or blaek-atainad area B63 which was 

5l.h in diameter and almost exactly circular, with well-de&ined edges. On the 

west efde of B63 there was a uarrow projection of the stained surface uhich 

exteuded tut tf the excavated araa. The txtrwe east edge of tht charcoal patch 

was inttraecttd by the west aide of Fl. Eance the aequeace was B95, 863, FL. 

Btcauet Fl bad been dismantled and largely remwed to i&!&e way for F3 nmt of the 

find contents of PI remained in situ. The surviving base of FL was immedfattly 

ovttlain by the ramaiaa of the base of F3. 

FiuntttF2 and F3 (planklll) 

. 

At the north end of area B ltytr B18 was dtposited over laytr B42, at the mma 

timt sealing the rwaina of Fl and tht laytr B15 was subsequently deposited ever 

much of 1118. Funmcea F2 aud F3 were than built into 818 aad 815. Tha 

l teati~raphic rtlatiouahip batvetn the aubatantial atone faatura 865 cud furnace 

F3 WJM deacroytd when trench B wee excavated by machine* FJowevtr it la likely 

for the rauoudlacuamd belowthattha two were broadly contemporary and 

8trwturally rtlated. 



The fxmmce P2 had been partly removtd by the eubeaquent conttrraction of furnace 

F§* The rtwina of F2 ccmprieed a cub-rectangular pit+ wide north-k~eouth and 

~2.20 long on the east-h-met axisr a depth of ~2Ocm survivad beneath the bees of 

P5. On ite east side the concave baee of the #t was coverad by a crumbly 

mixture of red clay and sand with occasional intrueione of grey earth hue it is 

possible that this material had been introduced ae a basal layer for F5. 

Aa illustrated on plan Mll, the kaeal lining of F2 included bloc&e of sandstone, 

one of whhhwae a slab 7Ocmacroa8, anda piece of red tilt.e. Thtaandstontwae 

set in a heat-shattered yellow candy matrig. Close to tha SW corntt of the pit 

tht sandstone base was interrupted by a curving channel (B31); this was 3Ocm wide 

and 2Ocmdeept the walls wereclay-linedand thebaee had a clay-covered 

sandetont lining. Within the confines of P2 the chamml 831 wae full of fine 

blackcharcoal. Quteide the SW cormr of P2 the chaenel B31 continued east-h- 

weetforl.lmn to the point where ithadbeen cutawayby theconstruction of a 

brick-*aUedcellar. Outeide P2 tbt fill of 839 was a than mixture of red clay 

aud brolctn tile. 

Sited to thenorehof F2, the furnace F3 ovarlay the remaineof Fland waeiteelf 

largely out away by F4. Asubstantie.lp~rtionof F3was destroyedby the 

machine~t trtnch 8. %%t surviving portion was a shallowpitof sinU.ar 

pmportiona to P2, and was 2.lm wide on the north-tbsouth axis. Up to 1.4m of 

thb west side of the pit survived from an estimated original width of @I. The 

phtwasupto33cmae8p* Like P2, the furnace P3 hadbeeesub-rectangular in 

plan but it had store curving north and south sides. A conglomeration of soft 

ys~o~aandconosiningheat-fraa~ sandstone and tile ramainedalong the south 

. 



A mabatantiel maea of rubble sandstone blocks was locatad on the lint of the 

umhanical trial trtnch Be The largest block of stone in this structure was l.lm 

r9OulK23cr. TM8 maaa of atones extended into the available area from beneath 

the aut section of trench Be It VJUW =3.6m long from mrth to south, with two 

arma pmt~cting to the west. The north arm of this structure projected towarda 

tht httt of furnace P3. Tha south arm underlay the east edge of F2. thespartnt 

structural relationship of these faatuma sweats that the two furaacea P2 and 

F3 were eontamporary with each other and with the atone feature B65. Although 

its surface was very uneven the latter la tentatively interpreted as the working 

floor on uhicb rraltem mat& from the furnaces waa ladelled or poured into 

eruciblea or casting pita. Pottery of a type which was produced in the 16th and 

early 17th canturies waa found in B65. 

I&en furnaces F2 end F3 were in operation the ground surface of B42 eloped gently 

south tovarda the river. 

l’braacta P4 and FS (plan I4lO) 

An uneven layer of tubble taudstone blocka (B33) overlay B65, increaeiag the 

height of the ourface of this feature by 15 - 30~s. Probably at the eeme tima~ 

tht ftmmce F4 was built within the remante of F3 and F5 waa built over the site 

of ?2. 

Tht furnact F4 had been constructed largely within F3 but it was offset a little 

to the north. The nosth+-south d-ion was 22.28 overall aud tht eurviviq 

eaet-twmrt dimnaioa ma 1.34~1. A thin layer of rtd sandy materiul lined the 

bam of Fb and this partly underlay the base of the furnace vail; this deposit 

wm amt probably tht dimiat~rated mual of 8 sandstone baser Bubble 

madstoat, cobbUm, tile and brick were together employed in a aatrir of riad to 



form the curving walls near the bare of the furuace. Around the edges of the 

chamber, set into the angle be&men the baee ad the inside edge of F4, wee a 

deposit of red clay which wae packed with heat-fractured red eendetone blocks. 

This clay and stouei deposit may have been au inner lining or re-liuing of 

fwuace F4. 

The furnace PS we8 set into the remairu, of PZ but wae not 8% wide ok the east-b- 

-St Wd8. All that mnained was the bottom of a 8ub-rectarrguler pit 1.9a wide 

eaet-b-west aud 2.08~ from north-to-south. Only 8 few small pieces of saudstons 

rubble eurvlved from the liaiag of this furnace end these wme Stied by B29, the 

material thrown into the base of FS after it had been largely dismantled. B29 

was a burnt or heat-discoloured sand and clay mixture conUa%fq charcoal and 

brick fsagmente along with patches of discoloured vegetable matter; fragments of 

fabric were recovered f ram this deposit (3.15). A coarse eartheuuare fragment of 

17th-century type, and mother with an internal lead glaze which might have been 

produced es recently 88 the late 18th-century were found in B29. 

Furnace F6 and asseciated features (plan X9) 

The f-e PS am maaled by B13 - a deposit of sticky red and brown clay which 

wag very tNu to the north but 2Ocm thick over the rem&e of the furnace. It 

eeew likely that this layer me iotrodwsed in a further ettenpt to elevate 

$round adjacent to the street, thereby once PLore mducing the risk of flooding. 

Unlike Fl-FS the heerthlfumece F6 was rou&ly oval in plen and it had alopiag 

sides which curved Lo touarde a flat ba88 at the ceatree The width north-tw8OUth 

wu &Ok. The base and side8 of F6 were lined vlth 8endstone end clay (b22). 

Thi# wm partly overlein on the north aide by a thin depoeit of mixed brown clay 

8nd broken tit8 (BZl)j thir, ln turn was ruled by a mixed layer of eandotone, 



brick and tile (820). A layer of clay (B2), fired to various Shade8 of pink and 

oreuge, overlay B20 aud retained mall pieces of rubble 8aUdStOne. Black 

chamoal (83) overlay the centre of the hearth/furuace aud charcoal wae also 

found sealed between 82 and B20. 

A narrow cbnnnel (816) curved north from the sorth side of F6; it vas 1Ocm Wide 

aad &1&s deep, with charcoal-stained eloping Sides. 

There wee a maall wgetive feature (Bl9) close to the point where the chanuel Bl6 

joined F6* Up to 10~ deep ad externally 3Scm in diameter, B19 bed emell pieces 

of rubble 8andstone pack8d against it8 sides, leaving a 25cm central space filled 

pithamistureof clay,char4smland coal. 

In the surface of B13, c~.oe;l to Bl9, was a depre88im (B27); this wa8 circular in 

plan, 19cm in diameter, bat only 2-3~~ deep, with several 8mal.l pieces of stone 

end tile set around the tige. B28 was a Similar feature but the 8toII88 w8re le88 

regularly diapo8~ around the central depression. It was not clear whether these 

fe&tveS were @@tLC@Wltt8 for post8 or crude SUppOttS for crucible8. 

A8 8h0un (A plan !#, west of F6 a very shallow linear depression (Bl5) was filled 

with aah, Cal, charcoal end sandstone rubble. SouthofF6anarrowV-ehaped 

groove and UWCietsd hole (88) were cut into the surface of 813. A shallo?r 

negative featare (BlO) contsiniog lease Pnttar, dirty eerth sad rubble was 

intersect@ by a later hole (Bll) uNch contained broken tile and brick beneath a 

spread of stiff Sandy yellow mortar9 These features wre on the same eli8anmt 

u the randstone wall fotmdatioaa B12 and B26. 



Eearthr F? and F8 (plan I49) 

A friable deporsit of pink/red clay and sand filled the depression over the 

remalas of FL Overlying the south edge of F6, a single layer of broken bricks 

was all that redmined of a hearth structure P7. A black-stained or burnt area 

27cm wide indicated the limited scale of operations. It is possible that the 

bricka F7 represent the base of a smell hearth, the superstructure of which was 

dismantled to be replaced by F8. 

overkyirrg pert of F7 was a 1eJret of brick8 (B6) 8nd a large sandstone block in a 

hole CBS). Together these foxed the baaa sod two aide8 of F8 which succeeded 

F7; it was fall of black ash end coal fragments. 



(TANNORi’N 1978 MESON 1 

INFORNATION ON FIELD SECTIONS NOT PUT ON FIWISHED DRAWIWGS 

s51 L-R - LEE-l' HAND SIDE FIELD DRAWING 

54? grey-brown Stiff Sandy, ch fl 

583 3 

(below this: ? on left 

saad 

Stiff grey Silty sand 

orange sand 

250 fill green/black (pit or trench?) 

Thick highest layer: black gritty, coal, charcoal tile 

51 

52 

53=32 

54=33 

55 

56 

57~36 

58 

dirty brown SOi 

grey/black Sticky 8m81ly 

dirty mixed stiff brown/mottled, small peb, s'stone 34cm 

grey-green stiff sandy with ch and p8bS 

yellow/green sand 

red clay 

sticky brown Sandy Clay Silt with Ch 

creamy/brown silty Sand 

59 yellow silty sand 

60 brown Silty S& 

61 Stiff grey silt 

62 blue/grey silty 

63 sand 

64 stiff clay (62 and 64 merge to L into soft and water - saturated sand) 



65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76a 

76b 

77 

(S51 

23 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

3oa 

yellow Silty sandy 

soft and water-saturated sand 

Sand 

3 

yellow sand 

orange silty sand 

soft and water-saturated sand 

stiff grey silty clay3 very fine particles (sample taken) 

soft and water-saturated sand 

soft and water-saturated sand 

yellow/green sand 

soft w Silty sand 

soft and water-saturated sand 

?clay 

L - R continued) - RIG&l HAND SIDE FIH9 DRAWING 

fill is brown sandy soil 

- to right of this cut - brown sandy soil at top 

- orange-bro‘wn Sand 

- charcoal flecks 

=26 

- 27 

- grey/grwn slit with ch. fl. 

light brown Sandy 

orange-brown sand (grey sandy lens below this) 

(charcoal flecks below this as 

above under 23) 

= 28 

grey/green silt with ch. fl. 

brown sand 

dark grey/gzeen silt, ch. fl. 

brown sandy 



32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

220 

4 

47 

48 

49 

50 

96 

97 

98 

99 

100 

101 

102 

103 

mixed grey/green with red/orange sand and ch. fl. 

grey/green soil, ch. fl. 

pink/orange 4%~ 

turfy stiff sand 

grey/green sand, ch. fl. 

yellow/brown sand 

orange sand 

pebbly sand 

gteWif=en CRY 

stiff grey silt 

organic 

humicdepositsinwashed sand 

washed sand 

hardsandamdpabbles 

mashed sand 

?(46 on field drawing) 

orage clay 

mixed green sand and red clay 

green sand, few ch. flecks 

orange sand 

hard brown soil, red clay, charcoal 

hard brown soil, yellow sand, charcoal 

soft sandy bzown soil 

soft sandy light brown soil 

black organic deposit 

brown sandy, with clay 

charcoal grey silty sand 

yellowsandwith redclay lenses 



104 

105 

106 

107 

108 

109 

110 

111 

112 

113 

114 

115 

116 

117 

118 

119 

120 

121 

122 

123 

124 

125 

126 

127 

organic including grass 

grey stiff rilt 

yellow sand and psbbles 

grey/brown sand and pebbles 

orange/yellow gritty sand 

grey turfy sand - tingeof pink 

grey turfy sand (= 3130 - see S52) (but see 130 below) 

yellow/white sand 

whjte, black and green hard, striated water-washed sand 

grey-green sticky silt 

stiff grey clayey silt (sample taken) 

cream sand 

very dark grey sandy silt, pebbles 

orange and grey sand 

red clay 

stiff red clay, sand, pebbles, green intrusions 

orange sandy clay with pebbles and grits 

red sandy clay with pebbles and grits - friable 

stiff red sandyclaytithpebbles audgrits 

friable red clay, pebbles 

dark grey and yellow mixed smds 

yellow sand 

stiff grey silt 

friable red day - natural 

128 (-1863) hard red/brown clay with green intrustions - Pnatural 

- 'post-medieval stone-lined pit', clay and pebble-filled 

183 . -backed'?? 

(130) ?(-1210)(130 is on SSZ)(but 130 described as 'grey silty0 

132 ?charcoal (not on field drawing, but dark on fair copy) 

186 - 128 on field drawing? (128 now separats on fair copy) 



852 L - R 

25 dirty dark brows/grey 

31 dirty grey with coal 

32 red/brown/grey mottled 

33 (greenish on field drawing - no description) 

36-169 

171 

172 

173 

174 

175 

176 

177 

178 

179 

180 

181 

182 

234 

251 

252 

253 

254 

255 

4 

203b 

203~ 

2036 

grey/brown sandy soil with pebbles 

stiff broom aud grey sandy mixed 

brown sandy 

9-w safidy 

silty sand (pale orange on field drawing) 

grey organic 

sand (Opale orange) 

(pale orange on field drawing - uo description - ?sand) 

sand (?orange) 

(pale orange on field drawing - no description - Osand) 

soft silty sand (pale orange?) 

(no description, labelled 'recut') ?pale orange sand 

yellow/brown mottled, sandy and a few pebbles 

no description - orange-brown on field drawing 

no description - orangevrowa on field drawing 

no descriptiou - orange-brown on field drawing 

no description - orange-brown on field drawing 

clean &and 

no description - orange on field drawing 

no description - grey on field drawing 

no descriptio. - grey on field drawing 

no description - reddish on field drawing, but continuous with second 35 

to left,whichis shownae 'turf' 



97 brown sandy 

98 yellow/brown sandy 

256 no description - dark reddish on field drawing + clay symbol 

257 stiff brown sandy 

358 stiff grey-brown silty 

259 grey silt 

360 yellow clay and sand 

261 grey silt 

129409 (see S51) dark grey silty 

130 grey silty 

412-113 (3) (see 851) .laminated silty sands 

114 stiff grey silt 

116 grey silt with wood 

150 (slot) no detail of fill 

186 (natural) hard red clay3 green leases; gravel at base 

556 

201 psbblyhard red/brownclay 

232 yellow with pebbles 

231 light brown fine-textured -becoming yellowto east 

235 hard brown sand, turning pink to sast 

184 bard rsd/brownclayey 

18s mixedbrowasandy,clayaadpebb~ss 



MF TABLE III: 1971 FINDS IN CONTEiXTS EXCEPT POTTERY 

Ll 

Llb 

L2 

L3 

I4 

1 

2 

3 

4 

8 

10 

21 

23a-h 

31 

35 

38 

39 

47 

48 

50 

53 

54 

56 

57 

(numbers are serial in each category)(x = present) 

I 

I 

I 

h4 
I 

c 

t 

3, 
lC w 

B 

Phase 

10 

10 

9 

9 

9 

6 

9 

8 

9 

8 

2-3 

8 

5a 

9 

10 

10 

9 

10 

7 

5b 

5b 

5b 

10 

10 



coN!li Bc 

t f 
I 

;d EC 

6 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Y 

- 
;o: 

t 

I 

SI 

X 

IR 
- 

5, 
6, 
7, 
l! 

14 

G 

5 
2 

Phase 

1 6, 5a 

7 

5b 

ib 

I 

58 

62 

65 

66 

76 

77 

82 

83 

86 

87 

91 

92 

93 

94 

97 

99 

101 

102 

104 

105 

106 

107 

109 

111 

I X I 

X 

0 
8 
1 



136 

137 

139 

139a 

141 

142 

143 

144 

147 

150 

152 

154 

155 

170a 

976b 

183 

19oc 

198 

199 

219 

224 

226 

239 

240 

39 

K 

K 

a 

I- 
ll, 
13, 
IS- 
17, 
19, 
20 

I 
IO 
IOa 

I4 

3c 

t 

! 

3x 

13 

b4 

17 

16 

I 

I1 

L 

1, 
! 

I2 

I4 

i 

0 

E 

K 

LE 

5 

3 

5 

V 

Phase 

8 

8 

8 

8 

3 

10 

5a 

4 

8 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

7 

9 

5b 

5b 

4 

4 

5b 



-=8TQ 

241 6, 3 
13 

241a X 3 

255 6 189 7 2 
22 

260 X 32 

265 12F X 5b 

266 X 8 

273 126 4 

437 X 1 10 



MF 3.1 STOWE CA%ILOGUE by Susan M Wright 

(Maximum surface measurements of frs without intact edges are given in the order 

(1) at right angles to circular wear x (2) approximately pmallel with wear) 

Qusrn 

no 

Ql 8 

QlO, 

QlOA 

COI+ 

text 

111, 

150, 

170 

Description 

atearly complete upper stone, comprising 20 joining frs. 

Uneven, upper surface, slightly conwex at edge, with collar/flange 

around central hole. 

Smoother, lower, grinding surface shows only limited 

circumferential wear and only on the outer track. The inner track 

is delimited by a pronounced circular groove, with a fairly sharp 

rVr, rather than *War shaped section. Xnside this groove, the 

stone is thicker and this thicker ares, ie the inner track, is 32.5 

cm in diameter, measured on the lower grinding surface. 

2 opposed ryud sockets to take a ?-winged rynd survive around 

central hole. 

Sockets worn, 1.5 to 2 cm deep, 6 cm wide, 6.5+ cm long. Rynd 

diameter is 24 cm. 



Vertical and horisontal tool marks survive particularly well on the 

edge of one rynd socket (pl XIV); similar vertical tool marks 

survive on the 423 rynd. 

Very close to the central hole or eye is a very shallow, smooth, 

circular depression/'valley@ , which fades almost to nothing close 

to one ryud slot and which appears to be slightly eccentric to the 

eye. At its most pronounced (see right-hand section), this feature 

consists of a slope down towards the eye with a very slight lip at 

the end of the slope. Overall diameter of this feature 2 13 cm. 

The very sligh& curving, linear depression originating at one 

corner of a rynd socket is too limited in extett and too shallow to 

coqare it with the pronounced grooves in a similar position on the 

Xeuper Sandstone uppers (Q3, Q4, Ql33/Q17, Q23)j interpreted as 

ate=. At outer edge 5 cm thick, at highest surviving point of 

collar 7 cm thick. 

Outer edge to interior of collar 32 cm, maximum diameter of central 

hole 8 cm* giving stone diameter of z 72 cm which is also suggested 

by curve of outer edge. 46 can of circumference survives. 

Weight of extant frs E 26.5 kg. Stone blackened, ? by burning, 

after breakage. 

Coal paeasures Sandstone (DFWI 

Figs 58-9 

Phase 4 



Q2 150 1 fr from outer edge; with 1 uneven surface, slightly convex at 

edge, and 1 smoother surface, with faint traces of circular wear, 

but no obvious curvature* At outer edge = 3.5 ill thick, 16 cm in 

from outer edge 4 cm thick 2 12 cm of circumference survives, 

d&meter =6Oa cm but could be as large as 80 cm* 

Coal Measures Sandstone (DEW 

Not illustrated 

Phase 4 

w 150 Part of uppar stone, comprising 3 joining frs (used in museum 

exhibit with rest of ston8 restored so obscuring broken edges and 

part of qper surface) and 1 fr from outer e&p* 

Oneven, upper surface, slightly convex &exe thinner at outer: edge. 

$mo~ther, lower, grinding surface shows marked, ciroular wear on _ 

- (slight.Iy convex) outer portion of surface (the outeo track). A 

prcsnounced, 51~~)~~ U-shaped section , circular groove delimiti a 

central. ama with no cfrcumferential wearp (the inner trwdc) and 

forms an a.zc between the outer corners of th8 surviving sockets. 

2W.s inner track is thinner t!xan the outer track* Part of each of 

2 rynd sockets at approximately right angles tm each other, and to 

ceotral hole, survives, iadicating originally 4 soakees ZOP a 

4-wirdged rynd, or prhaps 1 pair of opposed sockets original and 

Gth@P gair secondary for successive 2-winged ryndso Differential 

wear on vertical edges of so&ets and on inner groove would 

correspond with clockwise motion of this upper stone (and clockwise 

m~t.io~ of the wheelIc SacltetS 2 2 cm max deep, 5+ cm wide, 9*6+ cm 

long (maxbum surviving width and length,. 



Rynd diameter therefore 2 28 cm. 

At outer edge 2 4.5-S cm thick, maximm thickness 6 ema 

Outer edge to central hole 30 cm, central hole restored as diameter 

9 cm, suggests stone diameter of 2 69 cm; proncunced 

circumferential wear aad projection of 'wings' of rynd suggest 

stone diameter of 70 cm. 

30 cm of circumfereace survives, but outer edge probably worn or 

damaged (note eccentricity of surviving outer edge compart3~3 to wear 

pattera). 

Reuper Sandstone (DFW) 

Fig 60 

Phase4 

150 Part of upper stone, comprising 2 joining frs. 

Uneven, upper surfam. 

Smoother, lower, grinding surface shows marked circular wear on 

concave outer track, A pronounced, smooth, U-shaped section, 

circular groove delimits a central area with no circumferential 

wear, the inner track, and arcs from the outer corner of the 1 rynd 

socket which survives in part. 

Socket 5 1.5 to 2 cm deep, either 2 6 or 4.5 cm wide, 8+ cm long 

baximum surviving length); socket worn, especially towards outer 

edges. The central area (inner track) was probably originally 

thinner (cf Q3) than the outer, grinding surface area which appears 

now concave. At outer edge 3.5 CJD thick, maximums thickness 7.2 cm. 

42 cm of circumference survives, curve of outer edge suggests stone 

diameter of p 87 cm, Stone is worn close to central hole, taking 



the edge to be that of the central hole (which it possibly but not 

certainly is), outer edge of stone to central hole is 34 cm, giving 

minimum stone diameter of approx 704 cm, 

But extending length of rynd socket to match that M Q3, ie to 2 10 

cm,would give stone diameter of 280 cm. 

weight of extant frs 2 9.5 kg. 

Keuper sandstone (DFW) 

Fig 60 partialreoonstruction shows 1 pair of opposed sockets, 

but could equally have had 4 sockets (see ~3). 

P'hasa 4 

Q58 150 5 joining frs, from outer edge of stone, with 1 uneven surface, 

Qs convex where thins towards outer edge, and 1 smoother, worn 

surface. At outer edge 3-3.5 cm thick, at 14 cm in from outer edge 

5 cm thick. 

36 cm of circumference survives, curve suggests stone diameter of 

570 cm. 

Coal Measures Sandstone IDPW) 

Dot illustrated 

phase 4 

c26 150 1 fr, fromouteredge of stone,withl worn surface, slightly 

convex near edge, the other side missing its original surface but 

slightly convex towards outer edge. At 14 cm in from outer edge 

4+ cm thick. 9 cm of circumference survives. 



Coal Measures Sandstone (DEW) 

Not illustrated 

Phase4 

Q7 150 2 joining frs, from outer edge of stone, with 1 uneven surface, 

slightly convex near edge, aad 1 smoother, grinding, surfaoe 

shoving circular wear. 

The griading surface is slightly concave and then thickens in from 

outer edge3 probably au upper stone (compare Q4 section, fig 60). 

At outer edge 35 am thick, 14 an in from outer edge 6 cm thick. 

8 cm of circumference survives. 

Keuper Sandstone WW) 

v t illustrated 

Phase4 

Qs 150 2 joining frs, from outer edge , with 1 uneven surface, convex at 

edge, and 1 very saooth, grinding, surface which shows circular 

wear; stone thickens in from outer edge. Possibly a lower stone. 

Atouter edge 3 cm thick, 15 anin from outer edge 7c1n thick. 

22 cm of circumference survives, curve suggests stone diameter of 

~704cm, couldbe~8Ocm. Yellow 7 iron staining on exterior, 

orange-red on fractures cf Qll, Ql4, Q20. 

Coal Measures Sandstone (DEW) 

Not illustrated 

Phase4 

911 150 3 joining frs, from outer edge of stone, with 1 uneven surface, 

convex at edge, and 1 smooth, grinding surface showing circular 



Q12A-G 

wear. Grinding surface is slightly concave and thickens in from 

outer edge; probably an upper stone (compare Q4, fig 60, and see 

also Q7, above). 

At outer edge 3.5 cm thick, 14 cm in from edge 5.5 cm thick. 

28 cm of circumference survives, curve suggests stone diameter of 

5 74 cm, could be g 80 cm* Stone blackened; yellow ? iron staining 

on fractures. 

Coal Measures Sandstone (DEW) 

Wztillustrated 

Phase 4 

Much thinner stone(s), 3 used to limit. Ql2A, C, F, Gt probably 

frs upper stone(s) used with smaller diameter lower stone(s). 

PI= 180 1 fr, no certab intact edges, with 1 uueven surface and 1 very 

smooa, grinding, surface showing circular wear- 

12 x 10 cm fr; 3 cm Chick, thinning to 2 cm thick where *lip’ 

begins on grinding Surface towards ?outer edge; similar to Ql2Gs 

probably an upper stone. 

Mayen-Niedermendfg lava (DEW) 

Not illustrated 

Phase 4 

Ql2B 184 1 fr , no intact edges, with 1 uneven surface and 1 very smooth, 

grinding, surface showing circular wear. 6 x 24 cm fr, 4 COI thick 

tthiokest of lava frs). 



Mayen-Niedermendig lava (M?W) 

Not illustrated 

Phase 4 

Q12C 150 1 fr, no intact edges, with 1 uneven surface and 1 very, very 

smooth, grinding, SUrfam Showing circular wear and beginuing of 

81ip't similar to Q12Gt probably an upper stone. 10 x 14 cm fri 

varies 1,7 to 2-S cm thick. 

l&yen-Niedermendig lava (DFW) 

Not illustrated 

Ph88e 4 

Qlm 104 1 fr, no intact edges, with 1 uneven surface and 1 mooth, 

(ST2) grinding, surface showing some wear. 9 x 21 cm fr; 3 em thick 

thinaing to 2 cm thick. 

Hayen-Niedermendig lava (DFW) 

Not illustrated 

Phase 4 

Ql2E 105 1 fr, no Certain intact edges, with 1 uneveu surface and 1 smooth, 

gdndingr SUrfaCe showing some trace8 CirCulm wear. 

7 x 11 aa frt 3.5 cm thick. 

Mayen-Niedermendig lava (DPW) 

Not illustrated 

phase 4 



Ql2P 265 1 fr, ? from outer edge of stone or close to edge, with 1 uneven 

SUrfaCe aad 1 8~100th~ grinding, SUrfaCe Showing CirCUlar wear. 

11.5-12.5 cm fr; 2.5 cm thick thickening to 3.5 cm thick where 

'lip. begins on grinding SUrface toward8 outer edge; similar to 

Q12Gs probably aa upper stone. If this is outer edge, 12.5 cm of 

CirCUmfereaCS SWViVe8, curve SUgg@StS Stone diameter Of 2 65-80 

cm. 

Hayea-Niedermendig lava (DEW) 

Not illustrated 

phase 4 

QYZG 273 1 fr, 3 from outer edge of stone or close to edge, with 1 uneven 

surface and 1 8mooth, grinding, surface mowing circular wear. 

$8 x 18 cm fr; 3 cm thick8 where @lip' begins on grinding surface 

towards outer edge 'lip' varies 2.7 to 4.5 cm thick. 

Probably aa upper, rather than a lower ,stone; ?the thicker lip the 

result of differential wear where this - upper - stone was wider 

thaa the lower stone. Presumably the iower stone was a smaller 

diameter (2 lo-12 cm smaller) all round. (If the upper stone 

overhung the lower on only one side because the two stones were aot 

held firmly eamgh to prevent this degree of play, the upper would 

not rotate. If the lower had been larger and so 'lipped*, the lip 

would have made it difficult for the flour to escape). 

If this is Outer edge, 98 cm of circumference surv+ves and curve 

suggests stone diameter of = 70-80 cm0 Weight2 1.5 kg. 



Mayen-Niedernendiq lava (DEW 

Fig 61 

Phase 4 

Q13r 150 4 joining frs, no intact edges, from inner and middle areas of an 

817 upper stone. Uneven, upper surface. Smoother, lower, grinding 

surface showing slight traces circular wear on outer track. OIJ the 

grinding surface a pronounced, smooth, U-shaped, curving grove 

delimit8 a central area which appears a8 a raised area or 

*platform', although the stone itself is thinner here (in cone*ast 

to Q3, 44, fig 60). 

This groove arcs between the outer corners of the surviving rynd 

sockets. Differential wear on this groove at it8 junctioci with 1 

socket corresponds with that on Q3 (fig 60). Part of each of 

certainly 1 and probably 2 rynd Socket8 at approximately right 

angles to each other survives (similar to Q3). 2 circumferential, 

very8 very shallow, broad, hemispherical-section 

valley8/depre88ions can be distinguished on the raised inner track 

(see Q23, fig 61 for similar). 

24 x 31 cm fr; maximum thickness 7 cm, towards centre thinning to 

50 mm. 

Stone blackened on grinding surface and fracture. Very similar to 

Q23; ? from same upper stone. 

Keuper Sandstone (DFW) 

Fig 61 Illustrated with 423 

phase 4 



414 la3 2 joining frs, a0 intact edges , with 1 very uneven surface possibly 

broken and 1 smoother but still uneven surface. 20 x 18 cm fr; 

maxilWTll thiCkne88 7+Cm. Yellow-Orange 3 iron staining show8 on 

ff6ture8. 

Coal M8aSUreS SandStone (DEW) 

Not illustrated 

phase 4 

Q15 150 1 fr, no intact edges, with 1 incomplete broken surface and 1 

smoother, grinding, Surface showing Slight traces of 

circumferential 'ridging' between broad , shallow, circular wear 

grooves. Grinding SUrfaCe is Slightly convex; possibly a lower, 

rather than an upper, stone. 

15 x 14 cm fr, maximum thickness 6+ cm. 

Keuper Sandstone (DFW) 

Not illustrated 

phase 4 

Q16 150 1 fz-, no intact edges, with 1 uneven surface and 1 smoother, 

grinding, s&face &Owing slight circumferential 'ridging' between 

broad, shallow, circular wear grooves (for similar see Ql5). 7 x a 

cm fr, maximum thickness 3.4 cm. Grinding surface blackened. 

PModern chip. 

KeUper SandStORe (DFW) 

Not illustrated 

Phase 4 



Ql8 111 1 fr, no intact edges, with 1 flat uneven surface, roughly packed, 

and 1 smoother SUrfaCe with a circumferential, shallow, smooth 

valley/depression (0.4 cm deep)r inside the curve of this 

depression the stone app8aro thinner than outside. 

Not an upper stone with an Upstanding collar; cf Ql/QlO/QlOA upper 

stone (Coal Measures Sandstone a8 Ql8) which has a raised collar on 

the upper surface but both collar and upper surface are only 

roughly dressed* 

See rather the circumferential groove arcing betw8en the outer 

coraers of the rynd sockets on the smooth grinding surface of oath 

of the upper stones Q3, Q4, Q13/Q17, Q23 (all Keupsr Sandstone! 

(figs 60-l); most closely resembhes Q4 section (fig 60). On FAxi. 

analogy therefore an upper stone. However, this fragment might be 

interpreted as from the centre of a lower stone if we imagine a 

Slight cone at the centre of the lower Stork8 on the grinding 

Surface (a8 seen on,eg,modern rotary hand guerns from Scotland and 

Pthe HabrideS). 

- The circular depression on the grinding surface of the uppsr 

stone Ql/QlO/QlOA night then be interpreted as the negative of this 

feature on the lower stone. 9 x 11.5 cm fr, maximum thickness 73 

UlUt. 

Coal Measures Sandstone (DFW) 

Fig 61 

Phase 4 



Ql9 150 3 joining frs, from outer edge of stone, with 1 uneven surface, 
t 

partly broken, slighly convex at outer edge, and 1 smoother, 

grinding, surface, partly broken, showing slight traces circular 

WBBT. Grinding surface is very Slightly convex at outei edge where 

?weathered; ? a lower, rather than an upper, stone. 

20 x 15 cm fr, at outer edge 5 CDI thick, maximum thicknese 6 cm. 

05 cm of circumference survives, curve suggests stone diameter of 

approx 65-75 cm. 

Coal Measures Sandstone (DFW) 

Not illustrated 

Phase4 

Q20 150 2 joining fr8, no certain intact edges, with 1 uneven surface and 1 

smoother, grinding, worn surface. No wear pattern. 

8 x 20 cm fr, varies 5.5 to 7.5 cm thick. Stone blackened; 

yellow-red ? iron staining on f racture5. 

Coal Measures Sandstone (DFW) 

Not illustrated 

Phase 4 

Q2l 111 1 fr, from outer edge of stone, with 1 uneven surface very Slightly 

(ST5) convex at outer edge, and 1 smoother, grinding, surface showing 

Slight trace8 circular wear and thickening very slightly at outer 

edge. 3 UpPer, rather than a lower, stone. 

At outer edge 4.8 cm thick , 13 an in from outer edge 4.6 cm thick. 

14 cm of circumference survives but partly broken, curve suggests 

stone diameter of $, 60+ cm. 



coal Measures Sandstone (DFW) 

Not illustrated 

phase 4 

Q22 106 1 fr, no intact edges, With 1 uneven surface and 1 smoother, 

(ST41 grinding, surface 8hOWiRg circular Wear and a very, very Shallow, 

circumferential depression. 

8 x 13.5 cm fr, varies 4.1 ta 407 CDI thick. 

Wear suggests very approx stone diameter of 2 55 to 65 cm. 

Coal Measures Sandstone (DE%) 

Not illustrated 

Phase 4 

423 150 2 joining frs, no intact edges, from inn-r track of an upper 

stone. Uneven, upper surface. Smoother, lower, shaped surface, 

partly broken; Shaped Surface ha8 one , smooth, U-shaped section, 

curving groove meeting at c 45 degree8 the edge of an incomplete 

ryad socket (3 incomplete because of subssqueat use/damage). 

Vertical tool marks can be seen on the vertical edge of the 8OCket; 

see Ql for similar (pl XIV). Ia the 'triangle. between groove and 

socket can be distinguished 2 circumferential, very shallow, broad, 

hemispherical-section valleys/depressions correspondiag With 

features on Ql3/Ql7 (fig 61); ? from the same upper stone as 

Ql3/417. 

17 x 8 cm fr, maximum thickness 0.6 cm. Blackeaed stone. 

KeU@X 8andStone (DFW) 

Fig 61 

Phase 4 



ST1 3 Whetstone, perforated for suspension 7 from eg;biielt. 7 cmlong x 

1.8 cm wide % 0.3 to 0.6 cm thick; perforation diameter 0.5 cm. 

Mica schist 

Fig 67 

Phase 8 



Millstone petrology 

by D ?? Wh11iZNSkS 

(HBMC Ceramic Petrol0gy Project) 

bapartmant of Archaeology, University of Southampton 

bava 

Q 12A (180) 

Q 12S (184) 

Q 12C (150) 

Q 12D (104) 

Q 12E (105) 

Q 12F (265) 

Q 12G (273) 

The above comprise various fragments of a grey, fairly coarse vesicular lava, 

containing conspicuou8 dark phenocrysts of‘pyroxene. A sample of Q 12D (104) psas 

thin sectioned and studied under the petrol0gicalmicro8cope. This revealed that 

the most prominent minerals are frequent grains of green and colourless 

cliaopyroxene, mainly augite , set in a groundma of small lath-shaped crystal5 

Of andesine/labradorite felspar, opacite, leucite and some xenomorphic 

nepheline. The COmpoSitiOR of the rock is particularly distinctive and it can be 

classified a8 a aeaheline-tephrite. ThiS typ5 Of rock i8 found in the lava8 Of 

the Mayen-Niedentumdig area of the Eifel Hills of Germany, a region well-known in 

both Roman and Saxon times for supplying quernstones and millstones (Parkhouse 

197?# Kar8 1980; Feaoock 1980). The Tamworth lava stones undoubtedly originate 

frQtn this part Of Geay, a8 pr8ViOUSly SUggeSted by visual i.nrl~CtiOR. 

RersSbUXy (Williams 1980) aud Northampton can be added to Parkhouse*s (1977) 

distrilw3tieht3 map of Mayen/Niedermendig lava guernstones in Saxon England. 



The remaining fragments of millstones can be divided into two distinctive 

petrographic groups, one of Keuper Sandstones and the other of Coal Measures 

Sandstones. It should be not.4 that none of these fragments are of Millstone 

Grit mentioned in previous publications (eg Flahts and Sheridan 1971; Wilson 

1976). 

Keuper sandstone 

Q3 (150) (Exhibit on display at Castle Museum, Tamworth) 

424 (150) 

Q7 (150) 

Q13/Q17 (150) 

QlS (150) 

416 (150) 

423 (150) 

Moderately hard, medium to coarse-grained reddish or greyish-buff felspathic 

sandstone. This type of rock can be found in the Keuper Sandstones of the 

Midlands area. A fairly local source to Tamworth for this material is therefore 

guite possible (1” series Geological Survey Sheet 1541. 

Coal Measures Sandstone 

(22 (150) 

QWQS (150) 

Qs (150) 

Qs (lS0) 

Ql jQlO/QlOA (150) 

Qll (lsn) 

Q14 (1831 

Ql8 (111) 



Q19 (150) 

420 (lS0) 

Q21 (106) 

Q22 (111) 

Fairly hard, medium-grained greyish well-cemented sandstone with visible 

inclusions of green chlorite and/or mudstone. This type OX rock canbe found in 

the Carboniferous Coal Measures areas of the Midlands. A fairly local source to 

Tamworth for this material is again quite possible (lo series Geological Survey 

Sheet 154). 

X should like to thank Dr R W Sanderson of the Petrographic Department of the 

Institute Of Geological Sciences for his valuable help in the identification of 

this materiaL 



KS’ 3.2 FIREDCLAY (EC) 

Xl Clay pipe fragments, three of bowl and five of stem, 

17th century. 

Context 

47 (10) 

Fc2 Brick fr, ORoman or ?&axon; 10.2 cm x lO+ cm in section, 150 (4) 

x 17+ cm long2 coarse red gritty with lumps of red Omarl 

or grog and yellow and and lime and Pvolcanic dark 

inclusions; sanded finish 01: extant edges with traces of 

wood farmers. 

PC3 3 joining brick frsp ORoman or PSaxon, 11.8 cm x 7.8 cm 53 (Sb) 

in section x 13.5 cm + long; coarse dark gritty red with 

sanded surfaces and remains of dark blue-grey mortar - 

possibly post-Saxon? 

PC4 FE 4.5 cm max dimension; similar visually to piece from 53 f5b) 

1so above 

M: S Roman tegula fr (fig 64) 

FC6 Roman brick fr 

oc7 Roman brick fr 

240 (5b) 

66 (5b) 

150 (4) 



X is also recorded from other contexts as follows: 

COIlteXt Phase 

2 (9) 

3 (8) 

3 (8) 

4 (9) 

8 (8) 

39 (9) 

76 (Sb) 

83 (1) 

86 (9) 

92 (8) 

101 (6) 

113 (8) 

139 (8) 

142 (10) 

198 (7) 

3 frs tile 

Fr ~r4id~.and Purple’ tile 

tile 

tile 

brick 

tile 

tile 

?Roman tile 

tile 

tile (ridge) 

2 frs light-coloured tile with specks of yellow glaee 

2 frs tile with fluting 

tile fr 

tile 

2 frs tile 



ME' 3.8 AUDEM 

Dr Arthur P Dunn P Eng, C Sng of 1287 Castlehill Crescent, Ottawa, K2C 2B2, 

Ontario, Canada, wrote in 1983: 

'The bearing metal has a roughly conical hole in it which it is assumed 

represents the thrust bearing for the wheel, the size of this cone is 22 mm in 
tp 

diameter and about 15 mm deep. I would like,,suggest that you do some 

calculations of the possible total load that might bs resultant of the upper 

stone, the rynd, and the shaft and wheel's weight upon that bearing, and then 

considering that inevitably the bearing being under water, and not being properly 

lubricated, whether it could actually carry the load that is suggested. 

From my own caloulations of similar bearings I feel certain that the bearing 

described would not function; it might very well become red hot in operation and 

thus create the degree of hardening that Trent (1975) refers to in his paper'. 

The total load is estimated to be in excess of 60 kg. The Moycraig wheel and 

paddle assembly, now in the Ulster Museum, weighs c 62 kg but is quite massive, 

compared with the reconstruction suggested in figs 
I\' The dead weight would be 

reduoed somewhat by (a) the wheel-assembly 'semi-floating' in the water around 

it; and (b) by the upper stone 8floating' on the grinding grain/lower stone. We 

were also informed by one engineer after a public lecture that water is quite a 

good lubricant for iron8 no other lubricant was , as far as is known, usedin the 

Dounby mill, which has steel male and female bearings. Water would also act as a 

coolant. 

Dr Dunn wrote again later in 1983. 



'I have now had considerable discussions with persons who are involved with 

research into the design of bearings and metallurgy, and also considered the 

possible manufacturing methods that would have been available to the constructors 

of such a mill at about the date it was built. 

It is interesting that although the person engaged in bearing research was not 

provided with all the information that was reported in the report of Historical 

Metallurgy (Trent 1975) he came to the final conclusion that under the 

conditions that would have applied it would have failed by seizure, which is what 

had actually happened, as shown by the earlier hole on the reverse side of the 

bearing block. Water does provide a very gocd means of conducting the heat that 

might have been caused by the energy released in the process of seizure so that 

seieure would have been delayed tc some degree, possibly allowing the bearing tc 

wear appreciably before failure. 

The total bearing pressures according to my own calculations would have been 

extraordinarily high and of the order of 3 to 5 tons/sg in. 

There are other forces that have to be taken into consideration and those wculd 

be largely resulting from the centrifugal forces acting upon the rotating wheel 

of that size, particularly those that might be due to imbalance of the rotor. 

Attention has been drawn by early writers to this problem 80 it should not be 

ruled out'. 



. 
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TAM WORTH t971 

Table V POTTERY FROM MILL M Phases & 7 N Quantification 
. . . . . 

PHASE 

QUANTITY 
.? 

FABRIC 

Major groups : 

l Sandy - 

( i ) light bodied sanciy *J fabric 1 

{iii) reduced sandy unglazed d fabric 3 

1 iv) reduced sandy glazed 

Stamford Ware 

d fabric 4 

Minor groups : 

Ox,idised sandy d 

1 i) light. bodied 

(ii) pink 

(iii] orange 

Reduced sandy d 

{ i ) related to reduced 
sandy unglazed fabric. .3 

. 

TOTAL 

Shelly 

e fabrics 10,14J6;.l8 ;28, . 
30,39,47, s4 

ti fabrics 17,23,41,43,50 

r~ fabrics 2,25,33,42,46, 
53 

cr fabrics 19,24,29,59 

ti fabrics 12,15 

L 

,.- z 

4 
No Wt ‘in 

/ shs gm twc . 

5 6 
No Wt Hin 

/ 
No Wit W” 

shs gm MOX / shs gm MOX 

7 
No tit Min 

Shs / gm Max 

2 25x 

21 125% ’ ’ 

-- 

1 7’1 
/ 

2 721, 
/ 

4 
4 

96 4 / 

1 1n’1 
/ 

\ 

1 L1, / -2 2 / +, 1 4 / ‘1 

1 26”x 
. 

.3 2822 / 23 212 / s8 27 189 / 16,6 
* , v *- 



TAMWORTH. 1971 

Table VI l POTTERY FROM MILL - Phases 8 40 and unphased - Quantification 
. # PHASE 

0UANTJlY 

FABRIC 

Major groups : 

Sandy J . 

t i) light. bodied sandy . gfabric 1 

(ii) light bodied moderately sandy cfabrcc 6 

(ii!) reduced sandy unglazed ctabric 3 

i iv) reduced sandy glazed #fabric 4 

S tamkrd ware 

Minor groups : 

Oxidised sandy J 

(i) light bodied - fabrics lO,l4,16,l8,28,38,39,47,54 

(ii) pink - fabrics 17,23,41,43,50 

(iii) omnge d fabrics 2,25,33,42,46,53 

Reduced sandy - 

(i ) related.‘to\reduced 
sandy glazed fabric 3 - fabrics l9,24,29.59 

(ii) various @fabrics 9,34.35,37, 51, $2 

Shelly 

Late medieval /early post-medieval wares : 

Midland Purple - fabric 110 

Cistercian -fabrics 22,109 

Miscellaneous - fabrics 20,32,36,40,44,48,49 

Post-medieval : 

Midlands Yellow -fabric 100 

German Stoneware e fabric 101 

Staffordshire Slipware c fabric 102 

Streaked 1 Mottled ware - fabric 103 

Red bodied Black 1 Brown glazed ware .. fabric 104 

Midlands Black . - fabric 107 

TOTAL . 

e 8 9 
No Wt ‘rn 

/ shsgm @Mx 
No Wt kin 

/ shs gm Max 

. . 

41 
/ 2295620 66 

62 1406 ‘%3 

55 1046 ” 32 / 

47 
318 s;609 / 70 

49 823 l2 / 27 

9 225 3/s 

9 266 3 / 4 12 

1 

3 

2 

1 

3 

7 

1 

4 

3 

198 3 / 
2 

10 ‘1 / 
1 
/ 1 12 1 

152 ’ 2 / 

29% 

.I’ 1 / 

86ll / 

275% 

35 ‘A 

6 115 / 22 

1 4 / ll 

2 3022 / 

2 85% 

1 72’1 / 

128ll / 

1 8 x’ 

looI 1 / 

’ 48% 

2 140 / 22 

2 37 %. 

4 212 % ’ 120x . 

s 153 $ / 

4 no2 / 2 

2 523 

2 6622 / 

1 34j / 1. 
16 25 1888 / 25 ’ 

,, 
. 5 61 / 55 

383 9309’$& 59 27784x1 8 2SO 

10 
Total : Phases G-10 

unphased and 
No Wt Min ’ 

/ 
No Wt Min 

shs gm HQX shs gm Mai / 
. 

No 
shs :;; 

. 

’ 
554 / 2 2 

6 160 5. / 5 

3 136 / 2 2 

5 152 Y 3 

1 3011 / 

1 40%’ 

561 12,531 

118 2,419 

85 1620 

28 520 

43 222 

96 
/ 145 

33 66 / 
26 

/ 49 

% 
20 

/ 20 

7 
14 384 / 8 

5 118 % 

4 116 l4 / 

8’ 104 

7 275 

3 66 

5 
/ 5 

‘/s 

3A . 

6 

2 

0 

540 

37 

3 
/ 3 

2A 

4 

2 

2 

1 

30 

280 d/c 

130 .x 

52 x 

66 / 22 

34 !4 

2041 % 

unphased 
Mill 

/ Max 

S 61 % 

936 21,616 2ada 



TAMWORfH 1971 . * 

Form 

REDlJbED 
SANDY UNGL 
REDUCED 
SANDY - 

STAMFORD 

OXIDeSANDY 
LT. BODIED 
0x1 D. SANDY 

OXI DSANDY 
ORANGE 

REDUCSAND~ 
RELATED F. 3 

RfiiR%% 

SHE LLY 

MIDLAND 
PURPLE 

CISTERCIAN 

MIDLANDS 
YELLOW 

GERMAN 
STONEWARE 
STAFFORD St 

SLt PWARE 
STREAKED 
MOTTLED W’E 
RED BODIED 
BLAQvBR.01 

MLkY~~S 

TOTAL 

TableJU POTTERY FROM MILL H Phases 4 40 Forms and Fabrics 
ookf?g baluster storage bowl 

I 

1 tripod pipkin 1 pot - 1 crucible1 counter j7St&ford 

a? I 
Bellarminel cistern 1 hollow- 1 flat cup - TOTAL . 

jug vessel I genera I 
I I 

z 
mt ff, I ware I ware 

c 

I I, 

I I I 
. , . I D I 

! 1 I I 

\ t 
I I 

I I I I I I ! I 
2 ‘LO 2; I I I I I I I I I 

. 
I I 

I I II III I I I I I I I I I I II I 

I I I I I I I I I 1 I 
/- I I I I I I I I 1 

I 

I 

2 

44 ,3&y 3 33 21 328 / “1 52 

7 
w 

\ 



1978 LiiAlAREA: CATALOGUE OF POST-MEDIEVAL CERWICS 

by David Saker and Bob Meeson 

1978 

Post-Medieval Ceramics from Atea B 

Context Description Date/century 

B+ Black wares: 2 fragments. 

Cylindrical storage jar with internal black glaze. 

Cream ware sherd. 

8 sherds from mottled ware cup. 

Sherds from cylindrical cups or mugs. Dark brown 

lead/manganese glaee. 

Lead-glazed coarse ware: 8 sherds inc. strap handle. 

Blackware sherds inc. cylindrical cup & round- 

bodied cup* (Stoke?). Press-moulded white fabric. 

anbossed decoration picked out in dark brown slip 

over cream slip; lead-glazed. Prees+oulded slip- 

ware, trailed and combed. 

Slipware cup fragment. 

Thrown slipware dish with lead glase. 

Light brown Cistercian ware: lead-glazed wall 

sherd + handle. Chafing dish? 

B4 Pink fabric with cream slip coat inside and out: 

Late 18C 

17.-19c 

Early 19c 

Late 17-early 18 

17-18C 

17-18C 

Late 17c-c_1730 

1660-1730 

s 1660-1730 

lead-glazed over slip trail. Mid 17C-c_1730 



YellovlJaret rim eherd. Late M-mid 17C 

Brown salt-glazed stoneware: Tin-Slaeed Delftwaret 

plate. 18C 

Base of butter pot? Coarse earthenware with 

internal lead glaze; over-fired dark fabric. 

Pearlware: underglaze blue transfer-printed rim Late l&early 

fragment from bowl. 19c 

Bll 

Bl2 Hard orange earthenware: uu@azed handle. 17-18C 

B13 Cistercian-ware base: over-fired. Late 1% - 

Bl4 Black wares, probably all Stoke, inc. 3-handled 

cup* Porriager or round-bodied cup. 

Mottled ware: 3 fra8amts from cup or tankard. 

Salt-glazed atoneware, probably Stoke. 

Trailed slipware: buff fabric; brown slip coating 

with creLull slip trailed on top; small cup? 

Tin-glazed earthenware, possibly a drug jar. 

LOUdOn? 

Coarse earthenware sherd with internal brown lead 

glaze; over-f irsd. 

c 1660-1720 

ql67O-early 18C 

2 1700-1720 

1660-1720 

= 1660-1730 

17018C 

t 



820 2 marse earthenware sherds, one with glase , one 

without. early-mid 17C 

B23 Very hard fabric in style of slipware dishes from 

Stoke. = 1680-1720 

2 similar sherds but not Stoke. 

Midlands Yellow rim sherd from dish. late 16-mid 17C 

Wall sherdt dark red fabric, dark glaze inside and 

out; from multi-handled cup or posset pot. 

Wednesbury? 

Twc. sherds mottled ware2 probably Stoke. 

Pink fabric, brown lead glaze; 2 wall sherds. 

Tile? white and blue tin-glazed. 

Earlyl8C 

Mid 17-18C 

2 1660-1730 

B29 Coarse earthenware base/wall fragmfznt; internal 

lead glaze. 

Coarse earthenware fragment. 

late 18C!? 

17c3 

B30 Coarse earthenware wall sherdr black glaze. 

Bverted rim of dish: dark red slip under brown 

lead glaze, 

Wall sherd: buff fabric, lead glaze. 

Unglazed coarse earthenware wall shard 6 part 

handle. 

late l8C 

mid-late 18C 

17-18C 

+.17-18C 

Earthenware rimsherd with pale yellow glazer 

a late yellow-ware. late 18-early 19 

B36/37 2 small fragments hard grey earthenware similar to 

Midland Purple. early 17C3 



B66 Rartheuwere f ragneat. 

B69 Fragment of black ware- 

B71 Coarse earthenware dish: black lead glaze. 

881 Wide everted rim i.%ernal glaze patch. 

Gritty grey earthenware sherd. 

Coarse earthenware fragment. 

16-17C? 

5 1660-1730 

mid 17018C 

Late S-early I7 

P 

17018C? 

7 coarse earthenware sberds; 1 8dth flat everted 

rim and internal lead glaze. 17018C 

Lead-glazed earthemware: 13 sherds. 12 sherde 

black ware (1 may be Cistercian ware; 1 chamber 

pot e, 1 dish rimg 1 with applied strip 

decoration). = 1660-1720 

Pram moulded slipware with trailad slip decoration; 

poeeibly N Wamicks. early 18C 

Prees-mmlded rlipware8 w&h trailed and combed slip 

decoration, 1 with pie-crust rim. 18C? 

4 eherdr hollow-ware vesnelr in creamy white fabric: 

trailed brown rlip decoration; iatewil 0 exterua3 

&UN directly anto the baby. N Wamiekm? earryw 



Mocha ware fragment8 N Staffs type. 

2 sherds yellow ware. 

Mottled wares, 1 from chamber pot. 

early-mid 19C 

16-early 17C 

late 170early 

18C 

2 slip-coated sherdst 1 a body handle, the other 

a base. Cream fabric, brown slip coat, lead glaeed. g 1710-3730 

3 sherds stoneware. 19c 

A2 Cistercian ware: dark brown lead-glazed rim sherd 

of cup; fragment, glazed black inside, exterior late 1% - 

cream slip or applied clay with lead glaze, = 1540 

Al5 Mocha ware rim shard, early 19C 

Al7 Coarse earthenware wall sherd with internal lead 

glaze. Prob. 17C 

A18 30 sherds from internal lead-glazed earthenware 

pantheon(s). 

Transfer printed earthenware sherd. 

1 sherd Cistercian-ware 

late 17-18C 

mid 19C 

late 15-eafl.y 

17c 

A20 Midland P&e wares lead glase on shoulder 6, neck. 16-early 1% 

A24 Midland Purple wall sherd. late 1 S-16C 



l Sth-16C 

Midland Purple shard with everted rim 6 wavy line 

decoration. 

Midland Purple wall sherd fragment with external 

lead glaee. 

Press-moulded cream slipwars fragment with trailed 

8 combed decoration and pie-crust rim. 1670-l 730 

Coarse earthenware wall sherd with internal lead 

glaze. prob. 17C 



MP 3.16 CATAGOGUB OF LEATWR 

Lsather shoes and fragments 

IS1 Phase 9F 3% Photo No A8552/2 

Crescent shaped strip, 2 7 x Ucm, 8mm wide. Edge/flesh stitch along length, 

stitch length 2 7mne Probably remains of rand or welt. Calf/cattle. . 

LE2 Pham8F8 Photo No A8552/7 

Lasther fragment with no identifiable features. 

LN 3 Phase 10 F 142 (illustrated in fig 74) Photo No A0552/3/4 

Child's shoe, left foot. Welted construction, almost coznplete except for instep 

andvampthroat. 

a) Fragment of vamp8 shape uncertain. 

b) Iower portion of vamp, extending from butted seam with quarter on one side to 

similar seam ou other side, edge/flesh stitch in both cases 2 3-4nm stitch 

J--m. tasting matgin is pleated at the front, the pleats corresponding with 

the inner edge of the welt and the toe end of th8 insole, these three parts being 

sewn together (hand lasting) with stitohes~8mminlength. Calf. 

c) and d) The quarters, originally joined at back with butted seam edge/flesh 

stitch length2 J-&m, and joined to vamp with butted seanr edge/flesh stitch 

length p 3-4Emr The outside quarter shows the bsginning of a latchet (ankle 

arap). Calf. 



e) The iusole haa four or five holes where it was tacked to a wooden last. It 

may have beeu channelled to take the welt seem3 but this is not certain 88 the 

sewing operation would tend to raise the edge. Calf/cattle. 

f) The welt, now in two parts, but probably originally one continuous strip 

joiuing at the heel end rather than at the lrregular edges at the inside waist 

wblch suggest a break. Calf/cattle. 

8) The sole, complete, showlng stitchzIng channel set in 7-8~~s from edge (except 

under heel piece) with stitch length 6-7mm corresponding with holes on welt to 

vhich it wss stitched. Calf/cattle. 

h) The heel piece was inserted betsueen sole aud insole to give lift; it does not 

show wear as it would do had it been in contact with the ground. C&f/cattle. 

The welted conatructlort, letchet ties, back sosm and wedge heel suggest a date of 

Cl7 or later. 

m 4 Phase ?8 Pl39A (ilhStrated 1~ fig 74) photo Wo A8552Pl 

Left foot turnshoe sole 190 x 751an. Bdge/flesh seam rlth stitch 1-h 5779a. 

Worn at back of seat and inside front of forepart. Very thick leather, 5 7m, 

cattle. Warrow strip of leather asaoclated with sole wlth correeponding 

ed$e/flesh stitch and triangular section is probably remaina of a rand. 

Calf /cattle. 

Data of 1350 to 1430 ruggarted by uhape of fotepmt+ 

LB 3 Fluma ?b F 147 Photo MO A853218 



Clump sole 8.5 x 6.4~s for repair of seat area. Nail holes for attaching repair 

to original sole at edge nearest waist. Worn away at outside back edge. Cattle. 

LE 6 Phase 10 F39 Photo No A8552/9 

mather fragments, turnshoe sole and parts of upper. 

a) Fragment of right foot turnshoe sole, possibly a repair clump, serrated edge 

sometimes indicates this, but this edge may be due to deterioration along the 

stitohing channel, The stitch length is 2 6xam which is usual for au original 

seam8 repairs usually'have a larger stitch. Date of 1350-1450 suggested by shape . 

of forepart. . 

b) Fragments of upper, position uncertain, with cut edges, and some stitch 

hob3,~5mul stitch length. One piece has scallopad edge possibly suggesting use 

as a heel stiffener, although lower edge is cut so there is no evidence of a 

lasting margin. Calf. 

IS 7 Phase 10 F 199 Photo No A9552/6 

Pragments of turnshoe sole, much of forepart and outside joint missing, as is 

seat (torn edge, not out). Edge/flesh seam with stitch length 6-71~s along one 

edge, other edges torn. 

I.43 8 Phase 8 F 92 tilluatrate@ in fig 74) Photo No A85S2/S 

tight foot %xmmhm seha, complete, 260 x 9Om. Edge/flesh seam, stitch length E 

7me. Cms role wzm reguhired by attaching a ckum~ sole to the forepart, and 

another rapair at the mato The repair sections were athchad by tumel 
. 



stitching round the edges, stitch length 9-lOma. The wear of the original sole 

showa at tlm forepart and the outside back of the seat. Date of 1350-1450 

suggested by shape. 

LE 8 (Mill Pool Area Bt Machine Trench Ckmtratified) 

Two fragments seat of turnshoe sole, 5 75 x 651mn. Edge/flesh seam around edge, 

stitchleugth~6um. worn, torn edge at waist. Noles on grain side possibly 

from nailing repair to this area* 



MF 3.18 DEINDRDCMIOMOMOY (DEN) 

The earliest attempts at dendrochronological dating of the Tamworth timbers were 

done by the Research Laboratory for Archaeology and the History of Art at Oxford, 

under the direction of Dr J M Fletcher. The timbers had bsen buried in sand, and 

unoovered for this purpose by K Sheridan in July 1973, Samples were taken from 

two of the planks amI two of the baulks from the timber. Measurements were made 

on the sample from the plank 160~ and gave a curve with 143 annual rings, 

starting fairly near the pith (letter frm JMF to KS 31.7.73, copied to PAR); 

nothing is known of the results of this work. 

Iu 1978, W G Simp XI of the Department of Classical and Archaeological Studies of 

the University of Nottingham wrote to PAR (20.6.78) asking permission to sample 

the Tamworth timbers with a view to establishing a floating dendrochronology for 

the then newly-established Tree-Ring Research Group at Nottingham through SRC 

grants. PAR gave permission, and in a letter of 29.6.1978 Sob Meeson wrote a 

letter toWGS (copied to PAR) indioating that if Miss Tarjan attheCastle nuseum 

agreed, core samples could be taken) nothing more was heard of this work. 

l%s third attsmpt vas initiated by Dr M G L Baillie of the Department of 

Archaeology at meens University of Relfast. In a letter of 21.1.80 he asked 

perm.ission to sample to assist in their current programme, A further letter of 

18.6.80 00 PARsaid that samples had heen takenon 4.6.SOand that they had given 

a 420 yemr chronologywhich cross-dated with Belfastand various English sections 

of the chronology (cf Fletcher 1981 and Rillam 1981). The outcome was that the 

felling date for the mill timbers was in the range AD 855 f 9, a date 

indfatiaguishable from that obtained in ths same year by Baillie (19801 frua 

timbsrs from Eob Heeson’s adjacent site. The result was subsequently pubuahsd 

(Baillie 1980) and lrs &own in fig ,&uwared with ths Cl4 dates. 



A further letter from t&LB to PAR of 18.7.80 enlarged on the above. The t 9 is 

based on the number of years to he added to the date of the outermost visible 

ring to take account of the amount cut off to get rid of sapwood and square off a 

thbetr, to arrive at the felling date. Experimental results suggest that the 

number of years to be added is between 23 and 41, expressed as 32 f 9; this, 

Baillie believes, ia a fairly good guide for any Irish or British oak. Three 

timbers from Tamworth have outer rings dated to 820, 824 and 825 (with no sapwood 

present). 

While one must accept the Belfast estimate of 32 f 9 to be added to the date of 

the outer ring in the absence of sapwwd (giving the raqe 846-8641, it must be 

stressed, in the interest3 of historical accuracy, that the true terminus post 

gpem for each timber is the lest ring, of 820, 824 and 825; though Dr Baillie 

does not care for this way of quoting the date , since the true felling date is 

demonstrably considerably later. The 32 * 9 is however only an estimate based on 

Belfast’s experience, and is not a &versa1 one accepted by all 

dendrochronological laboratories. The ‘historical’ date for the felling of the 

Tamworth timbers, and very probably for the building of the first or the Second 

mill on the site itself, is best expressed as kid- 9 th century AW. 



M?' 3.19 RADIDCAR8DN D-INATIO~(RD) 

1 additional to main text ) 1 figs 78 o,b 1 

The first radiocarbon detenninatior from the area was done on an oak plank from 

Charles Young's 1968 excavation in Bolebridge Street (Ma ref TAM 68 SS 1.8.43). 
the late 

This was done by Birmingham as follows \Professor F W Shotton): 

Birm 109 15Qlf 80 B P P ad 409 (Libby 4 life) 

In 1971 samples were submitted to Prof Shotton, and dated as follows: 

1 fOf salibta t ion see main text 1 

Eirm 289 Context 155; sample of twigs ftom primary leat (phase 2) 

1200+ 100 B P - ad 730 (Libby f life) 

Birm 290 Under context 160; branch under plank floor 160 (phase 2) 

1162* 100 B P = ad 788 (Libby f life) 

Birm 291 context 161, sample from NW edge at NE end of NW baulk of 

millpool (outer edge of massive timber) (phase 3) 

124Ot 110 B P - ad 755 (Libby $ life) 

Birm 292 Context 241, branch fr- millpool (phase 3) 

1195f90 B P - ad 755 (WbbY f life) 

- saaples taken from context 241 (twigs from millpool) (phase 31, and context 166 

(nain NB ground sill timber of wheelhouse; sample from outside NB edge) were 

submitted, but not done, by Birmingham. 

Yn a subsequent letter, Professor Shotton aslced if grain could he substituted for 

omd of th8 euhritted emplae. tie pointed out the difficulty of making 



detarrninations fra;p a squared beam, as it was not known now many outer rings had 

been trhmed off. ‘The beam put in for counting (Birm 291 Context 1611 has 38 

growth rings, which corresponded to a circle of about 1.7 m diameter. We could 

draw the inference that the plerJr or beam was cut from a very large, old oak, 

perhaps 500 years old, or Ib;s)re, but in this case from near the outside'. lie 

could not find bark. 

‘Rso years later (in 1973) a sample was submitted to Professor Shotton from the 
( fig 103 I 

Moycraig miL1 wheel-hub, now in the Ulster Museum, Be:fast (from which a sample 

was supplied to PAR by Dr W McCuteheon I one of the then staff). The result wast 

Finn 491 (mycraig mill wheel-hub) 

100 * loo BP = ad 950 bibbY f life) 

the late 
A further four radiocarbon oamples were taken in 1974 byADr J M Fletcher of the 

Oxford Taboratory (see under Dendrochronology), from planks 160a and 160~. They 

were submitted to the Cambridge I&oratory on 9.11.1974, and JWF sent PAR a copy 

of the subaaission sheet, but nothing has been heard since. 

For 1978 see main text and foliowing frames 



Julian Richards kindly calibrated the Biral#am dates for the mill, and 

also the ltIarnel1 datscp ftoa the 1978 excavation, A summary is provided 

in the nmio text and figs 78 a and b. The details am a8 follows: 

C-16 calibratiolc 
using agreed curve (combining Pearson ic Stuivert Radiocarbnc 28, pm 821 8 851) 

extends from: 76 bp to 3976 bp 
(1S7C ad to 2026 bc) 

BIRM 2S9 
1220 bp (730 ad) +/- 100, 

with 562 probable range 
For the early end, there is one value: 

AD 674 
For the later end, there is one vallle: 

AD S95 
Thus the range is AD 670 to AD $95 

BIRM 299 
1162 bp (788 ad? +I- 100, 

with &b% probable range 
For the early end, there are 3 values: 

AD 767 
AD 733 
AD 726 

for the later end, there is one .,=a!ue: 
AD 9S! 

Thus the range is AD 7X to AD 981 

BIRM 2’31 
1240 bp <710 ad) +I- 100, 

with 66% probable range 
For the early end, there is one value: 

AD 667 
For the later end, there is one value: 

AD 890 
Thus the range is AD $67 to AD 590 

BIRM 292 
1195 bp (735 ad) +/- 110, 

with 66% probatln range 
For the early end, there is one value: 

At es0 
For the later end, there is one value: 

AD %S 
Thus the range is AD 6~30 to RD 94N 



A radiocark*on determination, a5 it comes from the dating 
lab, is not a precise, true date. It is an e5timate of a true date. 
When a radiocarbon determination is quoted, two figlures are given: 
a central point of the estimate, and an error term. In the axamyl e 
2450 bp -I-/- 75 the central point :s 2450 kp and the error term 
i-s 759 What this means is that the)%: is a certain prob+hi 1 ity that 
the true value of the date lies wi’.. in a range on either side of 
the central point; and the size or width of the range is given by 
the error term- 

Each such range is a 9prokeahl e range ’ . For exampl e , there 
is roughly a 48X. probability that the true value of the date lies 
within the range from one times the erral. term above the central 
paint to one times the error term below the central point q In the 
example above, the probabi 1 i ty is ahout 6SX that the true value 
lies in the range 2450 c/- 75, that is, between 2!5’?5 hp and 2375 
bp - This is sometimes termed the ‘6EW probable r.ange 1 of t.he date. 
S?mi idl-ly, there is roughly a 9SX probability that the t r t-4 e value 
of the date lies within the range from twice the error term ahave 
the central point ta twice the e”rror term below the central point. 
In the example above, the prohab i 1 i ty is ahout 95X that the true 
value lies in the range 2450 +-I- 130, that is, between 2600 kp and 
23cIO tipa This is sometime4 termed the ‘95% probatrle rangey. It is 
important to *grasp that there is no single range which is ‘the 
correct one’: each range has a certain prohahi?.ity, and you choose 
which range to calculate by firs,: chaos ing whi ch prohabi I i ty you 
need l 

._ 

Soma of the same ideas may be applied to the concept of a 
iprobakle limit’. Whereas a range gives you a value at each end of 
the range, a limit gives you Just one value. Just as a range has a 
certain probabi 1 ity attached to it (and if you change the 
probability, you get a different vslue for each end of the range), 
SI3 a limit has a certain probability attached, and YOU get a 
different y*alue for the limit if you choose a different 
probahility 

Wheln one has several radiocarbon estimates to deal with, 
each estimate will he an estimate of a true value of one date. When 
one comkaines several estimates together, there are four main kinds 
of “probable 1 imi t’ which one may calculate: earliest limit, early 
limit, late limit and latest limit- Each of these limits may have a 
different value, if you choose a different probability. 

An earliest limit is the limit than which no true value 
bs eat-lier; that is, all true values are later than this limit. 
This is a kind of terminus post quem- A probable earliest limit is 
a date for which there is a certain probability that all the CfJ 
samples are later than this date= For example S if you calculate a 
95% probable earliest limit, there is a ‘35% pro&hi lity that al 1 
the Cl4 sam!3les date from after this limit. That i= .,, there 1s only 
a low probability (5%) that arty OP the Ctd samples is really 
earlier than this limit- 

AR early limit is the limit than which’ not al 1 tt+ue 
values arrr * earl ierj that is, one or more of the true values is 
later than th$s litnit- This is a different kind af terminus past 
guem~ A probekfe er?riy limit is a date far whfch there is a certain 
probability that at least one Cl4 sample is later than this date. 
XQ you ealculatz, a 99% prpbah,le early 1 imi t; ) there is a 99% 

++-;“,-T --+. - . _. - _= i_ . ._ 1 I - ,. in = - -. ,- _ _ 



probabi 1 ity that one or more of the Cld sampIes t-G+Al ly datas from 
after this limit. That is, there is only a low probability (1%) 
that all the Cld samples really date from befor-e this limit. 

A late limit is the limit than which not AI I true values 
are later: that is, one or more true values are earlier than this 
limit. This is a kind of termit-rus ante quem - A probable late limit 
is a date for which there is a certain probabi 1 i ty that at least. 
one Cld samp 1 P is earlier than this date. Tf you calculate d 95% 
probable late 1 imi t) there is a 95% pro.trahil i ty that one or more of 
the Cl4 samples really dates f:-om before this litni):. That is, there 
i5 only a low prdbak*iYity (3X) that all P;he Cld samples really date 
later than this limit= 

A latest limit is the limit than which ~13. true values 
are earlier; that is, noble of the trite values are later than this 
limit. This is a different kirtd of terminus ante quem- A p’ohabl e 
latest limit is a date for which-in probahil ity 
that all the Cld samples are earl i er than this date. Tf yCJtt 
calculate, for example, a 99% latest limit, there is a 99% 
probability that all the Cld samples really date from before this 
limit. That is, there is only a small probability (3%) that any of 
the Cl4 samples really dates from later than this limit- 



t sigma 
HAR 2858 
1180 bp (770 ad) +I- 70, 

with 66X probable range 
For the early end, there is one valueo 

AD 773 
For the later end, there are 3 values: 

AD 948 
AD 907 
AD 899 

Thus the range is AD 773 ta %iD 948 

HAR 2860 
1130 bp (820 ad) +.f- 90, 

with 64% probable range 
For the early end, there is one value: 

AD 786 
For the later end, there is one value: 

AD 996 
Thus the range is AD 786 to AD 996 

HAR 2861 
1440 bp (510 ad) +I- 74, 

with 66% probable range 
For the early end, there is one value8 

AD Sss 
For the later end, there is one value: 

AD 656 
Thus the range is AD 55S to AD 654 

._. ,’ - ._ _. 

F . . 
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C-14 calibration 
using agreed curve (combining Pearson 8 Stuiver! Radiocarbon 28, pti 821 El 851) 

extends from6 76 bp to 3976 bp 
(1874 ad to 2026 bc) 

BTRM 2%9 
1220 bp (730 ad) +I- 100, 

with 95% probable range 
for .the early end, there is one values 

AD 638 
For the later end, there is one value1 

AD 1011 
Thus the range is AD 638 ta AD 1011 

_~ . Ii .- ~, 
l> 



2 sigma 

BIRM 290 e 
1162 bp (788 ad) +I- 100, 

with 951 probable lange 
For the early end, there is one value: 

AD 660 
For the later end, there is one value: 

AD 1025 
Thus the range is AD 660 to AD 1028 

1260 bp (710 ad) +I- 100, 
with 95% probable range 

For the early end, there is one va!ue: 
AD 623 

For the later end, there ii o-e value: 
AD 996 

Thus the range i s AD 623 to AD 996 

BIRM 292 
1195 bp f?S5 ad) +I- 110, 

with ‘351 probable range 
FOP the early end, there is one value: ’ 

AD 641 
For the later end, there is one value: 

AD 1024 
Thus the range is AD 641 to AD 1024 

HAR ‘2858 
1180 bp (770 ad) +I- 70, 

with 9555 probable range 
For the early end, there is one value: 

AD 672 
For the later end, there is one value: 

AD 997 
Thus the range is AD 672 to AD 997 

HAP 2860 
1130 bp (820 ad) +I- 90, 

with 95X probable range 
For the early end, there is one value: 

AD 677 1 
For the later end, there is one value: 

AD 1033 * 
Thus the mnge is AD 677 to AD 1033 

Ic 
HAR 2861 
1440 bp (510 ad) +I- XI, 

with 95% probahte range 
Far the early Cnd, there la me value: 

Ab 441 
Far the later end, there is one value: 

thus th?rt& is AD 401 to AD 600 



limits 

C-!d calibration 
using agreed curve (combining Peamon 6 StuivemP Radiocarbon 28, p* 821 EC 151) 

Tamworth 
95% probable earliest iimit for: 

1220 by (730 ad) +/- 100 
1162 bp (7SS ad) +/- 100 
1240 by (710 ad) +I- 100 
1195 bp (755 ad? +I- 110 
1180 bp (770 ad? +I- 70 
1130 bp (820 ad) +/- 90 
1440 bp (510 ad? +I- 70 

No unique result. 3 alternatives are: 
AD 531 
AD 473 
LLD 467 

751s probable earliest limit for: 
1220 bp 030 ad) +I- 100 
1162 bp (788 ad> +I- 100 
1250 bp (710 ad) +/- !O(! 
1195 bp (75s ad) +/- 110 
1180 bp (770 ad) +/- 70 
1130 hp (RTO ad) +/- 90 
1440 bp (510 ad) +/- 70 

No unique result. 3 alternatives are: 
AD 591 
AD 532 
AD 547 

95% probable early limit for: 
1220 bp (730 ad:, +t- 100 
1162 bp (78S ad) +/- 100 
1240 bp (710 ad) +I- 100 
1195 bp (7S5 ad? +I- 110 
1180 bp (770 ad) i-i’- 70 
113Q hp (-0 ad) +i’- 90 
1440 bp (510 ad> +I- 70 

The fimit is 9D 887 

- ‘L-e ‘z-T--y-- 
‘---cm.; .-.=:- 

_ , 



iimifs 

75X probable early limit fnr: 
1220 bp (730 ad) +/- 100 
1162 bp (788 ad) t/- 100 
1240 bp (710 ad) +/- InO 
1195 bp (755 ad? +I- 110 
1184 bp (770 ad) +I- 70 
1130 bp (820 ad) t/- 90 
1440 bp (510 ad) +I- 70 

The limit is AD 9% 

9!% probable late limit for: 
1220 bp (730 ad) +I- 100 
1162 bp (785 ad) +I- 100 
1240 bp (710 ad? *I- 100 
1195 bp (755 ad? *I- 110 
1160 bp (770 ad) +/- 73 
1130 bp (820 ad) +/- 90 
1440 bp (510 ad? t/- 70 

The limit is AD Mb 

7% probable Late limit fort 
12X) bp (730 ad) +I- 100 
1162 bp (788 ad) +I- 100 
1240 bp (710 ad) +I- 100 
1195 bp (755 ad) +I- 110 
1180 bp (770 ad? */- 70 
1130 bp (820 ad? +/- 90 
1440 bp (510 ad) +f- 70 

limit is AD 641 

95% probable latest limit for: 
1220 bp (730 ad) +/- 100 
1162 bp (788 ad) +/- 100 
1240 bp (710 ad) +/- 100 
ii95 bp (755 ad) +/- 110 
1180 bp (770 ad) +/- 70 
1130 bp (820 ad) +/- 90 
1540 bp (580 ad) *I- 70 

The limit is AD 1037 

75% probable latest limit fort 
1220 bp (730 ad) +/- 100 
1162 bp (7EB ad) +/- 100 
1240 bp (710 ad) +I- 100 
1195 bp (755 ad) +/- 110 
1180 bp (770 ad? +/- 70 
1130 bp (820 ad) t/- 90 
1440 bp (SlO ad) t/- 70 

The limit is AD 1013 



MF I+ TBB Mgltt COtWfIWCTION AND RBcomTBtlCrIo~ 

Iutroduction. The problams related to the coustructiou of the mill, and its 

theoretical reconstruction, were studied on the site by Daryl yowler in 1971. It 

was uot raslired at the time that the mill was of the horizontal-wheeled type, 

aud Fouler was coaeetwd principally with the structural carpentry involved in 

the building of the extant timber foundationa as seen in the ground. 

Ey the time the first interim note appeared (X 1971) Fowler had essayed au 

econometric remmstnrction; although by the time this appeared it was clear that 

the mill was korieootal-wbeeled, the details of wheel position etc had not been 

worked out; this first reconstruction has the location of the driving chute skom 

as the outfaI.1, aud the bypass as the driving sluice. This &mtderetanding was 

perpetuated in a more detailed drswia by Fowler published in 1972 (Rahte and 

Sberidsn 1972); this 614 howeveq include recoustntctioas of the locking jointo of 

the main milI timkerr,. 

Ey 1974 mre work bad been done by BAR ob the working of the mill, and tbia 

ford tke basis of a disgraamatic plan and reconstructed section published in 

1976 (Bskts 1976, figs 2.18-19). firs this vherQ was also a short uote by Fowler 

of the carpeatry techniques 1nvofved (Babta 1976, 93). 



In 1978 Bobnbesonwas ccmmissionedby the Tamworth Borough Couneiltowritea 

tessibillty study for a propotsed full scale vork.i..3g reconstruction of the second 

mill as part of a proposed heritage park. The principle of the scheme was 
FWB 

accepted by them, and in 1979 A Chsrl ‘es wss commissioned to write a further 

detailed feasibility study with detailed drawings of the second mill which would 

enable it to he built, at an estimted cost of p t20,OOO. Charles is not only 

oae of the most expsrieaoed architacts in the sphere of restoring ancient 

buildings, with a profoaud knowledge of practical carpentry design and 

enginesring in this and earlier ceuxturies, but is very familiar with the academic 

and thsoreticalbackground of vernacular architectural studies, and also of 

millwrighting. The reconstructions he produced on paper and in model form must 

theretfore be vietmd with considerable respect. They were done aftsr full 

consultatianwithPARandothers, andfncorporatealltheevidence that was then 

evail8ble tohin,hefore the compilationof this monograph. 

. . 
*. . . 

‘. I 



ttwaa ho9ed that the recoastruction would not only be a spUmdid attraction in 

Tammth for arohaaologists and the public alike, but would provide a tsat-bad 

for sxpet0aeatal archaeology for the buildiw of the mill structure, and for tie 

hy&o-dynamic and other problem8 involved initsmanning and maintsnaace. 

tIafottuaately, a political change (1980) replaced the Conservative-controlled 

council by a Ubour omr who disapprowad of spandiag the money for a series of 

rccrasoas~ 

Charles' drawiagghowaver,ramaia; " . 

they provide the most detailed reconstruction of the aillatpresentavailable. . 
They are reproduced hero as figs 95 to 100, uncharged except for some minor 

modifications arising from more recent consideration of the ewideacet they are 

justified in the discussion below. 

. 

The full text of Charles' study (dated 17.12.791, whkh includes maay details of 

howthe~ill layoutwas tobeacbievadin temsof the proposed sita,sk.illed 

l&mu, the expertise of modam millwrights, aad matsrials, is in the archive. 

Ihttractsrelevantto the reconstructed mill arenowq;o+ed, as bsiagof gsnexal 

interest in furthering the discussion of problems. 

'The Miu,end pond (figs 95-190) 

..: 

'According to the evidaaceboththemill aadpondwereof horizontaltimbsrbaulk 

coMtructiQn. Theincideaceof this formof building in8amn times is wtyet 

fully known. Rsmains of solid vertical plaaklng are probably more common. One 

reason may be that horiaontal baulhs, unliks anything ia the nature of 

poet-coastruotion or palisades,aaylaaveno trace in the grouadonce the 

structure has been demolished. But there is aodoubtaboutthemhere, and the 

oaly question is whsther this form of ~0nntruction was tha 8am throughout the 



mill structure. The possibility that they may have been the foundations of a 

tlmbsr-frsmed su~rstructure, as suggested by Reason, must be discounted fdr 

sevaral reason, First, there is no ewidence, despite assumption of some 

archaeologists, of Saxon timber-freaed buildings - that is, buildings of the 

so-oalled l timber-frame traditiorP, withwhichwearefamiliarthroughstanding 

structure (the l black-aad-white*) of later medieval down to Jacobean times. 

While that could bs acco~:ed for by the fact that timber-framing, like baulk 

construction, would leave little, if any, remains, it is muoh more likely that 

this highlyadvsncedmst@dwas riotintroduceduntilafter theConguest. 

Othsrwise the great Saxaa halls ,bA which there is abundant post-hole evidence 

iumld surely havs been built of it. Sa=c~adly, such diffetentsystamsas baulk 

and thber-frame construction -aould hardly be combined within a single small. 

buiug. lb13 thirdly, sinae timbsr plank walls wars common enough for buLldings 

in later times sndare closely related tologconstruction (whichmustbe 

prahistoric), thare ishardlyraason toassums the useof anythingelseatthis 

Still. It may be extraaWy extravagant of timbar, butthattoo Is characteristic 

d old& saxon building, 

Inallothsr respects, it is entirely suitable for the reconettruction, for every 

piecerrapbs cut in the workshopwithitscorrectjoints, leaving for&e site 

work only the pbpsical exertion (which will be considerable) of placing one 

-ontopofaaotllar. %hisevanapplies to the roof. Thsobvious choice of 

thatchhashssndiscarded,notonlyheoauae, again, there is noevidance butalso 

bscausehsulksaraas suitable forroofsas for walls. Sameadvantages of the 

solid raofcapared with rafters and thatch are thatitis stronger, bird-proof 

and shads no debris. Its fire-risk is also far less. Allof thesemayhavebaen 

as important in a Saxonmill as they are today0 !Ehe baulks could be laid either 

hruieontally or vertically. %a letter has beea preferred, a8 it saves a little 

in la&mt,aab thonghsucha roof could be cappletslywatertight, oakshiagles 



hawe also been shown as probably being more acceptable as a traditional covering, 

but availabil.&ty and cost would have to be taken into account in any final 

deoistoa. 

The coaatruction of the milling floor would be of cross-beams with short boards 

laid in rebatesbatweem thea. The baaas preveat spread or inwards movement of 

the walla at grouad leval where the pressures would ba reversed. At wall-head 

Level the heavy wall-plates resist any spread of the roof. 

As for the secondary items, doors would ba battened planks with bar Nnges. . 
Daaountable abutters oould ba securadon the inside of thewiudowa by 

. turnbucbles. 

The timber will ba the same throughout but it would uot be oak in the 
l 

~MtNCtiOU. Thecoatof Eaglishoakwouldbeprohibit.iva,aboutthrae timea 

that of inlported greeaheart. 

Ram the'paintof view of appearance, the greenheart baulks would cov@ closer to 

thhenormouswidthsoftheoriginaloakas found intheexcavationthaawouldany 
'. 

other timber available today. variationof width isunfortunatelynotpossible. 

!Ebe replicawould inevitablythereforehave amore machine-likeappearance thau 

the original mill probably had. Buts0 far as this dispels the popular 

misconception that everything ancient in timbar-baailding was crooked and 

whimsical it will be banefioial. If slightlyrandoalengtbaofwallcouponenta 

should oacur, as pethaps in the original structure, these would not be 

%orractad*~ 



The final structure would present an appearance at any rate as sturdy aa the 

original muat have baen and ita proportions would ba much the same as those of 

the numerous 8x-t horizonta: mill buildings of stone or timber in Shetland, 

Spain and aa reconstructed at the Frielandamuaet in Copenhagen,. 

'The machinery aad equipment' (figs 9S-99) 
_ - 

gEorizontal mill wheels have been used ainca at least the seventh century AD (Cb 

b below), and there haa been vary little evolution, as the design is so simple. 

Indeed, it is evident that mills still in use today in practically all the less 

industrially developed counties are hardly different from this one of Saxon 

England. mua, what may appear to the layman difficult and even incomprehensible 

is perfectlystraighfforward to a millwright. 

Theexparimentationwhich I anticipatadwouldba neceasarywouldprobablyall 

have beendoneon the jobafter themillandpondhad beancoaatructed. The 

questionof authenticity of themachineryhardlyarises since the margiaof 

choiceorerrorwithintheconfineaof existingmillprecedentaand the 

archaeological evidence is extremely narrow* Of course. certain differences 

would bs iusvitable, as, for example, had the original chute or flue, as seams 

mostlikely,benholLotaed out of solid timbsr, todayitwould have tobemade af 

separate planks -as shownoa thediagram. Butsuchdifferencss tonotviolats 

the princf$le or altsr &e functioning of the mill. 

Thebasicaachinerycoasists of thewheel,nave andshaft,setwith abearing 

upon a steel socket let into the sole-trae, all of which can be reproduced, if 

not exactly, at any rate witMn very close proximity to the original. The most 

important corponants of all, *& paddles, can indeed be exactly copied, aa a 

practically complete original paddle almost akirueuloualy survived. A prototypa 



( pl XXI 1 - 
t of this has already been made in softwood A The purpose of this was togetan 

idea of the time needed ia cutting it and so of its cos-. Its hydrodynamic 

elegance is astonishing by any standards. 

Again the equipment, including the hearst on which the stones are raised above 

the mill floor, the hopper, either slung from the roof or supported by a home, 

the vat or surrouud to the stoaes, the stones i3mmelves and all the moving parts 

are 50 staudard that the sole criteria by which to judge them is their 

appropriateaess for the mill structure, their proper functioning and the degree 

to which they conform with the evidence'. 

(end of quote fram Charles)' 

Charles' reconstructions were of course notmeanttobe a precise reconstruction 

based on the archaeologicalevideuce. They are rather a realisation in practical 

termsof the Tamworth mill evidence, whichem&Ues the broadframiworkof the 

evidence, but may differ from it in detail. A good example, as Charles points 

out, is thedrivingchute,whichinthese diagrams is made of separate piece5 of 

wood, but would very likely have originally been of obe or two pieces. This is 

not to say that Charleshas ignored the archaeologicalevidence,hehas notthe 

has stuckveryclosely to it,‘indeed as far as possible, bearinginmind that the 

reoonstructionhehaedrawnhad tobebuilt. Many *archaeological~ 

reconstructions would not stand up to this acid test1 There are of course bound 

tobeelementsinanyrsconstructionomichareanratterof debate,indiscussing 

whether or not they do represent a correct interpretation of the archaeological 

evidence. Iiopefully, by presenting Charles8 practical hypothesis in this report, 

e forumfordebatemaybe opened. Weare fortunate indeed to'aavea 

reconstruction of an archaeologically defined structure in such detail, rather 

than the ratherwoollysketches usually seen inarchaeological reports, To 

recapitulate what was said earlier, Charles' version of the mill carries a 



veracity thatcanbe expected fromaomeonewhois anarchitect, anarchitectural 

historian, a con561per of ancient Umber structures, and a molinologist. We may 

parap+ one of the most faamus caption5 in archaeological literature Way&r 

1974, fig 9, p 170). Thatlets reconstruction does not serve unambiguou5ly to 

define the au11 a8 it was in Anglo-Saxon times. But such a reconstruction does 

violence neither to the archaeological evidence nor to the technolo@calor 

architectural probabilities as they are known from the period or from mills 

surviving today. The recoastructioncouldbe regarded as the flesh and skinof 

the mill indicated only in skeleton by the archaeologists*. 

It will perhaps be useful to comment on the Charles drawiqs reproduced bare 

before passing on to the reconstructhas of a more limited kind essayed by 

P A R, The reconstructiondrawings reproduced (others exist of timber details) 

have been nunbered I-VI, in figi 95 to 100. . 

I. The plan incorporates the missing sixth upright post on the SW side8 it 

shouldbenoted thatthewall lineacross thewheelhouseon the SWside of the 

three uprights does not exist at wheelhouee level (where the wheelhouse is open 

toallowwater tomme out freely) butonlpatm.illhouse floorleveland above, 

as shown in Ib. 

TheSWfloorplankfound in the excavationis shownhere surr0unding the wci mttrop 

. uprighti, rather than being onhesidesas found8 a further plank or baulkis 

shown to the SWof the posts in theplank,butnotin the axonometric 

reconst.Nction. Adoorwayis 5hownontheWWside. 

SI* The gable and elevation (c) is that at the M: end, and show5 a equare 

window, which may have been leaded, with horn pan55 (3.10 above). The horizontal 

plank ualls are shown ae extending right down to, and incorporating, the bypass 



and driving chutes. This end of the wheelhouse couldof coursehave beenopen 

below the level of the lafllhouse floor/wheelhouse ceiling. 

phe 8% side elevation show5 the height of the wheelhou5e at 1.45 m, and the 

doormy openingoutonto the level ground to thebfw. Innone of his drawings 

doe5 Charlea include any anrmce to the Mw, and does not offer any interpretation 

of the plank andpo5textending tc the ENat millhouse level. 

III. A hearst is shown here, raising the stone set '50 cm above the floor. Many 

mills do have this feature, and a box or vat around thy stone5 (the latter not 

ehowa here, but assumed by Charles). T&em are howewet same mills where the 
(Kg 43) 

stones are set at floor level, the flour droppir~ intoa recessed bin. The 
Ir 

raised arrangement is more convenient for the miller, and is follouad in our own 

~ecoastructioas; a5 al50 is the con5equentlen9tb of the 5haft;ite diameter will 

k.:o discussed below. The bearing is shown here rathat diagxmmatically; thesteel 

fwmde bearing is set& the sole-tree in the original,'protruding only slightly 

if at allp whereas here it looks as if it sits on top, The sole-tree is also set 

sthe floor, rather thansuspendedabove it, as the archaeologicalepidence 

SUggetStS. The diameter of the millstone is correct, but the eye should be only 9 

cm, rather than else 18 or so shown here. Therynddiameteris alsorather too 

large here; it was about 26-29 cm. 

IV. As alre5dy mentioned, the chutemaybave keenof one or two pieces. the 

mainpartbeingaholAomd-autlog(cf Icnockmgranshy, figs 101-102 1. The 

precise locationof the orificeendmust of cour5e remainuncertain in the 

absence of dire& experbentation. Sn the section, Charles ha5 5hown the chuw 

suppottedatfts bvderend on abaulkonthe floor. The archaeological evidence 

offers no support for this8 the chute must have beeu aupyprted certainly, but on 

thbers affixd to the SE side of thewheekhousej otabove,ka the Wheelhouse 
. 



ceiling. Here the aole-tree is shown correctly, off the floor. A fall of 49 cm 

is shown, fraa the level of water at t!! upper end at its exit from the millpool, 

to the base of the paddle. This is considered in our own disouaaiona on relative 

level5 (a-6) and is near this figure. 

b 

V. Charlesm reconstruction of the 83&t and wheel-assembly looks appropriately 

elegant; thepaddleis theonlypartof this to5urwiw3. The numbsr of paddles 

shown is 12; this 8llow5 for suitable vedging in the hub, but may hs too few. If 

there Were 18 or 19 like Moycraig (Green 1963, fig 96), or 23. like Mashanaglass 

(Pahy 1956) (both in fig 1031, the paddles Would look very croWded, but these do 

exist, and we may have shown too few. Again,experimentationwould be the only 

way to find out the optimum spacing. A sophisticated Wheel of 1599 (Ramelli, fig 

10IJfrcs Orean 1963, fig 86 1 only ii+& 14; should there be an e uumher? . 
. 

The length of th6tshaft is a consequence of the height given by Charles to the 

whedhouse aadhis i&lu5ionof ahearstto raise the stone5, as already said. 

The diameter of tbg shaft Es shown here as p 10 cm, rather than the 15 shown in 

the 55cAion in reconstruction III,~hich,~ithits squaredhub, is clearly only 

meanttohediagrammatio. 15 would in any case be too large, a5 the hole in the 

clayseatingfor the loWe~millsto5eis of thy5 diameter; the shaft may howemr 

have been only a little less than this, so that water could not ea5ily be forced 

upwards arou&l it, 50 we Would favour 12 rather than the 10 shown here, which 

muldof course increase the Weight. Charles may bs right that it ~a5 nearer 10, 

with a 2 cm thick bush around it whare it passed through the hole above. 

VI. !l!he recomtruction of the millpool shoots two sluices that are identical 

except that the by-pass one carries hers, presumably to stop debris 5uch a5 

branches fram passing into the wh5elhouse. The5e areputin tow58 the 

arohaeological evidence of Tao ho& in atre sill-beam here; such a grill Would 



howwer be more necessary for the driving sluice , to atopbranches fouling the 

wheel; theholes may perhapshave been rather tocarrypegs for the lower members 

of a sluice gate. 

Charles shows the pool with substantial timber walls, pegged to central uprights, 

on three sides; this is not quite what the archaeological evidence suggests. The 

mill side is shown with short vertical planks in the central plank slot; set into 

a massive timber baullcwhich carries the sluice gatest all this is quite 

possible. 

. 
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